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Kill

Weeds.

up quite unevenly, perhaps owing
to cold weather, perhaps to poor seed,
and perhaps partly to both, so the cultivation and hoeing had been postponed
for the corn to get large enough to sh ,w
plainly in the rows. In the meantime
the grass and weeds, which started !r -m
old turls on good seeds, and had not
been kept back by --o'd weather had
grown quite luxuiiantly. so that a pretty
fair s,-d pad got started.
The hired men b id t ikeu hold of the
j >b of weed killing ;u cat tie:.t. and were
determined t- make a g >.«! job of it.
Two able bodied men with a -tout horse
and cultivator went at t, tut to drive,
the other to hold.
The team went
through a row. and then tiinit d and
went directly hack in the same i-ivv. genic the ground a very thorough Stirling,
and tearing up all the weeds in its track.
After going over the field in tins way.
twice in a row one way. the operation
was to be repealed by go.ng tee.-in a
come

riesswi.-e. as p’.anni-d a: planting
A< the iiel-1 was a -mall one. not
over an acre, all tie- stirring of ttfe soil,
and the ujiro -fng of weeds was done in
a little more til in a. half day's time.
As
soon as the team Ita-i started in t
work
of civ ss
g. tl:e men f.e.iu -■•■!
with lines foi eh-imng out the weed* in
the lniis.
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pi .u t;» -bly
being well covered with earth, while
their tops were exposed to the am. and
after a lew days, unless thither disturbed. would he m condition to grow about
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low
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We have repeatedly written upon the
true way to kill weeds in cultivated
grounds, but we find seme of the readers
of the Farmer sti.i practising the crude
old ways ■■■■!' their lathers. We leeentlv
saw a cornfield that had become considerably overgrown with grass and weeds,
being worked out fur the tirst lime after
planting. It had been planted in rows
noth ways, so that the cultivator could
b, run in opposite directions, leaving
only little squares around the hills to incleaned out by hand.
The corn had

-s

t:.

with lines
pan! .ittle attention to any weeds except
those :n tlie hii.s. digging them out. and
lea\ ,ng them between tile rows. No care
was taken not to step upon the liail’e.ivi many were “set out"
leeils,
the heavy tread of the men's boots, so
that tl.ey were almost sure to live and
The -altiv.iti->n had been done so
grow.
recently that tew weeds had wiled, and
] it was not an easy matt-t to determine
which of tIre weeds between file rows
!1
I ks
were likely to die. and which to live.
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times more, to wash as to pick it, and
'.lien the berries are not worth half price
to send to market or to keep for home
use.
These differences may make all the
difference between a paying crop, and
one that brings no profit.
Don’t neglect
to mulch next time.
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to he perfectly safe to ’1
:
let
the field rest another day : the third day
go through again as oil the hist day with
tiie cultivator spread a little wider. The
horse will l How the rows fetter this
time lier.uise tilran tie seen better,
if
a man is neodr.i to drive i.ef.-re. lie can
certainly be dispensed with this time.
The fourth day mil the eultivatoi again
crosswise, and then wait another day before putting in the hand hoes.
Now most of the weeds between til
rows
have been uprooted four times,
with intervals of twenty-four hours intween. in which to wilt and da
and
there is very little eham •• f r weeds to
eateli hold and live under such treatment.
Whit) the men come on with
then- hoes they will easily distinguish the

enough

fresh, live weeds from file wilted or dead
ones, and will need to waste no time
with the latter nor have any excuse for
over-looking the former. Cultivating and

in this way, though occupying
tive days can take no mme turn
than if done ail at one.-, while the advantages on the score of economy and thor-

hoeing
part of

oughness

are

all in its favor.

The

saute

operation should be begun again just as
soon tis any of the old weeds pulled out

from flic hills begin to take root, or new
start from fresh seeds.
Ground
cultivated frequently in this way may
o.
have tiie hand work postponed almost
indefinitely without greatly endangering
the crop, and tile hand work may be
\
Hoon 4 oiupanion.
Mr. .1 -nt lloif-M riiainpioti Ri- yelist of Aus- I done at odd jobs, in cloudy or even in
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another
miles tle often, is applicable to the working of
i_•:»ii»>t time immediately afterward, from the
any weedy fallow ground. A tield that
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s
nd-rtu
tV«
produced by the il-c of St. is to be fitted tor a
crop cannot be well
e ,ool»s <
it, training and racing,
li-' eali- it
lilted in a single day however efficient
;»«• mi
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"i,.; anion, and recommends it to all
athlete.-.
the tools used.
Time is needed between
the several operations for the soil to dry
am
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and become mellow, and for the weeds to
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nid and die.
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“What kind of sauce will you have with your
-leak
asked a waiter <>f a diner In
a restaurant
w here u.•• < «iiui'-nts were Served w ith the orders
"i: lie
i.akl-a- tough as ya-sterday'a send me in
a eoupie of circular saws.”
'"
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oman m iv lie
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thru she

Imbued with a feeling of joy
*uiy to that of the angel-, but
f"i
in never
succeed in washing a
pair of men’s enn-imere pants, ami have them set
ns they did before.
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going into ecstasy over Hr.
king’.-New i>i.-covery for Consumption. Their un10. 'ki d foj
b\
the timely use of this great
ery
a uses them to go
ife saving r* 11:
nearly wild
is guaranteed to
in it
Ii
praise.
positively cure
>
\<n
ough*, ( old-. Asthma, Hay Fever, Bronchitis, Hoarseness, Loss of Voice, or any affection
of 11m Throat and Lungs. Trial Bottles free at B.
11. Moody’s Drug Store. Large size #1.00.
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Cattle

the

Strawberries

Next

Time.

It is very

foolish t<> attempt to grow
fine strawberries without the use of some
kind of mulch.
To get large fruit, and
an abundance of it. one must make the
ground both rich and mellow in that
part where the roots run ; but a mellow
surface at fruiting time is to be avoided.
The heavy show ers w hich have fallen recently while the strawberries were ripening. have greatly helped to increase the
crop, hut where the vines were grown
without being mulched, the fruit in many
has been of very little value because of the dirt that has adhered to it
cases

It
ou are
c\er troubled with sick or nervous
'1 ■.1111.
li.'.i11..•■In- tr'•
.f Fellow s’Headache
Ii I:;.- ered ill* hi -a nds and will cure you. For sale
b
nil druggists.
Trial bottle only 20 cento. 4w27
an

Mulch

Market.

Tl ESDA 1 July 15.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 1*511; sheep
and lambs, 12,880; fat swine, 8835; horses, 1‘J2;
number of Western Cattle, 1850.
Prices of beer cattle V loo ft live weight, extra
quality, #h *7'* §,7 50; first, #6 25g7 75; second,
#5 5ogb 1212; third, #4 25g5 37
poorest grades
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., #:{ 2544 12‘a.
Brighton Hides, 7g7‘ac V lb, Brighton Tallow, C'4
& tb; Country Hides, light ones, Ogf.kjr w ft,
heavy, i;*a 3yr & it., Country Fallow, 3l, n,4c p ft, Calf
Skins, lOgiic ^ ft; Wool Sheep skins, 75cg#2.25
each ; sheared sheep skins, 20425c; Lamb Skins, 403
50r.
l he trade for Beef Cattle opened active at an advance in price equal to ‘4c # ft over those obtained
one week since for the same grade of beeves.
The
quality of the Cattle offered for sale was not of so
good a grade as those brought into market one week
since. Most of those of an extra quality were intended for the export trade. Prices for butchers’
Cattle range from 6>4@7‘4c V ft, live weight.
sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep are costing
butchers this w eek from 546c, and Lambs, 7g7
4P lb, live weight, landed at the
slaughter houses.
The supply brought in this week has been large,
several hundred of which were for the ex port trade.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs were all owned by
butchers, costing from 5#4 »-$k 4? ft, live weight. In
one number we include ail the Fat Hogs brought in
over the several railroads for the week from the
west.

after the showers were passed. Washed
berries may be endurable for home use,
but it is a very difficult matter to clean
dirty fruit so that it will keep well and
look well after being carried to mai hot.
The advantages of mulching are so
many and so great that it seems almost
inexcusable to neglect to use it. It protects the plants in winter, keeping them
from being killed by hard, cold winds,
and alternate freezing and thawing; it
keeps the earth cool and moist during
the excessive heat of summer ; it tends to
prevent the ground from becoming overrun by weeds and grass in the fruiting
season, and finally it keeps the fruit
clean, and gives the pickers clean ground
to work on while gathering it.
Many kinds of material are suited to
use as mulch: old swamp hay, grain
straw, forest leaves and sea weed, w hichever can be most easily or cheaply obtained. It need not bespread very deeply in winter to protect the plants, as a
thin coat is better than too heavy a covering. We would put on no more straw
or leaves than the
plants can push up
through in the spring without removing
it.
It should he the thickest between
the rows and between the plants, but
near enough to them so that the fruit
will lie upon the mulch if the stems are
not still' enough to support it above the
earth.
If it is worth two cents a quart to pick
good clean fruit from a clean, well mulched bed, it is worth four cents to pick it
when it is half covered with sand or
mud. It is worth as much, and some-

AN NIK

K.

JACK.

Cotl'ee stands first in the list of beverages ior the breakfast table, though for
nervous people or those who are afflicted
with palpitation of the heart it is not to
he recommended.
To make it to perfec-

tion one requires a coffee-pot
with a
fl
Me base.
A French filter-pot is the

X'lir boil it if you wish to prethe aroma. Buy two-thirds .Java
".mi one-third Mocha: the first is required for
strength, tho latter for flavor. I
racier to have codec roasted at the
grocer'.-. as inexperienced hands are liable
to lea-, e a few berries in that have been
.-eoiehed. giving it a bitter taste. But
we grind our own eollee, and that only
the moment before pouring on the boil
Allow two heaping tablei:.g water.
spooiiluls of ground cotl'ee to a pint of
water
Cove-1 tightly after pouring on
the boiling water; let it boil half a minute and set hack to settle.
In this way,
coffee vviii he clear without the aid of
If it is not possible to
oggs or shells.
procure ciemn, always boil the milk, and
use loaf
sugar.
!Va needs, first of all, the help of a
erst.

serve

■‘cosy" to make it in perfection. A “copy” is a w dded cover, made to tit the
t.
It is generally shaped in two
tea-:
half-circles, stitched around, wadded,
mod and corded.

It can be made very

ornamental by bt aiding or crewel-work.
Tea require- water.• /••.'■/</// boiled, and
sin uld 0"t he made to stand on the hob
and stew before using, and it should
never

•

boiled.

Allow

heaped, f..i every person.

a

teaspoonful,

After pouring

1 : it foi one moment stand
neat tin
lire, then place directly under
the "rosy" hefeie calling the family to
tabic. In tliis way, the tea preserves
ii its delicate aroma.
waiter

If any reader has not tried
Basse." it is quite a revelation

“a la
It is to
plaee a pieceo; peeled, weli-sugared lemn at the bottom of each
cup before pouruig ov er it the tea. hot and strong. Iced
; a ran he served in the same
way at this
tea

season.

(. horn latte must he scraped and soaked in milk : a an hour before using, to
bee it tro;n lumps.
Allow two sticks to
a pint of milk, which must he boiled and
■-'•■■ eetened.
Make the soaked chocolate
mb' a tine pa sir. stir in the milk ; let it
lad!' ,i minute.
Serve hot. as when
only tujsewai in it becomes flat.
The best ‘areaklast beverage of all is
<’■■■•
which, being more oily and until t; ms. is strongly recommended for
tii -sr who have weak lungs.
It is made
.:. lhe same way as chocolate,
only a little vaniila is on mi added as a flavoring,
which takes oft the over-rich taste, A
■

addiiio,.

either chocolate or cocoa
s a
heaping tahiespooliiul of whipped
cimim placed
the top of each cup.
This. too. must re lightly flavored with
’• anilla.
1
tfe m La it s a c minion be vet age
: iin Trench
people. Ii is made with a
quart ot clear, strained coffee, a quart of
a Ming milk, sugar to the taste,
whipped
.p with the whites of three or four eggs.
Ii use the coffee-pot with hot water, and
pour in the codec and mill; alternately.
Cover closely for three oi four minutes.

nice

to

■

■

I'm a sp .onbii if the whipped and sweetened whi e of egg in each cup.
[Good

Cheer.

Training Tomato Plants.

■

o,

Drinks.

'lost growers agree that keeping to* ill
the ground is a great advant ‘ge.
S;akes or trellises are now used,
t" a meat extent, to train them to.
A
common way is to train to single stakes of
about four feet in height, tying the plants
to tin* stakes a» they grow.
Tills is little
or no improvement over the old way of
letting tnem lie on the ground. A much
tetter plan is to set the plants in rows of
mi feet apart, and the plants three feet
the row.
before setting the plants,
matoes

dig out a couple of spits of earth, and set
m three branches of trees—twiggy ones
am
best- in triangular form, with the
ions spreading outward.
Set the plant
in
tin centre of this, and as it grows
keep the shoots inside of the stakes by
passing a string around them. There is
i!"
better way to get good, clean fruit
from tomatoes.
As everything generally lias some disadvantage connected with it, so this way
of growing
tomatoes is not
perfect.
V\ lien the plants are allowed to run over
'.he ground, they keep the soil cool and
nmist.
It follows that tying up to stakes
produces the opposite efleet, and the
plants stiller the sooner from summer
drought'. 1 his can be easily remedied
by mulching around the plants with
something to break the sun’s rays. If
nothing else is at hand, cornstalks answer a hnirahly. Tomatoes produce such
a mass of foliage that they require much
moisture, and it is surprising how they
thrive, when by mulching or other means,
the ground is never allowed to become
too diy
| Germantown Telegraph.
Kicking

Cow.

eight years old, that
was tin- worst kicking cow I ever saw,
from her youth up. She had been coaxed
and whipped.but all to no purpose. I made
1

once

had

a

cow.

up my mind thai the next time she kiekd 1 would take up iter hind leg and hold
I only
it up while some one milked her.
had to wait until the next morning to
see the fun.
The next morning soon
came around, the cow kicked as usual,
and the instant site kicked 1 lifted up her
hind leg, and in spite of her, held it up
until she gave up al' effort in trying to
1 called a
get control of her leg again.
hand to come and milk her, 1 holding up
her log all the time : I then let her have
her leg again.
I kept her three years
aftei that, and she was never known to
kick again. 1 have broken a number of
cows of the habit of kicking, in the same
Tim instant your cow kicks, lift
way.
up her leg, and hold it just as a blacksmith would a horse’s hind leg to set a
if you let your cow go until you
shoe,
can call the neighbors to help you, she
will never get the idea that you hold up
her leg because- she kicked.
The above
treatment is more effective than all the
baiters and tying legs ever invented to
break a cow of kicking. [Cor. Ohio
Tanner.
•‘Ever)

Botanic
it

a

testimonial we publish of Adamson's
Cough Baisam is genuine. We hereby of-

live thousand dollars for evidence
otherwise in a single ease.
F. VV. KINSMAN A CO.”

reward <>i

proving

A young man recently went crazy in a New York
liverv stable. He had probably stepped in to pay
his bill
tit: Well Dressed People don’t wear dingy or fadd tilings when the lor and guaranteed Diamond
D -e will make them good as new. They are perfeet.
Det at druggists and be economical. Wells,
Richardson A Co., Burlington, Vt.

"A miss in Oaddeston, (ia., has hair that sweeps
the Ilnur
Now it this miss had hair that could
-.uk, wash, iron and milk the cows, what a bonanza she would lx* as a wife.
When

Donors

Disagree

doubt the reliability of
Kidney-Wort. Doctors all agree that it Isa most
valuable medicine in all disorders of the Liver,
Kidneys and Bowels, and frequently prescribe it.
Dr. I'. C. Ballou of Monklon says: “The past year
1 have used it more than ever, and with the best
results. It is the most successful remedy 1 have
ever used.”
Such a recommendation speaks for Itself. Sold by all druggists. See advt.
it will be time

enough

to

There are two tilings which bother the advance
agent of the average variety troupe. Bill boards
and board bills.

Farmers—Try It!
Well-, Richardson A Co.’s Improved Butter Color
will be found to be the only oil color that will not become rancid.
Test it and you will prove it. It will
not color the butter-milk; it gives the brightest
color of any made, and Is the strongest and therefore the cheapest.

“No,” said Brown to Robinson, with a sigh, “I
haven’t got change for a live; hut i should like to
have a live for a change.”
The Rev. Phan. K. Piper, formerly of Pittsfield,
N. 1L, but now of Wakefield, K. L, writes
“My
wife had been an Invalid for years, but Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters cured her.” N. H. Downs’ Vegetable Balsamic Elixir always cures coughs, colds
and consumption, when taken in season. Henry A
Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment, for strains,
bruises, cuts, swellings, old sores, Ac., is excellent.
Im30

Yes

ana

No.

widder's, an’ rut wood fer her the
hull day. Then at night, the wirnmenfolks would all come in with baskets o'
good things, an' they’d have a party an'
a real merry time of it.
Balaam an’ si an' Lif had gone to the
euttin' airly with the big sled, an’ 1 was
to go homo from school with the Dover
children, an’ go home at night with Bale
an' the hoys.
We had <i big time at the party. We
played all the good old-fashioned" kissin'
games, sieli as the "Weevly Wheat,’’ an’
“Sister I’hu-bo,” an’ “Marohin’ down to
(Hil tjuebcc," an’all them nice old games
that they don't play now-a-days. Once
Lif was ’looted to kiss me in a game o'
forfeits, an' land! how he did blush an'
look as though he wanted to sneak out o'
the doer ; hut I saved the poor soul the
trouble, by slippiti' out myself an' hidin'
in a bod-room.
•Bout midnight we started for home.
Bale an' Lif set on the front seat, an' Si
an' me in the straw and huffier robes in
the bottom o' the bed o’ the sled.
1 thought Si acted kind o’ funny.
He
didn’t say much, hut once or tv. ict he
slipped t:is arm 'round my waist an' lie
•-lipped it away agin putty suddiut, fer 1
boxed hi* \ ears for 'im.
But at last the everlastiu' dunce up an’
proposed to me. right there. 1 was so
ink hack that m\ breath seemed to go
front me fer a spell, an’ then 1 said some
mighty sharp things to ’im, an' 1 kep’ asayin’ ’em, tell at last si says :
"l’ap I'll drive awhile now, yer ban’s
must he cold, aint they ."'
Bale said they was, so si he dim up
into the front sent, an' his pap routes
back an' sets by me. An' in 'bout ten
miunits, 1 foun’ I’d jumped from the fryin' pan into the tire, so to speak : for
w hat
does Balaam Dusenberrv do, but
kind o' sidle up toward me. an' hem an'
haw a while, an' then say :
“How do you like school-teacliin', anyhow, Miss Mahnly
Putty tough work,
eh ?"
"La me, no." says 1, as innercent as a
lamb. ■•! like it splendid."
“Do, eh/" says Bale. “I shed think
it'd he mighty wenrin’ on one. An' I've
alius noticed that most wimmeti-teachers
turn out old mai ls il
they teach very
at the

IIY JOSEPHINE rOLL VRD.

There

little words, so small
of no account at all.
As over careless lips they fall:
\W hear them oft from day to day.
And oft their meaning we convey
in a dumb, pantomimic way.

They

are

two

seem

Two little words,—as far apart
As are the poles upon the chart—
Make heaven or hell within the heart!
The Height of bliss, the depth of woe.
Our sphere of happiness below.
Determined by a Yes, or No!
Alas! what bitter grief and ache
Is ours, when suddenly we awake
And realize our sad mistake !
Vain the endeavor to recall
The little word,—so slight, so small—
We deem the occasion of our fall!
a manhood has been wrecked.
And fortune at the flood-tide checked
Because of folly or neglect
in youth; and sharpest thorns they sow.
And brilliant prospects overthrow,
Who know not when to answer No.

Many

These little words we oft misuse;
In haste consent: in haste refuse;
And coveted eifjoyment lose;
And oft through prid«* or awkwardie
Many a maiden has. I guess.
Said No. when really meaning Yrv
These little words have weights, or wings.
To hear us up to higher things.
Or torture u- with poisoned sting*;
And since through 1 hem comes weal or w < r.
Superior wisdom tbe\ will show
Who pause, ere answering Yes or No.
[Good Cheer.
“Illf.”
BY

J.

I..

HARBOUR.

body wouldn’t think, to look at my
writin’ an' spellin' now. that the time
was when 1 could out-spell airy boy or
girl in Skimmerhorn township: an' they
W ell,
was six schools in that township.
1 could, an" I done it too, once when they
had a big spellin' ln-e down to l’ertater
Ridge, where the brag spellers from six
deestriets had come to settle a long disA

pute 'bout which deestriet had the lies’

speller in it. They was one hundred an’
forty-nine stood up t" spell down, four
school-teachers 'moug 'em an' two graduates hom a college, an' I. Mahaly l’mdenee Skinner that way spelt the hull
pile ot 'em down on “loquaciousness."
But, lausy me. sometimes 1 dutino to
long.”
save me now whether they is or isn't an
••till
h in "sugar.”
1 know they's one in!

“sure.” but 1 don't mind 'bout the other, j
Rut. mind ye, I'm seventy-two years)
old now, —seventy-two a-goin' on to see- I
enty -three, —an' old people are forgitful. j
1 never was a pert’ekler good writer, an' i
now my halt's are so crampy an'still', I
j
cay n’t write even as good as 1 oneet
could. It's so hard to keep o:i the lines,
fer 1 don't see right well, even with my
best specs on.
1 reckon them that reads this will
lull good when 1 say that I used to
be a school-marm, an’ was counted a
mighty good one. They's men that's
got gran’-ehildren a-livin' right here in
this township that 1 lamed their letters
to, an' they’ll tell you that Mahaly Skinner was counted a mighty good schoolmarm in her day : an' I ne' er Unowed
any more 'bout grammar or bottomy an'

j

me! says 1. kind o'gay an flirty
-I aint a hit afeerd o' that, an’ I'm
sure there's nothin' disgraceful in bein’
an old maid."
Then 1 gabbles on, an’

like.

says.-

“But I’ve
I allow

to

yet.”

no idee o' bein' an old maid.
marry some rich old codger

\\ .-11, now. Balaam was w hat w as reckoned party well oil' in them days.
He’d
any amount o' land an' cattle an' a good
hit o' money in the hank : an' 1 reckon
nit savin what 1 did, kind o'
agged im
on. fer before 1 could stop 'im he blurted
out.
■•Ve tin. Mahaiy
That's sensible in
Mat ty a man that's settled an’ stidye.

that's gut smnethin’. 1 ttint
but forty-four. Mahaly. an', ye know, I'm
one o' them light-complected,
youngish
men, that don't look as old as they air bv
freenology an ferlosophy than 1 know | (illeen years. Mis Dusenberry’s lien dead
now.
Folks didn't care in them days! now a m in' on to two years, an' I've alius
'bout bein' lamed to talk smart an' eule'lated on marry in' again': an' I tell
'cordin' to rule, an’ it didn't make a unto ye. M. hilly. I never knowed any body
t hat 111 k my fancy jest as
Taint
o' ditfrenee to folks then whether they
you do.
that.yer sieh a good speller, an'so spry
was two hundred an' eight or eight hunan'
an'
smart,
all that : it's somethin’
dred an' two bones in 'em.
1 allow that I'd a-been turned out if Itnr, Mahaly."
“An' il the old gander didn't
I'd a-spent my time a-lamiif leys an'
spread
girls the ditFrenee 'tween tloatin' ribs an' his big, shcep-.-kin-inittetied band over
ribs that didn't lioat.
In fact. 1 didn't his heart, an' grab my hand an’ kiss it
'hi! e l could help it.
know the ditfrenee.
1 don’t know as 1
1 couldn't do nor say nothin' fer 'bout
know yit, only I've heerd my gran-children talkin' 'bout seeli things: an’they two minnits, an' then 1 cried out, sharp
talk, too, bout the parts of a .dower, an' and clear like,
“.'tie. I want to set up on the seat a
nouns an' verbs an' all that, an' I swan
I'm all cramped up a-settin’ so
if they's one of’em kin sa.' thealfabet or while.
multiplication table back'ards. an' that's long in the bottom o' the sled, l.ifll
what J could say when 1 wan't but ten, driv e."
Si dim down 'tliout a word, an' 1
up in
a-goin’ on to ’leven.
Hut. my land ! I aint !li“ one to be ins place by Lit ; an' I vowed to myself
raisin’ a fuss "oout the present way 'o that il Lit proposed to me, I'd jump out
o the sled an' walk home, even if
it was
doin'things. I aint a grumblin' an' faulttindin’ person, an' I've wit null'to know five miles.
lint 1 needn't a-worried any 'bout Lif,
that ii aint liest to keep in one old rut
alius. 1 make no doubt but what the lev we hadn't gone more'll ltall-a-mile
schools are better now than ever before; fore somethin'happened. The woods had
;i good m my hears in 'em
an’ everything's fer the best.
then, an’ jest
as we turned a cut in the road, we heerd
I tell you, I've found that it pays to be
a
kind
ol
a “woof! woof!" an' behold
cheery an' blithesome all yer days. Fee
noticed that right fussy old folks are ye. there was a monstrous old liruiu right
reg'lar ’bominations to the airth : an' yit, square in the road.
Well, tin* horses they sqwealed an"
1
poor souls! they eayn't help it. But
raced like mad. though the bear didn't
swan, if I haint clean oil'the track o' my
make any move toward 'em.
little story.
“What is it ?" says Hale.
It haint much of a story, but mebbe
“A great big bear,” says I.
it’ll make you lad': an' I do like to see
W eli, 1 declare
upon my word, if
people lad". It's all 'bout me goiif down
to Jack Oak Bottoms to teach, an' w hat ltalaam Dusenliern didn't give a yell
that
could
of heerd half-a-mile, an
you
happened there.
You see. after I’d spelled Skinuncrhorn Si give a bigger one. an' quicker nor
" ink Hale was out o’ the sled an’
up a
township down, my pap, lie thought 1
had to be a scboohnarm. So he let me saplin', while Si put oil'down the road,
go to school tell I'd liggered clean through liekiiy-cut, a-yellin’ like fury.
“i ou'd better h'ist yourself
the ’rithmetic two times, an' could say
up a tree,
Mahaly Skinner !" cried out llalaam.
the jogerfy by heart.
Then I was ready
A on d better not try to,”
to teach.
says Lif, in
People was great on spellin’
in them days, an' it had got all over the a voice that didn’t quiver nor shake a
mite.
“(Airis eayn’t climb trees very
county 'bout me bein' the speller 1 was;
so
when it got out that I was goin’ to well- Try not to be afeerd. Keep still,
teach, the committeemen from Jack dak an’ don t taint ier anything. I am 'tween
Bottoms offered me their school, which you an' the beast, .Miss Mahaly.”
Well, do you know, 1 felt as if a wall a
didn’t ’mount to shucks when it come to
good spellers. You might o' spelled the hundred leet high was ’tween me an' all
hull school down in words o’ two svdda- airthly danger when Lif—poor, stupid,
litils, an’ 1 felt like crackin' their noggins gawky, homely Lif—said that so stiddy
Afeerd! 1
when the hull on 'em set down on a little an‘ brave an' grand-like.
word like “daguerreotypieal,”—I never wouldn’t a lien afeerd o’ fifty bears.
so I held on to
my seat as best I could,
did forgit how to spell that—the lirst
with (lie bosses a*ratin' so. You see the
spell we had.
road "'as very mirror there, an’ in sieh
The director of the deestrict was Balaam Dusenberry, an' 1 had to hoard at thick timber that they was no show at all
his house most o’ the time : l'er I wouldn't to turn ’round.
ut the traces, Lif, an' let them there
hoard ’round altogether, an' Balaam lie
“I
had a right comfort’ble, snug house, as bosses go!' bawled out Halaatn.
houses went in them days, though it "ouldn t hev cm crippled for three hunwouldn’t he any great shakes of a house dred dollars !”
“I want to git you on to one o' the
now.
Balaam was a widower, an’ his sister bosses fust, an’ then 1 will eu* the
Dorcas kep’ house for 'em; an' if ever traces," said Lif to me, a-holdin’ on to
there was a more snappin,’ snarlin’ old the lines, an' ervin’ out. “whoa! whoa!”
maid then Dorcas Dusenberry, l never to the terrified critters.
Hut all of a suddiut, there was a
snap,
happened to run agin ’em.
•Silas Dusenberry was Balaam's oldest an in a minnit them hosses was gallopin’
like mad through the woods. The
tongue
boy an’ ray oldest scholar. In fact, Si
of the sled had broke off short, an' Lif
was older than what I was, but his pap
hadn’t give the boy much show to go to had held on to the lines tell he’d ben
school, an’ he was dretful back'.ml any- dragged off the seat an' down into the
how.
Then they was two younger boys snow.
an’ six girls, two pair o’ twins, in tire
Then that old bear was lip ail’ at ’im.
“That butcher-knife, Mahaly, quick !”
fam’Iy. The oldest girl was Liberty
Jane, an’ she was ’bout fifteen. Lausy says he.
“\i t-'d taken a big basket o’ pervisions
me! I mind me now of how them six
girls used to all sleep in one great big, 'long with us to the wood-cuttin’, the
old-fashioned bed ; three at the head an' wiilder bein’ so poor, an’ there was a big
three at the foot.
butcher-knife in the basket, as well as
As though his fani’ly wan’t big null'. some case knives. I'd jest time to snatch
Balaam had taken one of his wife’s sis- out the butcher-knife, an' hand it to Lif,
ter’s hoys to raise.
His name was Eliph- when tile bear was on 'im. Do you think
alet hikes, or “Lif,” as we all called him. Balaam Duscnbcrry ever budged an inch
Lif was 'bout the same age as Balaam’s out o’that tree to help poor Lift Not
Si, an’the gawkiest mortal; green as a he. I'd no idee the boy was so brave an’
gourd an’ clumsy null' to tumble down strong. 1 could hear his breath coinin’
over his shadder.
But, somehow or outli- quick an’ short, as he struck blow after
er I alius liked Lif.
They was somethin’ blow at the bear. I prayed fer 'im ev’ry
kind o’ touchin’ an’ pitiful like to me in a niinnit, an’of a suddint, i thought mebbe
feller’s gawkiness an’ shyness—for lie 1 might do more than pray; so 1 grabbed
was that shy, with a kind of a skeert
one o’ the old case knives, an’
jumped
look if a body went a-nigh ’im. Lif did down to help. The idee of it! Great
not have a very easy time of it at his
I
must
a-ben
help
a-jabbin away at the
uncle Balaam’s. It alius seemed to me old bear with a knife that wouldn’t hardthat he was put upon a good deal, though ly cut butter.
Balaam hisself wasn’t what you might
Ol all the rollin’ an’ tumblin’ that ever
call a cross-grained or a hard kind of a was, Lif an’ that bear did it. It was awperson. But Dorcas was, as I’ve said be- ful to see. 1 knelt down in the snow at
fore, an’ she kep’ a-naggin’ an a-naggin’ last, an’ covered my face with my hands,
at Lif.
But, my good land ! they wan’t an’ if I didn’t pray good! An’ it. wan’t
nobody Dorcas Dusenberry didn’t nag at. fer mullin’ neither. I’d broke clean down
They all of ’em kind o’ treated Lif as at last, an’ was ervin’ lit to kill, in the
though he was a sort of a dependent, snow, when a hand was laid on my head,
though he a good deal more’n paid his an’ Lif says, kind o’ feeble like,
board in work.
“There, there, Miss Mahaly, there’s
Well, 1 got ’long real well with the nothin’to be skeered of now. See, the
school.
1 was soshahel like with everybeast is ’bout gone up.”
Blessed Lif! Brave Lif! He was’bout
body, an’ somethin’ of a cut up, an’ that
tuk with the people in that neighbor- “gone tip” too ; fer ho give a little cry or
hood. I reckon I’d a-gone hack there to two, an’ lay faintin' before me, with his
teach again, if it hadn’t a-ben tor what strong right arm broke an' crushed, an'
happened long toward the last o’ the his poor, homely face all torn an’ bleedterm.
iu’.
It was in March, an’ there was a big
“Ef yer sure the bear’s dead, I’ll come
wood-cuttin bee over to the widder Do- down,” Balaam at, last piped out.
“Come down, anyhow, you great cowver’s, an’ a party at night. The widder
was real poor, with live little girls, none
ard,” I fairly screeched out. “Come
on ’em old null' to be any ’count to their
down this instant, an’ go fer help, or I'll
ma.
So folks helped the widder out a thrash you like sixty 1" I acksuilly talked
good deal. Ev’ry spring the boys an’ to 'im jest as I’d talked to one o’ my
men in the bull neighborhood would meet
scholars.

dy.
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NUMBER 30.

A Reply to President Eliot.
But jest then one of oar neighbor
fam'lies come ’long. They’d been to the LETTER FROM HON. EDWARD MCPHERSON.
wood-euttin’ too, an’ was on their way
To The Editor of the Boston Journal :
home.
President Eliot makes in his anti-Blaine ami
Wo got Lif home, an’ he lay a-bed Logan speech of the 2‘Jlii tilt., an attack upon
the history ami purposes of the Republican
a-iuan\ a day with all his bruises an’
party. This attack combines so much of Inacbroken bones.
curate statement and unsound judgment as to
The funniest thing happened after that.
justify a reply.
1 never on airth would a-b’leeyed it could
Ilis prime fault with the Republican platform
a
month ’tore the time Lif is that it is not “clear ami unambiguous/- He
a-happened
maintains that, in the essential respects of digot hurt. But ’long in the uext June, rectness and frankness, the
platform trifles wi h
somebody got married, an’ that somebody the voters. But he himself proves this to be a
was me an’ Lif.
You see, Lif come of complaint without reason. T he platform treats
mainly of eight great topics: The proper theorv
age then, an’ had a little money an’ a few for
the imposition of tariff duties; the proper
acres o’ ground; an’ I wati’t ’thout a
standard for gold and silver; the regulation of
“double nine-patch,” an’ “Irish chain,” inter-State commerce;
the proper limitations
an’ a "risin’ sun" quilt, besides some upon educational and labor legislation; the recomforts an’ a feather-bed, an’ thirty form of the civil service; the public land quesprotection of the ballot and the true
yards o’ as purty “hit-an’-miss” rag car- tion; the
theory of the government. On each topic the
pet, with a twisted stripe, as ever you
makes no uncertain deliverance. Presplatform
laid eyes on.
ident
Eliot evidently understands its declaraBale never’d speak, an’ Si’d act that tions and its purposes, for he vents upon it, in
the fierce denunciation that it is “Immorgross,
sheepish when we met. But we got ’long al in the highest sense.” Not content with this
tine.
Lif was one o’ the best an’ teuder- he descends to
particulars. All the while disest an’ bravest o’ souls all his life.
lie puting the party’s frankness, he pillories its
died when he was only forty, an’ I’ve civil service plank as “the most immoral plank
ben a widder thirty-two years, fer I’m of the platform.” Decrying the party for its
evasions, lie
characterizes its
seventy-two a-goin’ on to seventy-three. demand for contemptuously
the enforcement of the Eighthour law, since he regards that law as a
[Hood Cheer.
“monstrous humbug.”
Arraigning the partv
for duplicity, he tirnls its plain "'declaration
.Plain jnsmng.
the
of
against
contract labor a vioImportation
lation of sound
principle, from which he takes
••Well, sir,” said old Peter, as he came an appeal to the
people. Charging it with
out on the porch with his pipe, “so you cowardice on the Silver
Coinage question, he
overlooks the proposition of the platform to
come here to go tishin' ?"
settle an international standard of
permanently
I
“I
understood that
“Yes,” answered,
and silver coinage by agreement of all the
there was good tishing hereabouts, and gold
commercial nations. Excitedly denouncing the
at any rate I should like to spend a few platform for silence about the “enormous surplus” in the Treasury, he thereb confesses
days among these hills and mountains.”
“Well." said Peter, “there's trout in Ignorance of the fact that both in the fourth
and fifth paragraphs of the platform it meets
some of our streams, though not so
many this issue, first by denunciation of the inaction
as there used to he, and there’s hills a
of the present Democratic House of
Represenplenty, and mountains too. if you choose tatives, which alone can initiate such legislalatlon; and secondly, by pledge of action when
to walk fur enough.
a
They’re
good
deal furder off than they look. What Republicans shall control that bodv. And generally complaining that the platform ‘Nays a
did you bring with you to'fish with ?"
good many wrong things to trap the voters
about tariff legislation,”" he proceeds to argue
at
I
answered.
“1
was
all,”
“Nothing
told in the town that you were a great only in favor of the gradual removal of such
imposts as prevent American industry from
fisherman, and that you could let me entering
into competition with the rest of the
have all the tackle I would n°ed.”
world—a proposition to which no Protectionists
will object, unless thereby greater injury
“I"pun my word," said old Peter, resting his pipe-hand on his knee and look- be inflicted upon other branches of American

ing steadfastly
est

at me,

“you're the queerfisherman I've seed yet. Nigh everv

year some two or three cf ’em stop here
in the tishin season, and there never
was a man who didn't l
ring his jinted
pole, and his reels, and his lines, aiid his
hooks, and his dry-good Hies, and his
whiskey tiask with a long strew to it.
Now, if you want all these things, I
haven't got 'em.”
“Whatever you use yourself will suit
me,” I answered.
"All right then,” said he. “I'll do the
best 1 can for you in the mornin.’ Hut
it's plain enough to me that you're not a
game fisherman or you wouldn't come
here without your tools.”
l o this remark I made answer to the
(‘fleet that, though 1 was very fond of
fishing, my pleasure in it did not depend
upon the possession of all the appliances
of

professional sport.
"Perhaps you think," said the old man,
“from the way 1 spoke, that 1 don’t believe them fellers with the jinted poles
can ketch fish, but that ain’t so.
That
old story about the little hoy with the
pmhook who ketched all the lish. while
the gentleman with the modern improvements, who stood alongside of him, kep'

throwin' out his beautiful llies and never
got nothin’, is a pure lie. The fancy
chaps who must have ev’rythin' jist so
gen'rally gits fish. Hut for all that, I
don’t like their way of tishin’, and I take
no stock in it myself
I've been fishin’,
on and off, ever since I was a little
boy,
and I’ve caught nigh ev'ry kind there is,
from the big jew-fish and cavalyoesdown
South, to the trout and minifies round
about here. Hut when I catch a fish,
the first thing 1 do is to try to get him on
the hook, and the next tiling is to get
him out o'the water jist as soon as I kin.
I don't put in no time worry in’ him.
“There'sonly two animals in the world
that likes to worry smaller erectors a
good while afore they kill em ; one is the
cat, and the other is what they call the
game fisherman. This kind of a feller
never goes after no fish that don't mind
bein' ketched. He goes fur them kind
that loves their home in the water and
hates to leave it, and he makes it just as
hard fur 'em as he kin. W'hat the game
fisher iikes is the smallest kind of a hook,
the thinnest lino, and a fish that it takes
a good while to weaken.
The longer the
weuk’niu' business kin he spun out. the
more sport.
The idea is to let the fish
think there’s a chance for him to git
away. That's jist like the eat with her
mouse.
She lets the little erectin' hop
otV, but the minnit he gits fur enough
away, she jabs on him with her claws,
and then if there's any game left in him
she lets him try it agen. Of course the
game fisher could have a strong line and
a stout pole and git his fish in a good
sight quicker, if he wanted to, but that
wouldn’t be sport. He couldn’t give him
the butt and spin him out, and reel him
in, and let him jump and run till his
pluck is clean worn out. Now 1 likes to
git inv fish ashore with all the pluck in
It makes ’em taste better.
’em.
And
as fur fun, I'll be bound I've had
jist as
much of that, and more too. than most
of these fellers who are so dreadful
anxious to have everythin’jist right, and
think they can’t go tishin' till they’ve
spent enough money to buy a suit of Sun(lay clothes. As a gen'ral rule they're a
solemn lot, and work pretty hard at
their fun. W hen I work I want to be
paid for it, and when 1 go in fur fun 1
want to take it easy and comfortable.
4'l>o you know, if things go on as
they're goin' on now, that there'll cornea
time when it won't be considered high
toned sport to shoot a bird slambang
dead. The game gunners will pop 'em
with little harpoons, with long threads
tied to 'em, and the feller that can lire
out his bird, and haul him in with the
longest and thinnest piece of spool cotton,
will he the crnckest sportsman.”
At this point 1 remarked to my companion that perhaps lie was a little hard
on the game fishermen.
“Well,” said old Peter with a smile on
his corrugated visage, “1 reckon I'd have
to do lots of talkin' before I'd get even
with 'em fur the way they give me the
butt for my style of tisliin'. What I say
behind their hacks, 1 say to their faces.
1 seed one of these fellers once with a
lish on his hook, that he was running up
and down the stream like a chased chicken.
‘Why don’t you pull him in’? says
I.
‘And break my rod and line’? says
he.
‘Why don't you have a stronger
line an’ pole?’ says I.
‘There wouldn't
be no science in that,’ says he. ‘If it’s
science you want to show otf, says 1.
‘you ought to lish for mud cels. There’s
more game in ’em than there is in any
other lish round here, and as they'te
mighty lively out of water you might
play one of 'em fur half an hour after you
got him on shore, an’ it would take all
your science to keep him from reelin’ up
his end o’ the line faster than you could
you rn.’

“Now I wouldn’t say so much agen
these fellers,” said old Peter, as he arose
and put his empty pipe on a little shelf
under the porch roof, “if it wasn’t for one
thing, and that is that they think their
kind of tisliin’is the only kind worth eonsiderin.’ The way they look down upon
plain, Christian tisliin’ is enough to rile a
hitohin’ post. I don’t want to say nothin’ agen no man’s ways of attendin’ to
his own affairs, whether its kitchengardenin’, or whether its tisliin’, if he
says nothin’ agen my way ; but when
he looks down on nte, and grins me, 1
want to haul myself up and grin him if I
kin. And in this case, I kin. I s’pose
the house-cat and the cat-fisher (by
which 1 dou't mean the man who fishes
for cat-fish) was both made as they is,
and they can’t help it; but that don’t
give ’em no right to put on airs before
other bciu’8 who gits their meat with a
And sence
square kill.
Good-night.
I’ve talked so much about it, I’ve a mind
to go fishin’ with you to-morrow myself.”
(Frank I?. Stockton, in the July Manhattan.

During the fiscal year of 1884 the United
States mints coined 92,558,561 pieces of the value of $57,880,921.55.

labor.

analysts covers the whole of President
Eliot’s allusions to the policy indicated in the
platform. Pray, where is its want of “clearness?"
And in what is its “ambiguity?"
President Eliot answers tills complaint while
making it.
But this genera! rashness of statement is not
the most offensive part of President Eliot's
speech. The specific charm* which he makes
respecting Mr. Blaine's attitude on Civil Service is even more open to criticism.
1 quote
tin* sentence as reported in 'Hu* Journal of
June Jo.
“When men like Blaine and Eogan, whose
whole lives show they do not believe in it. place
themselves on a platform with the [Civil Ser\icej principle, they commit an act of gross
immorality and do a great mischief to the public mind."
This purports to be statement of a fact. Y* t
it is not a fact. President Eliot ought to know
that as early as tie* spring of pvj Mr. Blaine
committed himself to a retorm in tin Civil .Service. as is testified by Cubed State- Senator
MiteheM of Pennsylvania, then Chairman of
the Civil Service R**form Committee
>f tin*
Senate, and as publicly stated by Mr. Curtis iu
Harper's Weekly of September *2J. lsvj. in
which Mr. Blaine was credited with having
outlined in his campaign in Maim* a plan by
which security and moderate tenure could lie
obtained for all persons in public employment.
Furthermore it is well known to those ordinarily Informed in public affairs that Mr. Blaine'.previous views .in this suhieet were materially
modified by the olhee-hunting pressure which
marked and clouded the brief month- of (Jartield's administration.
President Eliot can, in
this matter, be spared the proper censure
which attaches to an incorrect representation
only by pleading an ignorance which, in a
teacher of others as to their public duties. i« ineon-isteii! with insirin tion.
President Eliot is sadly dissatisfied not only
with the present asp.vts of political life, but
with all we have had for twenty years.
In a
spirit of flippant criticism he proceeds, w ith an
air of authority, to say that “there was a time
when every young mail knew how lie could
honorably serve hi.- countiy. but wo have not
felt 'that to Im■ so sine the close of the
war." and that we “have no' had
for
many years that
political action which is
a high education full of moral
principle." It is
tilting that such nun should be promptly and
This

publicly challenged.
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The Midsummer Holiday Century will contain “A dance at British Wild Flowers" by
John Burroughs and Alfred Parsons the artist.
It will be one of the most decorative articles in
illustration and most charming in text that has
ever

appeared

the Century.

iu

John B. Alden,
Pearl street. New York,
sends us the first number of The Book World,
neat little monthly, the subscription price of
which is but 25 cents a year. The twelve num-

a

bers will contain not less than *250 pages of
good literature and 24 pages of illustrations.
The August Century will contain, in Mr. Cable's novel, “Dr. Sevier,” a thrilling description
of the departure of Confederate troops from
New Orleans at the beginning of the Civil War.
The march of the New York Seventh down
Broadway is also described, with hardly le*.s

graphic power.
The Rambler is a Chicago weekly, in which
social, literary, musical, theatrical and artistic
matters are treated of in a fresh and or iginal
manner, and its handsome typography adds
not

little to the interest of the paper.

a

It is

certainly a very entertaining publication, and Is
not simply a local journal.

NOTES FKOM

Colorado.

from

WALDO I’Ot'NTV MAN IN
W EST.

A

THE

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Leaving Rock vale June 23, we crossed the
Greenhorn range of mountains, distance thirty
miles, a greater part of the way through wilder, grander scenery than the state of Maine can
boast. The idea of building a road through
those deep, dark ravines, where the sun’s rays
only fall a few hours each day, to the staid people of the east would seem utterly impossible.
While in conversation with an old time stage
driver 1

told that

was

occasional “tender

an

prefers to walk some of the more dangerous grades, where a vicious horse or a broken
break bar means eternity. Here my California
experience stood me in good stead. 1 never
was a great pedestrian, even in my
younger
days, and my gray hair gives me warning that
l must preserve my strength for my declining
For this reason I always ride. After
years.
reaching the summit of the mountains one can
look away as far as the eye can search, either
north or south, and the snow capped peaks of
the Sangre-de-Cristo range, meaning (the blood
of Christ.) will ever meet their gaze. This l
think far the grandest range of mountains l
ever chanced to sec. a* their
rugged peaks pile
one above another until
they seem lost in the
clouds. It is indeed a grand sight to look
across the fertile valley which lies between the
foot”

Blanche Willis Howard, author of “dietin''
and “One .sumhut" has written for Si. Nicholas
a short story of child life in (iermany. which
will appear in the August number of the maga- j
two ranges of mountains and observe the
zinc. Joel Benton will contribute a poem engradual changes up the mountain side, as the
titled “The Curious House." for which Mrs.
green grass gives way to the -mialler trees,
Celia Thaxter has prepared an illustration, aud then
the larger timber follows In its order.
Helen Campbell a short story for girls, under
V xt conies what is
commonly called the “timthe title of “The S. F. B. P.”
ber line." where vegetation of all kind*.‘'ex-

Outing ami the Wheelman for August lias cepting the snow plant," ceases to grow. This
the following illustrab d articles : “Art in Au- is a bolt where nothing but barren rooks are to
gust“Tricycling Trips in Tokio;” “Yachting j be set-n. 1 hen it would seem that nature bearound Cape Cod” (illustrated by Wesley Web- came ashamed of her work and covered the
ber 0 “The Shaybacks in Camp.” and “An rest with snow. One peculiarity about the
Culucky Trip.” Arlo Bates contributes Part 1 mountains of this state is very noticeable, that
is the entire absence of trees .»f
of “A Strange Idyl" and there are other artiany kind on the
j
eles of interest, which with the well filled edi- east side, while the west side of the mountorial departments make up an \celk*nt num- tains are covered with oak and pine. The dividing line on the north and south is so
ber of this very entertaining monthly. The
<

Wheelman Co., 17# I'remont street, Boston.
The Origin of Species, by Charles Darwin,
will he published in the double number of the
Humboldt Library of >ci. m e. O. J. Fitzgerald
New York. Part 1. is now ready and Part. II
will be issued in August. 1: is a commonplace
that the theory of Darwin lias revolutionized
every department of Natural science, and has
profoundly affected Philosophy. History and
Art: in short that it has changed fundamentally
the whole domain of human thought. But precisely what are the conclusions and principledeveloped by Darwin as the result of his faresearches: The answer is to be found
only in the study of his immortal work, the
Origin of Specie-, which is now for the tirst

mous

time

published,

at a

price

\v

inch

brings it within

the reach of all.
Himself Again, by .1. c. < kdd-mith. i- N<>. Id
of the Standard Library. We would like to
look upon the person who can read a chapter
novel without wishing to read the rest.
is something in it. hard to describe,
which touches the emotions and enlists the
sympathies of tin* reader from the opening to
the close. Perhaps the secret lie- in the unof this

There

conventional il y of the storv.
One does not feel
that the characters were created to order, to tit

certain niche in

a temple of art; but that they
taken from the world of tF di-aud-biwod
beings about us, with warm hearts, and beating
pulses, and passionate hope- and longing-. A
vein of sponianeot
and re-i-tU•-- iioodduunor

a

straight

that it would seem that it must be the
work of man instead of nature, one is often
deceived in distances, especially new arrivals,
the air being so clear and transparent that obat a great k stance seem to be within one’s
grasp. To show how one can be deceived, I
will relate an instance that occurred a few

jects

days since while driving
t 'litl.
l he city is located

book, hut i! is always *»eif-g,>\soilpervades
ed and never discordant or otlen-ive. The
characters, some of them, would have done
credit to Dickens himself. From :h smug-

gler-

H.trbor. and Peter M <»innis and his wife in their grog-shop in N-w .J< rsey. to old >eeren with hi- bubbling wit and
philosophy of yellow, and Boh Manning, the
eminent lawyer, and Kate, one of the inopathelie diameter- in ti -tioii. ami Henry Wiiin New

Y «»rk

tution has been relieved of the taint of slaverv,
mnre. the young minister who i- ;he hero of
our laws of the stain of caste, and a real republic created. Not only have slaves been the tale, tlu-re i- not a character but is drawn
freed and made citizens, but they have been
with illimitable skill from a keen and w k
made sharers in political power- a revolution
\\«
are mistakof prodigious import, which called forth all tin- I knowiedga of human nature.
en if tin book falls into that limbo of oh-, uritv
InToie qualities of the g. lunation which carried
it forward.
Beside*, tin- vast issues of paper
that receives nine out of ten of the novels of
money, made for the war, have been funded ;
the day.
Published by Funk A W ignal
(10
Hie debt its.-lf ha- practically disappeared, tinremaining Treasury notes hive been made con- and PJ Doy Street. N. Y.) Paper.‘Jo cent-.
vertible into coin, public faith has been serupuThe August Harper's will he especially notelou-ly kept, tin wound-of I In* greatest or civ i;
-trite-, have been In aled, and a
regenerated w<»rt!iy for it- papers on American pla.
Nation ha- arisen, mighty in the rr.-ouree- of
"The (iatew iy of Boston.” m which W. 11.
intelligence, industry and achievement. In all liitleing describe- and M- --rs. 11:t<-:111 ami Harthis. Massachusetts has had a conspicuous, and
in some features a distinguished part. But for rett picture Boston Harbor: "At Lake < ity.
all this great service to tin cause of human
described by Lrnest Inger.-t 11. with tiftet n
rights, oi national honor, of cemented and in- i I lust rations; and Uiehtield
Springs, a papei
divisible I nion, the President of Harvard has
w it h special re fen nee to heir metlieiual waters,
no word of praise, no
sign of enjoyment—not
I even a condescending word of ‘tolerance for by F. d. Nott. M. D. Mr. Ih
uglitoii will con| fanaticism unwisely directed; nothing but the timie his chatty ‘-Artist Stroks in Holland” in
scornful sentence that in all these controversies
w ith srlii-hness and
dishonesty and greed, and company with Mr. Abbey. Art will be reprein these signal \ ietories over each and all, t here
sented by a paper on the work of tin
A
>cia
has been nothing to stir the principle or arouse
t« d Artists” by Mr-. Harrison with eiiarming
the ambition of a “high education."
1 Invite
[’resident Eliot to a review of his opinions of illustrations of the m od!- work designs of Mr«.
tin- political history of Ins
Wheeler, Mi.-s Dora Wheeler, and others, acountry since the
• lose
of tin- war of the R--hellion, in tin* light
well as by tin* fronti-piece reprotlnctton of Mr.
of tin* actual events which, for the strength and
majesty of popular movement they invoked, for Dewing'- ro-e-painting, “A Prelude;" sport,
tin* inherent excellence of the results attaint'd,
by “Antelope Hunting in Montana,” with
ami for the exaltation iu our public life which illustrations
by Board and Fn>-t ; history by
and
succeeded
them, have been
accompanied
the first of a series of brilliantly written and
without a parallel in the history of mankind.
Manifestly, he has not studied liiem. 1 invite illu-trattd papei.- on “Tin Cleat Hal1 of Willhim to do so.
iam Until-.” by Treadwt I! Walden. William
Wry truly.
Ei>\\ i*. MiTin nsow
Black's and K. P. Hoe's novels will have their
Washington, lb < July t, i-sE
usual superb illiistratioiis by Abbey. Hibson,
ami Dh linan, and more of the charming landThe Cooking School.
Alfred Parsons will
>caj'e illustrations by
Tlx* average girl at marriage i> well instructaccompany a further in-ialinenr of Mr. >harp'ed in
To
lake
her
at
the
head
of
place
sewing.
a family without a fair
knowledge of this use- pocm-pieture-. “Transcripts from Nature."
ful household art, would hi to disgrace her There will also he stories and poems by Mr-.
mother and herself in tie- minds of all their acMaequoid, Mr. By nil r, Lucy Lareoin. Mr-.
quaintances. The average youmr bride goes to
Fields, and others.
V paper on ••The Builda home of her own with a few
practical idea*
on a matter which will have to come la fore her
ing of the Muscle' will he contributed by
thrice a day, and one in which the health and 'Julian Hawthorne.
Among Mr Curtis’.- topgeneral prosperity of herself and others most
essentially depend. Then, if ever sin* acquires ics in the “La-y ( hair” are National Conveneven a passable skill in
cookery it will doubt- tions and College Commencement-.
less he through much
wasting'and worrying
and manifold non-successes.
Meantime d\sIron Shipbuilding on the Pacific.
pepsia, or other evil angel, is lurking in the
shadow of her table. To the young wife and
It will surprise many San Franciscans to
housekeeper so circumstanced half the terrors learn that so
great and important an industry
of the kitchen arc at onct* removed bv the introduction of tin* over-ready, alwavs reliable. as iron shipbuilding has actually been begun at
the l’olrero.
In the extons ve wonks of the
Royal Baking Powder. With its proper use l'iiion Iron
Company are already fa>hioned
there can never he failure in bread, biscuit or
many of the great iron ribs which will become
cake, while the perfect healthfulness of tina
part of the steel collier In he built for the
food produced is likewise so well assured that
Newport ( oal Company. The ways are built
all who partake ma\
defiantly snap their fingers ready to receive
the keel.
'The works are alin the face of old Dysnepsin. This
point gain- most
for a small industrial town.
ed, the victory over inexperience and bad Whenlarge enough
in
will he more comfully
operation
they
luck in other tilings Is speedily won. The
than any similar establishment in the
Royal Baking Powder, on account of it" sup- plete
Tnited
Stales.
Fifteen
hundred
handswill be
erior powers as a leavening agent, tin* great
there. INerv part -f an iron ship
facility with which it may he used, its proved employed
can there he constructed, ami every description
economy, and its thoroughly established vholc- of mucliim
There i> no longer anv necesry.
someucss and
purity as established by the tests sity." said living
M. Scott, (i net a I Manager of
of government chemists and others, has become
the Works, **for sending orders Fa>t for iron
the general substitute for cream of tartar and
We
have every facility that they have
soda in the making ..f nice, sweet, light, flakv, ships.
a.ill we can compete with them in work and
digestible bread, biscuit, etc. With its use.
price." During the latter part of last year tin*
the young mistress of the house mav take a
i'nion Iron Works, while making application
pardonable pride in the work of her hands.
to the Board of Supervisors for the closing of
certain streets, made a statement that before
The New Shipping Act.
the year elapsed they would have iron ships
under way.
This statement wav received at
The secretary of the treasury has written a
the time with considerable doubt, ami it was
letter to Benjamin L. Nichols* I'nited States
charged by the parties opposing the
shipping commissioner. Providence, R. 1., in openlythat
this was only a picture..11 paper, and
reply to a letter inquiring about the operation grant
that the intention was not to fulfil their promof the shipping ad of June -j*;. isS4, as
affecting ises. The Boanl of Supervisors granted the
the duties of snipping commissioners in respect
privilege, and since that time, with energy unto the engagement and discharge of seamen on
in this community, ships, ways,
vessels in the. coasting trade between Atlantic surpassed
wharves, cranes, and all the appliances for shipports. The secretary says: “You are intorim d
have
been pushed. Any one who
that the act in question (see. 10). as construed building
visits the i’otrero may now see the ways and
by the department, modifies the pre-existing other
preparations. The tirst contract and the
law to the extent of prohibiting the paying of
first vessel on the ways is the caisson for the
any remuneration for the shipment of seamen
dock at Mare Island. W hile this is used
dry
to any person other than a I'nited States shipns agate for the dry dock, if is
praetieallv an
ping commissioner. The new law does not, iron ship, so feet long, 17 feet beam and Tj'feet
however, impair or/in any way modify the proof which 17.} is keei.
It will be built of
deep,
visions of the Revised Statutes, which in efiron and steel, with gates for admitting and disfect, allow tin* owner, consignee or master of a
charging water, and tilted with the most apvessel engaged In the coasting trade (except in
proved appliances in tie* dock business up to
the case of a vessel of 75 tons or upwards in
date. In front of this caisson, upon the same
trade between Atlantic and Pacific ports), or
will be built the steam collier for the
trade between the I’nited States and the Brit- ways,
Newport Coal 7’o., alluded to above. This will
ish North American possessions, the West India islands or the republic of Mexico, to per- run between the harbor of San Francisco and
the Newport mines at Coos Bay, also towelling
form the duties of shipping commissioner in
at lCmpire city.
The dimensions will be 207
respect to such vessel without compensation."
feet long, 30 feet beam, and Id feet depth of
and the vessel will be titled with engines
The mould in which the 1*20 ton gun was hold,
of tin*
surface-condensing type, cylbeing east for tlie Government, in the South inders compound
24 and 4S inches diameter, and 3S indies
Boston Iron Foundry, hurst July 0, and the
stroke, and with Ono horse power. She will
molten iron flew in all directions, setting tin* to
of water ballast, and will he
the foundry and completely ruining the gun. carry 200 tons
It would have been worth*$12,000 when com- built entirely of steel, and fitted with all the
modern appliances for receiving and dischargpleted. The damage by tire is slight and no one
ing cargo. It is Mr. Scott’s opinion that with
was injured.
tin* inauguration of these two ships iron shipbuilding may be said to have fairly begun in
A hot day in the cotton belt States July 10. Sau
Francisco, and the indications are that the
Galveston reports 101 deg. in the shade; New
facilities of the works, great as they are, will
Orleans, 97 deg.; Vicksburg. Little Rock and be
fully taxed, to keep up with the local deMobile, 95 deg.; Memphis, 94 deg.; Montgom- mands of the coast. [San Francisco Bulletin.
ery, 92 deg.; Savannah. 91 deg.; Charleston, 90
deg.; Wilmington, «SS deg.; Augusta.S7 deg.;
Atlanta, SO. Rain fell at all of the above
It is reported that during the past six months
named cities except Galveston.
seventy millions of dollars have been invested
in the industrial arts at the South.
“Belle Boyd." who held a commission in the
Confederate army under Stonewall Jackson, is
now the wife of Colonel John S. Hammond,
The whole number of suicides reported in the
who lives iu Dallas, Texas.
country for March, April and May was 423.
•-

—

.,

••

on a

plain

at the base

of the

mountains. A- my companion and I
approached the city from the cast, we saw a
large crowd gathering in the street. Presently
we

two

saw

dogs having

slight unpleasant-

a

which will attraek more attention than
the Jersey Lily could in these western cities.
As their colors were easily
distinguished I
chose the white dog as my favorite, my comNess,

panion, thinking his sight better than mine,
thought lit' saw points in favor of the yellow
dog. Bets were made on the spot. Everybody
is anxious to bet in
thNcuuntry. Asking an aged
idy who chanced to he standing at the gate of
her cottage the distance to the city, she replied
the crow ilies it is two miles, but you will
Nud it a little further by the wagon trail.”
Much surprised at the great distance, which we
found to be correct, we drove on. Reaching
tlie city we learned that my favorite had won
the battle, and that I had won- 1 think it best
not to tell,
"As

are

the

the city of Silver

into

Hv

ity

r\

genius,

or

or

town

they

as

an*

in the west has

a character
Silver* btTclaims

termed.

«>ld Man Horne, as he is commonly called, as
her gen in*.
To describe the old gentleman’s
appearance would be bevonil mv power.
I v an
oily say that In* is an old man with piercing
black eyes, and long grey board, his dtv*s \tivmelv ragged. He has a tine ranch at ike
base of the Sansrre-de-Cri.sto mountains, the
lines- between the two oceans, he claim*.
As
he eaine into this
<■<>uutry two \ears before anv
ther white man settled ln re he had his choice
<

location, after having gained tin* consent of
Indians. He claims that he. as all wise
iin-n should do. never married.
He lives alone
with -i pet eat. which in* keeps in a bird cage.

°f

the

In

versation with

he said. “Young man.
yesterday and 1 came
to tin's S;; i' e when Pikes peak Was ;i hole in
''lie ground, and 1 w as one of the few that
packed rock and mud on the lx rros to build that
1

eoi

lofty
I

igh'y

w.is

l-e

monn’ain.

old

he
\

(Op

ery active for

reputation
bed of

of

ag--

Ik. you

from

man

me

years of

to

one

beii.

toe,

\ o

me?”

at id a*

of his

be

1 iookid
seemed to

years, and has the

sending

many
I informed the «>i. 1

good

man

to

a

gentleman that
1 saw no n a*«m t.. doubt his word.
He seeim-d
i" take g-eat | leasure in showing me about, and
it Was with delight tn.it my eyes rested Oil his
strawberry beds loaded down with deli, ion*
looking f’’uit. Put for s..nie unknown reason
the old li an did not ill\ iti me to help myself.
n»se>.

1 always have made it a point to keep on th
goo.) side (.;f all had men in this country, so did
not try to h lain the old man. as l lost my appetite for strawberries about that time. Alter

showing

::ie ♦•very thing about bis ranch we
back to his cabin door. He raised b
sun-burne | hand and pointing toward the e

came

•*

words; -Young man. go.”
ring the early art of my visit be
vited me to come again sometime, which 1 sh ill
surely do if an opportunity oilers itself, as 1
wish to see moreof the -Id man’s peeuliar w i\

bespoke

wont.

iiesc

Hit

>si ver < lifl' tiw y eat s ago was one of the most
nourishing mining camps in the \\ -t. To-day
t liei
are many vacant stores and dvv
ellings. ;.ml
the onei prosperous city has a very deserted
appearance. N* ar the city are located several
>i 1 v• ‘i miii« «■: 'inongtlie iiumlx r ar- the Racine
Roy and Pul Hoiningo, which wen once great
pro hirers, but. to use a mining \pn ^ion. th
bottom dropped out of them, and to-day theifurnaces are cold, their stamps are spent.
't
there are many here who hav.- faith that in the
near future their tunnells wili again be
peopled
with men. and that the city will
enjoy a boom
nevi l* before equalled in the
history of boom-*.
<

It seems a great pity that
should meet with such a sad
is

a

magnificent

one.

Lying

so

pretty

a

place

The sit.
it does between

reverse.
as

of mountains, with a beautiful valley reaching away to the North and South as
far as the eye can reach, while on the East ami
Wot the snow capped mountains hold aloft
their hoary heads. The 1 >en\« r and Rio li rami
two ranges

have

branch running to this place, which
for the neighboring camps. The city is supplied with ltoliy
water works, tin* water being taken from a
large spring in the valley two miles from the
city. The streets are wide and well kept, runR. R.

makes

it

a

a

distributing point

ning at right angles. Substantial buildings of
both briek and stone are to be found here. 1
am told that the
society of this city equals that
of any in tin- State.
As regards dress the ladles
will not sutler by comparison with those of our
Kastern cities.

Kidding Silver Cliff good bye for a while we
will drive to ljuerida. where the celebrated
Kassick mine is located. The distance from
Silver Cliff i- seven miles and the drive a very
pleasant one, as the roads are very smooth and
devoid of dust. Inhaling the bracing atmosphere as we drive along it makes one feel as
though he had been a successful candidate for
election. On reaching t>ucrida 1 found it resembled many other mining camps, there being
a large number of little cabins placed at different points without order or system as regards
streets. The Kassick mine is the whole support of tIn* little town, or village, and as it
gives steady employment to three hundred
men the place is very lively and
money more
plenty than in many other parts of the Slate.
At the base of the mountain the large crushing
mill is located. It lias a powerful engine and
is lighted by electric light.
Here the rock is
crushed and placed in small canvas bags, then
shipped to different points where smelting
works are located, where the precious metal is
separated from the worthless matter. At the
present time extensive improvements are being
made at the mine. Large hoisting works are
being erected some distance up the mountain
side, a space being cut away for the reception
of the building. A new shaft 2700 feet is to be
sunk, which will make this one of the deepest
mines in the state. The value of the rook per
ton I was unable to learu. as, that remains a
secret.

A large number of the people are from
Maine, and it was at this place that I enjoyed my first plate of baked beans since leaving
home. A gentleman and lady from Portland
extended an invitation to me* to take a Saturday night supper with them, which 1 accepted.
Through that plate of beans that lady reached
my heart, and if she hud only been a widow
she would have had the privilege of refusing
As her husband enmy magnificent fortune.
joys good health I -hall doubtless remain in
single blessedness a while longer.
My pen
writes goodnight.
Alkck Fresh.
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Mr.
letter, accept imr the presidential
nomination from the national Republican convention. is as follows:
Me.. .Inly id. ls>4.
Hon. .John B. Henderson and otherthe
committee, etc., etc.—(ientlemou : In accepting the nomination for the presidency, tendered me by the Republican national convention. 1 beg to e\prt
honor
a dee j sense of th<
which is conferred, and of the dutv whicli iimposed. I venture to accompany the acceptance with s,,nie observations upon
the questions involve ! in the eonte-t questions whose
settlement may affect the future of the na’.i n.
favorably or uufavorabiy. for a long series of
years.
In • numerating tin issues upon which the
Republican jiarty appeals for popular support,
Aft’ii

West have grown
the aggregate addition to their wealth since 1800 is almost as
as
the
wealth
of
the
entire
great
country in
that year. They see that the South, which is

LETTER.

BLAINE’S

sra.

<

ss

almost exclusively agricultural, has shared in
the general prosperity, and that having recovered from the loss and devastation of war. has
gained so rapidly that its mtal wealth is at
least the double of that which it possessed in
1800, exclusive of slaves.
In these extraordinary developments, the
farmers see the helpful impulse of a home market. and the\ see that the financial and revenue
system, enacted since the Republican party
came into power, has established and constantly expanded the home market. The\ sic that
even in the case of wheat, which is our chief
cereal export, they have sold, in the average of
the years since the close of the war. three bushels til home to one they have sold abroad, and
that in the case of corn, the only other cereal
which we export to any extent. WO bushels
have been used at home to T bushels exported.
In some years, the di-parity ha- been so great
that for every peek of corn exported lt><> bu-helslnne been consumed in the home market.
Tile farmers see that in the increasing competition from the grain fields of Russia, and from
the distant plains of India, the growth of the
home market becomes daily of gn at*, eoueern
:! to them, and that itimpairment would depreciate the value of e\ery acre of tillable land in
the I nion.
<)I K
.•Mi

'li facts

IMTKNAI.
a-

(

UMMKia

K.

these touching the growth and

at home giu u- some
vastne-- of the int-nial
i'll- > si _g*-st
commerce of till C idled > ale-.
also that, in addition to tin advantages which
»!:•
American people enjoy from .protectam
against fon-ign competition, they enj«*v the ad-

consumption of cereals
slight conception "? the

vantage- oi absolute : rec trade **v r a larger
area ami with a gna**-r population iliau any
other nation.
Tin.- internal commerce of our
:>>-'a'<- and nine territories i-carried on without let or hindrance, without tax. detention or
radiea
in conflict.
Almost the iitst act of governmental interference of any kind whatthe !!• publicans, when tln-y ame into power ever. It spreads freely ova ran area of .'CunO.ouO
ii. lNi|. w;i> :l)e establishment of the prim ipi
square miles- alum-t equal in extent to the
of j roteeii<>n to Ann 1 am labor and tv* Ameriw hole eon’im nt of Europe,
it- protits are cncan
'bills
noo.i'Oil,if American freenn-n
the
o.q.-ed.
principle
Republican i 'V«-dto-dav hv
t artv l.asev, r since steadily maintained, while,
iud tioin this enjoy lm-nt no monopoly i- created.
on tin
other hand, the i>t mocratie party in According to Al- xamier Hamilton. when lie
< oii.n-’
has for do years persistently warred
disi usm d t he -aim subject in 1T '<». t! i-• interupon it. Twice within that period our oppon- nal ei.mpi lition which takes place doe- away
ents have destroyed tariffs arranged for prov' ith e\. ry thing like monopoly and hy degrees
tection. ami. since tin* close of the civil war. reduce- lie price-of articles t<* in minimum of
whenever they have controlled the House of a re-i-otiahle protit on the capital employed.”
Representatives hostile legislation has been at- It t- impossible to point to a singie monopoly in
tempted- never more conspicuously than in the I nitcd States that ha- b- eii created or fostheir ] rim ipal measure at tin* late session of tered by the industrial system which is upheld
<
ongress.
by the Republican party.
Compared with our foreign commerce, tin se
Tin; A KIl-'J- ip'KM ION.
domestic
are inconceivably great in
M<-venue la\v> are in their very nature sub- amount, exchanges
requiring, merely a-one instrumental;eet
itcqu**n? revision, it’ order that the} | ity. as larg* a mileage of railway a- xisls toand modifications
may be adapted to < hang
day in ail the other nations of the world comf trade
'I he Republican party is not eon-1 bined. These internal
exchanges an estimated
tor
the
of
peiinaiiem}
particular
feuding
any
by the statistical hun au of the treasury depart'laUii*.
The issue between tin two parties ment to u
lime-a.- great in amount
JO
annually
I *•■' «»t have n Jen-nee to a '}o ili law.
It i' a> our fort
ign commerce. It ,- into thi-vast
far broader and far deeper.
It involves a tield of home trad*it om-.
thi* creation and
principle ,,f wide appii* atiun and beneficent in- ! the heritage of the American people—that forlliiene--. against a tlieorv which we believe to
nations are striving hy every dev ice to enj
eign
be iin*oiiiid in
-incepti.»n and inr-vitahly hurt- ter. It i.- into this tidd that the opponents of
lul in practice.
In the many tariff revision' our
present rcu-nm system would freely admit
which hav«*• been iieee-'.,i} tor tin- past g:i
the countries of Europe -countries into whose
\-ars.
which ma\ li**r* aTier i*. com*' m e- s'a- internal trade we could nut
reciprocally enter:
n. the
ublie.m partv has maintained and ; countries to which we should b- surrendering
will mainta
’Mepolie} of protection t*» Ameri- every advantage of t fade ; from which vve should
caii industry, while our opponents insist upon
he gaining nothing in return.
a r*-v i'lou w hieh
,-r:4* t iealiv }• stroys that poiicv.
\\i» tm
ul*<• n
mi. MifitAMi'
Tlie i"iie i' tliii' distinct, w* h d*-lin«-«l ami, Kt t ra t
llOKKK.
unavoidable. Th* pending election may determine the fate of | rotcciion for a generation.
A policy of this kin i would be disastrous to
The overthrow of Mi*- pom-v moans a large ami
tin- mechanics and workingmen of the luffed
nt
ivdm-1ion m t In wages of the Ameri- St;.ies. Wag-- an- unjustly reduced when an
pennant
can laborer, beside involving the loss of vast I industrious man is not able by h.s earnings to
amounts of American capital invested in maiiu- | !i\* in
•mlort, educate bis children, ami lay by
1
a sufficient
faetur eg « nt* rpri'« s.
The
f the pr*-s
amount tortile licet ->i| H-s t)t age.
aim*
nt r«*v nn. system to tin* popi** <.»f tie I’nited
The retluel'"ii of wages inevitably coum ijin'iit
States i- not a tna ter of theory, and I 'hall i upon throwing our home market open to the
submit no argument t«» 'iMain it
1 only inVNulld. Would deprive t lit 111 of t Ilf poWCl' III o
vitt attention to
rtain facts ot fii. iai record
11;i-.
li W'.uld pr> ve a gnat calamity to mir
w
ifh v cm to constitute a demonstration.
country. It would protluee a conflict between
In the census of is;,0 m * tfort wa« made, for the poor and tn»- rich, ami in the sorrowful detie tii't time m <»ur history, to obtain a valua- gradation of lalmi would plant the seeds of
tion "I all the propeit} in th*- I'nited Slates. : ptilnic danger.
Th** attempt was in large degree unsuccessful. |
The Hepu liiean party ha- steadily aimed to
1’artlv from lack of time, partly from prejudice
maintain just relations between labor and eapiA
among many who thought the inquiries tore- tal- guartiing with care the rights of each.
shadow* d a new sehein* of taxation, there- i eonllie: be; ween tie- two has always b d in tile
turns
w*-re
wii!
lead
in
Ihc
to
the
future
incomplete and unsatisfactory. | past and
always
l.iiti' imT' was ..-m- Mian to consolidate the | injury t»l boib.
Libor i- indispensable to the
local valuations used n the states for the pur- U'eal, 'll ami pro til a hi*' Use of capital, am! eaj iof i'S' 'sineiil. ami that, as every on*- i tai im-it ;i'<> tbHit i- my ami valm-of labor.
1
know-, differs widely from a complete exhibit Whoever arrays til* om- against the oilier i- an
of all th*- property.
nem\ of both.
That polity is wi-est and best
In tin census of lsi»o. however, the wrork which harm.'iiiz
the two .>n the basis of abw;i' <o• ji
with gr«*at tlioncjghm— the «iis- solu’t justice.
The Kepubliean party ha-pr-»tim-Moti between ••is-.--,.!’ vail!-- ami
tia-;« ti the free labor of America -<> that ii- eomrie
aim being «*ar«,fu!lv observed.
Tim grand r*- pi Usatioii is larger titan i- r« ali/ed in any otln r
suit was that the “inn- valu* of al! th** pn»p- country. It ha-guarded our pt opit against the
• riv
in tii*- states ami territories ..•xe'miing
unfair eoiupetition of contract labor from China
slave'
amounted tn sl4.ooo.uno.iMMi. l'hi> ag- and may be called upon To prohibit tic growth
was
th*net
ri
'iiit
of
of a simhar evil from Europe.
1? is obviously
th*'
ami
labor
tie
gregate
all fin p* "j le within the area of tie
unfair to permit capitali-ts Jo make ■ouiraetsavings
I'nited Istat*-', from tin- unit Me- first Briii-h
for cheap btboi in foreign eotintries to tb* hurt
colonist landed in l(Ju7 d*tvvn to the year lMiu. and disparagement of the labor ot Aim-riean
It represented th*- irui« of the toil of g;>o year'.
iti/c-n-. Such a policy dike that which would
After I' M th*- bnMn*" of th** country wa' leave the lline and other
million- oi bomand
*l*
v.
I .p* d b\
;t
encouraged
protective j labor ex- lusively in tb* control of the employer)
farifl.
V tie end of go \.ai> the i-c e prop- ; i- injurious to all pa ties -not the least
!*•
erty *,f tie l nit<*ii stale-, a- rciurn* d by tin j tii. unliappy p.-rsom who al mad* lb-.- subjeet
ei-iisit' ol b'n. amounted t*» t he ••n«»rmoiis ag*>ftbe contract-. The instituiions of tb* Enin I
S«at*
This great result
rest upon tin* intelligence and virtue of
gr* gate of s44.ouo.iMiu.ooo.
wa' attained, notwithstanding the fact that
all the people. Suffrage is made universal as a
countle's million- ha*i in the interval been I jll-t weapon of self-protection to every eitiz* n.
vva't* d in th** progress <,j ;i
bloody war. It It i- not tlie interest of til* republic lii:*t any
tiius appears that, while our population be"iiomic sy stem should lie adopted wbieb inss;tween IMJU and 1
iiier* as. d uu j.er cent., lie- volves t he reduct ion ot w ago to tin- hard stanaggregate prop* rty
f tie- eountrv im-re.tsed
dard prevailing < b-ewh* r*
The Uepuo.ican
14
per <•* in. --how ing a
vast!} • nhanced 1 party aims to i. vale ami dignity labor m-t lo
w* dth
i'hirtv ti.-grade it.
p‘-r capita atimng ill. people.
:!i<ni-and millions of dollar- ha* 1 been added
A' a substitute tor the uuiustrial system
I
during th* '*- go vears To th*- permanent w- alth jI which under Republican admiuis'.i at i.-ns lias
of tlie nation.
siieh extraordinary prosperity, our
developed
These results an regarded by tin- older na- 11 opponents utl'cr a policy which i- hut a
i.
of
1 i‘• n- id tin world as pic nuiii- na!. That our
tils
a
upon our system or nveuur
j \periin<
country should surmount t tie peril and the «*usi policy whose end must In- harm to our mai.u*d :» gigante- war. and lor an entire
period of t'ueturers and grea!< r harm to our labor. 1.xJo
>j-ar> make an average gam to its wealth of j j" sim* 11! in the industrial and llnan.-iai sys>' I j.'i.imiii.oimi
tem is tile -ountry's gp-atest d
per month surpasses tin t-xperienet
id. a- >jnot all other nations, ancient or modern.
K\er, hility is its gn at* st boon. Kveiiilie uncertainth■ opi ouents ot the present revenue system do tv
from
tinr■•cent
tar.if
igitatmn in
| resulting
not pretend that in tin
whole history of civil- |
d the biism,
of
ongress has hurtfuily ati«
i/.ation any parallel can he found to the ma- , the entire country. \Vho can m. asm e ; he harm
terial progress of the l nited Mates since the i to our shop-5 and our homes, to our farms and
aeyession of tile li- ‘publican j »II it \ ti poVVer.
\ our commerce, if the uncertainty of perTin p'-riod between 1n*»i and*
today lias not | petua! tariff agitation is to be inlb.eled upon the
ot ol mat
At no c,.,unlry; Wt are in the midst ot ail abundant
sj ( rit\ only*.
linn- in the history of the l nited States has
bunesi; we are on the n of a p\ ival ol geii1
the!1, b- !1 Midi
jij-oiiresH ill the moral and era! prosperity. Nothing stainls in our way
ti.
l<i.
lie)igioiis and eharitahie I nut the dread of a bang in the industrial '}>•
jihilautliropie
iii<titu!ions, schools, seminaries and colleges.,
-in winch has wrought sueli wonders in tin
have been founded and endowed far m ne i:is«2U years ami which with the power of ingeic-rousiv than at an> pre vious tinn* in out eii used capital w ill work stiil greater marvels
hi>t"rv. «ii an: and turn- varied reiief has ef [ rospi rily in the 2>> years to come.
bet n
\d titled to miiiai)
suffering. and the en«*l K luKKIci.x pit try.
tire progress of th- country in wealth lias been
'ur foreign relations favor our domestic dea.
..nip,allied and dignilit d by a broadening
and
i*-v dion of our national’ character as a
iojiment. We are at peace with the world
at p- ace upon a sound basis, with no unsettled
people.
Unr opponents tind fault that our revenue questions ..f suilieient magnitude to embarrass
•**.''t' ni protlue. s a surplus.
But they should or distinct U>. Happily removed by our geono! forget that the law has
position from participation or intergiven a specitic graphical
est inthose questions of
dynasty or boundary
purpose to which all < f tin surplus i> profitably anti .honorably applied—the reduction of w hich so frequently disturb the peace of Eiiwe
are
left
to
cultivate
tofriendly relations
pubic dehl and the eonsetjuent relief of lupnurden of taxation. So dollar lias been with all, and are free from possible cntang.ewasted, and the only extravagance with which meiiis in the quarrels of any. Tin United
Mates has no cause and no d< sire to
th* party stands charged is the generous
engage in
pensionmg ot soldiers, sailors and their families—- conflict with any power on earth, and we may
■m e.\i avagaii'
which embodies the high-M res' m assured confidence that no pow er desires
f -riii ot nistice in tieo at
nek 1 lie l uited M ah s.
recognition and payment
With the nations of the western hemisphere
of a sacred, debt.
When reduction of taxation
b> omade, the lc puldiean party can be j we should cultivate closer relations, and for
V-'U't* d n- ae.-omj.ii'h it in such form as will i our common prosperity and adv:itm incut we
m -st
tb etiveU aid the industries of the nation. should invite them all to join with iis in an
agreement that, for the future, all interna!ionoi i: mi-Kiiix c<».mmi:hci:.
a! irounlev in North or South Americ a shall be
A t’ « (jui'ii! accusation of <>ur
opponents i*. adjusted by impartial arbitration and not by
•lIi;U tin foreign commerce of the
anil'.
1 Ids project w as part
lias
tlie fixed policy
country
stcadilx lift a)ed under the influence of the "f I 'resident (iarlield’s
administration, and it
j>r<>tii\ tariff. In this \va\ thev seek to ar- should in ir.y judgment be renewed. Its acr;|.v th«- importing interest against the liepuhli- complishment on this continent would favorcan party.
It is a common and yet radical ably affect the nations
beyond the sea, and thus
ror to confound the commerce of the
count r\
powerfully contribute at* no distant day to the
wiiii its
carrying trade—an error often corn- universal acceptance of tie philanthropic and
mined innocent ly arc I sometimes
designedly-- Christian principle of arbitration. The effect
hut an error so gross that it does not
di-tinguish '■ven ol suggesting it for the Spanish American
between the ship and tin* cargo. Foreign com- states has been most
happy, and has increased
merce represent- tin*
exports and imports of a the confidence of those-people in our friendly
country regardless of the nationalitv of the disposition, it fell to my lot as secretary of
vessel that may carry tin* commodity.* of
'tale in June, ISM. to
xquiet apprehension in
chaiige. Uur carrying trade has from obvious the Republic ot Mi xieo. by giv ing tlie assur-•au-'s sutl'ered
many discouragements since ance in an official dispatch that ■•there is not
1
!»in our foreign commerce ha- in the sane
the faintest d« sire in the United States for terperiod steadily and prodigiously increased—in- ritorial extension south of tin* Rio (Jrande.
creased indeed at a rate and to an amount
The boundaries of the two republics have been ;
which absolutely dwarf all previoudevelop- established in conformity with the best juris-]
ment- of our trade beyond the -ea.
From lsijo dictioual interests of both. The lime of demurj
to the present time the
foreign commerce of ! ration is not merely conventional. It is more, j
lb* 1 uited States (divided with
approximate l! separates a Spaiiish-American people from a
equality between exports and imports) reached Saxon-American people. It divides one great j
tie- astounding aggregate of
$24,000,OOo,o<X>. nation from another with distinct and natural
1 he balance in this vast commerce inclined in
finality."
our lavor, but it would have been
\\ e m*»-k tIk* conquest*) ot peace.
much larger
We desire
it our trade with the countries of America, to extend our
commerce, and in an especial
elsewhere referred to. had been more wisel\ degree with our friends and
neighbors on this
adjusted.
eon tine nt.
We have not improved our relaIt is difficult even to appreciate the magni- tions with
America as wisely and as
Spanish
tude of our export trade since
1X60, and we can persistently as we might have done. For more
gain a correct conception of it onlv bv com par- than a generation the
sympathy of those counson with preceding results in the
tries has been allowed to drift away from us.
,-ame field.
The total exports from the l nited States from We should now make
every effort to* gain their
ii*- declaration of
independence in 1770 down friendship. Our trade with them is already
to the day of Lincoln's election in l.sflo. added
large. During the last year our exchanges in
to all that had
previously been exported from the Western hemisphere amounted to £.'{.”>0,he American colonies from their
000.000—nearlv
setone-fourth of our entire foreign
original
tlement, amounted to less than $6,000,000,000. commerce. To those who
may be disposed to
On the other hand our
exports from 1MK) to the underrate the value of our trade with the
close of the last fiscal
exceeded
of
countries
North
and
year
South America.it may
$12,000,000,(KX)—the mhole of it being the product of he well to state that their
population is nearly
American labor. LvidcntJv a protective tariff or
millions—ami that, in proportion
quite
fifty
ba- m-i injured our export’trade
to
when, under
aggregate numbers, we import nearly double
*
h infli’ oice. we
exported in 24 vears 40 per as much from them as we do from Europe,
cent, more than the total amount that had been
Hut the result of the whole Amcriean trade i> j
exported in the entire previous history of in a high degree unsatisfactory. The imports
American commerce. All the details, when during the
past year exceeded £22.">.00u.o00.
analyzed,
correspond with this gigantic result. while the exports were less than £12A,000.000,
I 1
commercial cities of the ( nion never had showing a balance against us of more than i
i-li growth as tlc y have
enjoved since 1X60. £100,000,000. Hut the money does not go to ;
'Mu- chief emporium, the
city of New York, Spanish America. We send large sums to Euw ith its
has
within that period
dependencies,
rope in coin or its equivalent, to pay European i
doubled, her population and increased her manufacturers for the goods which thev send
wealth five fold. During the same period the to Spanish America. We are but
paymasters
imports and export- which have entered and for this enormous amount annually to Europeleft her harbor are more than double in bulk an factors—an amount which
is a serious draft. !
and value the whole amount
imported and ex- in every financial depression, upon our reported by her between the settlement of the sources of specie.
In st Duteli colony on the island of Manhattan
Cannot this condition of trade in great part
and the outbreak of the civil war in 1X60.
be changed? Cannot the market for our products be greatly enlarged?
We have made a beAHRK L'l.Tt'KK AX1) THE TAHIEK.
1
ginning in our effort to improve our trade reThe agricultural interest is by far the
largest
lations
with
and
we
should not he conMexico,
in tin* nation, and is entitled in
every adjust- tent until similar and mulualiy
ment of revenue laws to the first
advantageous
consideration.
have been successively made
Any policy hostile to the fullest development arrangements
with
nation
of
Norlh
and
South Amerevery
of agriculture in the I'idled States must be
abandoned. Realizing this fact, the opponents ica. While the great powers of Europe are j
of the present system of revenue have labored steadily enlarging their colonial domination in
Asia anil Africa, it is the especial province of
j
very earnestly t0 persuade the farmers of the
I 'nited States that they are robbed by a protec- this country to improve and expand ils trade
with the nations of America. No field promitive tariff, and the effort is thus made to consolidate their vast influence in favor of free ses so much. No field has been cultivated so I
trade, iiut happily the farmers of America little. Our foreign policy should bean Ainer- ;
icau policy in its broadest and most compreare intelligent, and cannot be mislead
by soph- hensive sense—a
of peace, of friendship, |
istry when conclusive facts arc before them. of commercial policy
enlargement.
They see plainly that during the past 24 years
The name of American, which belongs to us
wealth has not been acquired in one section or
in our national capacity, must always exalt the
by one interest at the expense of another secjust
pride of patriotism. Citizenship of the
tion or another interest. They see that the
republic must !>e the panoply and safeguard of
agricultural states have made even more rapid him
who
wears it.
The American citizen, rich
progress than the manufacturing states.
The farmers see that in I860 Massachusetts or poor, native or naturalized, white or colorand Illinois had about the same wealth—be- ed, must everywhere walk secure in his per
sonal and civil rights. The republic should
tween $800,000,000 and
$900,000,000 each—and
that in 1881) Massachusetts had advanced to never accept a lesser duty, it can never assume
a nobler
than the protection of the hum$2,600,000,000, while Illinois had advanced to blest manone,
who owes it loyalty—protection at
$8,200,01)0,01)1). They see that New Jersey and
and
which shall follow him
home,
protection
Iowa were just equal in population in I860,
abroad, into whatever land he may go upon a j
and that in 20 years the wealth of New Jersey
lawful
errand.
was increased
by the sum of $850,000,000. while
THE SOUTHERN STATES.
the wealth of Iowa was increased by the sum
of $1,500,000,000.
I recognize, not without regret, the necessity
They see that the nine leadtii"

lias

siugiiiarlv explicit
and ft licitous. It has properiy given the leading position ?. tie industrial* interest ,,t tin
country as affected by the tariff on import-.
Oii that question tin two political parties are
invention
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for speaking of two sections of our common
lint the regret, diminishes when l
see that the elements which separated them are
fast disappearing.
Prejudices have yielded and
are yielding, while a growing cordiality warms
the southern and northern heart alike. Can
any one doubt that betweeu the sections confidence and esteem are today more marked than
at any period in the 60 years preceding the election of President Lincoln? This is the result
in part of time and in part of
Republican priuciples applied under the favorable conditions
of uniformity.
It would be a great calamity
to change these infiueuees under which southern commonwealths are learning to vindicate
civil rights, and adapting themselves to the
condition of political tranquility and industrial
progress. If there be occasional and violent
outbreaks in the South against this peaceful
progress, the public opinion of the country regard.- them an exceptional, and hopefully trusts
that ca b will prove the last.
The South needs capital and occupation, not
As much as any part of the
controversy.
North, the South needs the full protection of
tin* revenue laws which the Republican party
• •Hers.
some of the southern states have
aln ad} entered upon a career of industrial
development and prosperity. These, at least,
should not lend their electoral votes to destroy
their own future.
Any tl'.rt to unite the southern states upon
issue- that grow out of the memories of the
war. will summon the northern states to combine in the assertion of that nationality which
was
their inspiration in the civil struggle.
And lints great energies which should he united in a rniiiiiwn industrial development will be
w ish «i in hurtful strife. The Democratic party
slews it-'-it a foe to southern prosperit\ by
a:\va\s i yoking and urging southern political
roti- •iidation.
Mich a policy quenches the
rising instinct of patriotism in the heart of the
smith, rn outh: it revives and stimulates prejudice: it substitutes the spirit of barbaric veng» anc. for the love of peace, progress and

Maine

Politics

and

Maine

Politicians.

Matters.

countn.

Ft'SION IS PLAYED OFT.

Union of the Democratic ami Greenback parties. or fusion as it is generally called, has been
pretty generally given up in Maine. Distinct,
State and Congressional tickets have been nominated so far as nominations have been made.
But the Democratic and Greenback district
committees of the first district, by deciding to
hold
their conventions at the same time and
;
place, show an intention of uniting on the Congressional ticket. The dissatisfaction with Mr.
Ib id among the Brunswick Republicans and
the hope of carrying the election by means of
the quarrel, are probably the considerations
which lead to this course. Nevertheless there
will be a pretty stiff majority to overcome. In
1SS2 the vote of the two countries was,—

a

CIVIL

DOOM LET.

The Independent boomlel in this State is still
unnoticeable quantity and only known in the
opposition pres**. On the other hand, many
an

Democrats will vote for Mr. Blaine. The nominations at Chicago have not strengthened the
Democratic party in this State, nor is the platform any better received by that party. In
eastern Maine especially an outspoken position
upon the tariff is necessary to secure votes, as
the people of that section piudiuc the saim
things as their neighbors in the Dominion, and
whichever party proposes to favor Dominion
products will at once tmd its hold weakening
upon the people. The industries of the State in
all sections arc also largely dependent upon tie
The larger propoi tions
retention of tin-tariff.
of the capital invested in cotton and woolen
manufacturing comes from abroad, and will
not he increased unless there is a fair prospect
of obtaining a proper income from the investment.
Thus far w« have heard little favorable
comment upon the Democratic platform among
the members of either party, either in the eastern or western sections of tin- State.
(Cor.
Boston Journal.

j

SKUVK’K.

1 UK

the civil service of
tin I'nited States under all administrations has
hren honorable.
In the one supreme test—the
collection and disbursement of revenue—the
record of fidelity has uever been surpassed in
ati\
nation. With the almost fabulous sums
which were received and paid during the late
war. scrupulous integrity was the prevailing
WILI. Siri’OKT III. A INK AND LUl.AN.
rule. Indeed, throughout that trying period.
New Haven, Conn., Ju'v U». Fx-Auditor ;
it can be said to the honor of the American
Fdward McCarthy, a local Democratic leader,
name that unfaithfulness and dishonesty among
who has bolted ('leveland's nominal ion, received
ivii officer* were as rare as misconduct and from Hon. James <;. Maine,
to-night, a person- :
cowardice on the held of battle.
al letter of thanks for his pledge of support, j
The growth of the couutry ha* continually Mr. Maine's letter is as follows:
and necc**arily enlarged the civil service, unA It JEST A >1"., July ! 1.
til now it includes a vast body of officers.
Rules and methods of appointment which pre- Fl>\\ AR1> Mi K ARTn v :
My Dear Sir: Accept my sincere thank'1
vailed when the number was smaller have- been
found insufficient and impracticable, and earn- for your Kind letter of congratulation. I regret ;
I can makt hut this informal acknowledgment I
est effort* haw been made to separate the great
just now. I can question tin* right of no man ;
ina** of ministerial officers from partisan influor
body to vote as they elect, but 1 will say that j
ence and personal control.
Impartiality in the
mode of appointment to be based on qualiti- 1 am heart iiy grateful to have found new friends |
cation, and security of tenure to be based on in your beautiful city. With best wishes, befaithful discharge of duty are the two ends to lieve me to he.
Verv truiv vours,
James (F Hi.aim-:.
j
be accomplished.
The public business will be
aided by separating the legislative branch of
WHAT MAINE PAPERS SAY.
:he government from all control of appointA number of Irish voters in this city freely
ments and the executive department will he
relieved by subjecting appointments to fixed declare their purpose to vote for Maim- and
i.ogan. and several are members of the Maim* j
rules and thus removing them from the caprice
and I.ogan Club.
of favoritism.
[Rockland Free Press.
Rut there should be rigid obThen is a strong boom for Maine and i.ogan >
servance of the law which gives in all cases of
1
equal competency the preference to the soldiers In Waldo county since Cleveland was nominated. The Waldo gn-enhaekers can't -tan I tiewho risked their lives in defence of the I'nion.
Ivn1 entered ( oiigrcss in Iand ill a some- nomination of the monopoly candidat".
what prolonged service 1 never lound it ex- nehee Journal.
of
is
the
We
believe
James
author
Wright
pedient to request or recommend the removal
the best thing yet said of the Democratic ticket.
of a civil officer except in four instances, and
then for 11011-political reasons which wa re in- A' he passed the lb-porter office and saw tietie old li.-kei
*iantly eonciu*i\c with the appointing power. names he remarked. “Well, it's otV."
[SomerI la
officers in the district, appointed by Mr. with the brains and money left
Lincoln in 1■>»»I upon the recommendation of set Reporter.
of tie
who
was
one
Mr.
Hunker,
Penjamin
my prec« dcssor. served, as a rule, until death
or resignation.
I adopted at the beginning of delegates io the Democratic convention dot
not seem to he very well satisfied with the
my sej v i< «• the test of competitive examination
platform. -In hi-paper, the 1 airfield Journal,
for appointments to \Ve*t Point, and maintain:
ed it so long as 1 had the right by law to lie says this week that t.eii. Puller in one short
nominate a cadet. In the case of many officers, half-hour’s speech ••succeeded in showing to
1 found that the present law. which arbitrarily the country that the wordy platform meant
limits the term of the commission, ottered a nothing more than a bid for the spoils."
Neither does Mr. Hunker seem to he enthusiasconstant temptation to changes for mere polititic over tin* candidate who lie says has “no |
cal r< asou*.
1 have publicly expressed the belief that the essential modification of that law public record upon which to base ail opinion
as to what his administration would he."
would lu- in many respects advantageous.
My observation i:i the department of state
”111. AIM'. IS UAlNIMi 01:01 N 1 >.
continued the conclusions of my legislative exA leading democrat in Knox conn’.} met thei rit nee, and impressed me with the couvielion
nomination of Cleveland with the n mark that
that the rule of impartial appointment might
with advantage h< carried beyond any existing Blaine wouM have a walk-over for tie
!
he
deney and he should do what lie could to h> Ip
provi*ion of the civil service law. It should
applied to appointments in the consular ser- him.
Hon. Isaac Hohson. leading greenhaeker of
vice.
Loiisuls should be commercial sentinel*
ei
iiv.ing the globe with watchfulness lor Lincoln eount\ will support the reputdieau
their country's ;nb rest*.
Their intelligence ticket in the present campaign. Most of 1 lie
and eoinpetency become, therefore, matte;s of republican greenbaeker* and many that were |
ur at public concern.
No man should be ap- formerly democrats will do likewise.
From what the Herald reporter can 1* arn.
pointed to an American consulate who is not
lie is tirmly eonvine-ed that Blaim- i- gaining
vv< il instruct'd in the history and resources of
uis own country and in the requirements and ground, and i! would not he surprising if the !
language of eommeree in the country to which piumed knight should roll up one of the big- j
In is
lit.
The *ame rule should be applied i gest majorities ever idven in Maine to a presidential ticket. [Augusta dispatch to the Bos'ti more rigidly to secretaries of legation in
our diplomatic service.
The people have the ton Herald.
right to the most efficient agents in the disKKl’l W.U'AN Si A IK CU.M Mil IKK.
charge oi publie business and the appointing
The Republican state commit!'--’ had a eon-!
power should regard till* as the prior and ul- f.-renee at the Falmouth hotel
Friday evening, j
terior consideration.
liesides the eonilllitt*
the)-' Were pi sell! Sen- j
nil. MUltMON Ip'KS'llON.
ator Hale, Congressmen Reed. IMngley and!
lb iigious liberty i> the right of every citizen Boutelle. Hovernor Robie. ('olleetor How,
!
vend other loading
Rostmasp-r Barker.
of th<* republic. Uongres- is forbidden by the
Republicans. Chairman Wing reported the
const it mioii to make any law. “respecting the
•ondition and prospects of the party in all
•-tabli-him nt ot religion, or prohibiting the
e\i-rci>c thereof.”
For n century under parts of the State to he tine. No business was
transacted. The general opinion appeared to
fbi- guarantee. Protestant and (. atholie, dew
be that the campaign should begin aboil* the
and <
r.t lie. have worshipped (;>d according
A number of distin!" 'lie i!iet;.ie> of conscience.
Ibit religion- second week iu August.
i’i" rty must not be perverted to th« justitication guished men from other States have consented
It i' understood that among
of *!lene*
against the law. A religious sect to take part.
|
-trongly intrenched in one of the territories, them are Senator Allison, (o n. Swift. c«*n•i the Union and spreading rapidly to four : gressinan llorr, and Senator Ingalls.
oiler tei riiories. claims he right to destroy the
POINTS.
great satcguard and muniment of social order,
Then- was 1 Blaim- and Bogan ti ig raising at
and to practice as a religious privilege that
which i- a crime punished with severe penalty lvast Winthrop Friday e vening.
in e\ery -talc of tin* Union. The saemlness
The hoys of Bangor are organizing a com- j
and unity of the family must be preserved as
of Blaim- and Bogan cadets.
the toundation of all civil government, as the pany
source of orderly administration, as t Jr- surest
There w as a Blaine and Bogan ilag raising at
guarantee of moral purity.
Lincoln Centre, Frida} evening.
The claim of tie Mormons that they are dilion. Charles McLaughlin, of Portland, do\:ne!\ authorized to practice polygamy should,
j
< lines a nomination as Stale S« nalor.
no more be admitted than the claim of certain
heathen tribes if they should come among us to
Hannibal Hamlin has bee n invited to address
continue the right of human sacrifice. Tin- law the York
Count} lie-publican convention Audo.-s not interfere with what a man believes; it
gust Util.
take.- cognizance only of what he doe-.
A- cittz n-. the Mormons are entitled to the same
About four hundred names have been sigm <1
ci\ il
ights as others, and to these they must be in one dav for a BLaine and Bogan club in
'■oiitim ,1.
Polygamy can never receive national Hallowed.*
-auction or toleration by admitting the eoinmuCharles White-, > x-City Marshal of Augusta,
uity that uphold- it as a -late in the Union,
bike other-, the Mormons must learn that the has ln-e-n elrcted Clerk of the- National Republiliberty of the individual ceases where the rights can Committee.

Tin-general eliaraeter
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society begin.

of tile- thirteen male graduates of Bates College- class of ’si. only one* is a democrat and Inis going to vote- lor Blaim*.

Ol'K Ct'lilJK.M V.

The people of I lie United States, though often
urged and tempted, have never serious!} contemplated the recognition of any other money
than gold and silver—and currency directly convertible into them. They have not done so,
they will not do so, under any necessity less
pressing than that of desperate war. The one
special requisite for the completion of our
monetary system is the fixing of the relative
valtn s of silver and gold. The large use of sil-

William A. Cromwell of South Berwick, who
lias been mentioned as a Lcnioerat ie candidate
for the* Congressional nomination in the first
district, withdraws his name*.
The

Aroostook county convention of the
Independent Prohibition party, held in Presque
Me last week, nominated for Senator, Geo. F.
H’hidden; for Sheriff, .lames K. Osgood; for
County Attorney. Ira (,. Iler-ey. for County
Commissioner, Ezra McUlaiillin

ver as the money of account
among Asiatic nations, taken in connection with the increasing
commerce of tin* world, gives the
weightiest
reasons for an international agreement in the
()ur
premises.
government should not cease
"
urge this measure until a common standard
"f Nairn* shall be reached and established—a
standard that shall enable the United States to
use the silver from its mines as an
auxiliary to
gold in settling the balances of commercial ex-

Two thousand people assembled at the raisof a Blaine and Logan llag in Ward time
Portland. Wednesday evening.
Then was
much enthusiasm.
Addresses were made l»v
Hon. Wilbur F. Lunt. F. S. District Attorney
and Attorney Geueral Henry B. Cleaves.

ing

change.
TIIK

PUBLIC LANDS.

The strength of the republic is increased by
’he multiplication of the landholders.
Our
laws should look to the judicious encouragement of actual settlers on the public domain,
which should henceforth be held as a sacred
trust for the benefit of those seeking homes,
I ho tendency to consolidate large tracts of land
in the ownership of individuals or corporations
should, with proper regard to vested rights, be
discouraged. One hundred thousand acres of
land in tin* hands of one man is far less protitable to the nation in every way than when its

1

Letter

j

A

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1884.

The Dcmoeralie District Committee of the
Iir>t district, met in Portland Thursday after- j
noon and organized by choosing,!. S. Palmer,
of Portland, chairman; dames E. White, of
Kittery. secretary. It was voted to call a convention to nominate a member of Congress and
Presidential elector August oth. at Congress
Hall. Portland.
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TRIP INTO THE FARMING REGION. THE
SOIL ANI» CROPS. HARDWORKEl) FARMERS.
THE WOODS FULL OF BLAINE AND LOGAN
MEN.

[Correspondence

PublishingJJo.

of the

a

!

Journal.]

The soil on the east side of Cellar
river for about a mile back is a sandy loam.
After that it is most!; of a low black soil and
intersected by a good many creeks, which
leaves quite an amount that is untit for tillage.
This is either pastured or not cultivated at all.

eral news-..The Lincoln News of last week
was printed b\ steam power, and believes it i>
thi iir>t newspaper printed by the application

About twelve miles out from Waterloo a stream
called Crane Creek passes from the northeast
to the southeast.
It is about eighty-five million" and the most of the land along this creek

articles, of which he affirms that very few ha\*
been hurried.

from fifty to two hundred feet deep. Most
wells are bored, and it is quite a curio*ity to see them Wort* down into tin- -olid ledge.
They tell me they most always get living water,
but it is all limey.
The land after pa-sing
C fane creek is very low, wet, cold soil, and the

BLAINE,

OF MAINE.

crops

are

not

as

\

1( F PKFs|

OFNT,

as

1

farther west, although

a

kind of land <
the east to what i' railed the \\ apsea, tn.d then
you come to quite large timber and the country i- rough and hilly very much like the ea-t-

JOHN A. LOGAN,
OF ILLINOIS.

states.
I he farmer- In-iv are a very mueh
harder working elass titan in Maine. If
! farmer here worked no more days than the
ern

FOK t.OVFKNOK,

FREDERICK

good

ROBIE,

Fnder an order issued hy the department the
OF UOKIIAM.
farmers in Maim
they <>uM not get a i:\iisg
tirst of the present month, the former tour Internal llru nui* districts of Maine are misoli- |
by farming. You may think this a rraxy im a.
dated into two, the tirst and second divisions
but 1 talked with dith-ia-nt tin n and it w a- ail
FOU I'll MS 1I »F.NT1 .\ I. KI.KCPOKS
becoming one with J. L. Hacklilf of Portland
Kloctors at Large,
I one story. They say it i- work all the time tin
a>
deputy collector, and the third and fourth
JOHN S. (' \SK, of Kocklainl.
being combined with J. L. Stoddard of ti irdiyear round, and some of the best farmer" iiav.
\\ FsTON F. MILLIKFN.of Portlan-I.
licr as deputy eolleetor.
Mr. Stoddard’s dishad to run in debt within the past two year-,
UAKI.FS M. MOSFS.
Fir-1
Di-trio.(
trict now comprises Kennebec.
Penobscot.
O
\KDSOS.
lilt'll
-,v
a.i |>iMri' !.-I
owing to the failure of the corn rrop. They
Piscataquis. Somerset. Aroostook. Washing- I'iiir I »i -1 ri- t.\KNFK ( OKI KV
Mr.
Ion. Hancock. Waldo, Knox and Lincoln.
F. A. JOHNSON.
had eattle and hogs but no corn to feed tin hi.
Foartli DotriO.t
Stoddard will have headquarters in Augusta
and eould not put them into the market, aand lliiigcr.
Hon. Franklin J.
Hollins of
Foli HKI UFSKNTATIVKS TO FOMiKKSS.
there was no sale for poor hogs ami ea’.ii".
Hurt land, retains bis position as collector for
Fir-t District.THOMAS K. KFFD,
the district for Maine.
Everybody had enough of that kind, am! ali
DIM.LFO Jk.

fair illustration of tin editorial
anti-Blaine paper*.

I\ !'nm:iu MvPoiu
July IT. List Monday.
Mr. !>i.\ey S. Henson, a well known and wellwas
irmer
buried. Iea\ ing a nice family

to-do f

consisting of hi- wife Susan, two sturdy «mis
and two daughters. The wife had previously
shown some symptoms of derangement, but
this alHietmn bad not apparently developed any
until yesterday noon, when she was found in
her chamber suffering from ihe etl'eei> of Haris
green.
Prompt anti.totes tailed to relieve her,
and she died. * ntirely conscious, in about four
hours.
ll*i* age was fs years and in months.

Friendship
Soldier.

Tin* article in last

for

the

.Journal illustrating

Mr. Blaine ha- .-cut a cheek for *-•’> > to the
Industrial School for (iirls at Hallow, d.
Then- i- talk in Augusta of returning to local
time. It is argued that a saving of gas will be
made.
A young lady in this State has made so in

i-res'

i-. however, too recent for them to

ac-

complish anything by this piece of trickery. It
has hern asserted in some quarters that the
Senate amended the Mexican pension bill so as

|

procure food. Twelve bodies of the dead
rescued and arc now on board Thetis aud
Bear. One Eskimo Turnevib was buried at
iJisco in accordance with the desire of the in-

to

were

spector of Western Greenland. Five bodies
buried in the ice fort near the camp were
swept away to sea by winds aud currents before the arrival and could not be recovered.
Names of dead recovered with date of death, as
follows: Sergt. Cross. January 1. 1SS4; W'ed-

ueeuraes

of th*

CIi ipuutn. Freedom, to
ida I i*. r, Relfa-t.

d

-u-an d

Flye, same town
Millings, .-aim

Ilo-e.t I

t.-

“ins

esteemed eontemp.*rar\ of the C C. will
online liim*elf to editing hi* paper and kind!
ailovv :* to edit th«- bo:md in our own was h<
will ptnee

u*

\

11er

'«»ont.

under lasting obligations.

was
to

favored by tin-

defer

of the .1

an

w-itlhor.

aeeotint of

We

the trip to

a

!
j

is>ut

James Hall, F reedom,

preach
F

Logan’s letup of a .-eeptanee has br> n
published. It is m arl\ asking as Mr. Pdaim's
W e shall give it in full in tin next issue «•: tIn

at the

irmer- are

to harve-t

A. Ri wh

T L. (ireyorv

is

expected

-vvanvilb tuion church A

my.

to

:id_

waiting patient y for suitable weather
!t is the opinion of the best
hay

ipt’s p,lake ami Ross and families have returned

1

Bowdoinham fanner says that a miepos.
a razor, and a
tine tooth comb an the
l>e't implements to gather in the present ha\
A

orop.

dulla

then*

1

consisted of twenty pieces, was well drilled
and looked very nice in their uniform, l’ic-y

to

»•■•-'•> that there will be secured about halt the
P of !->:», but .d very much better \\uality_

•Journal.

eope,

Rev

S\\ VNViu.K.

ournal.

Hen.

of the nomination ot Cleveland and H< chick-.
The baud
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excursion iast week of the Main- Press
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l’.deni.e.. to I.o'iisnnna Haskell. 11 allow « di. Mary
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insincerity of Democratic professions of
friendship for the I'niou soldier was read with the idea of burning manure is play ing out. for
in;, i. st by the veterans of this vicinity. Fresh
where it is applied to the ground the er«-pfrom tin it defeat of the Mexican pension bill, show it about as mueh as in Maine and they
with the Senate amendments in 'in* interest of tind it is worth putting on the ground.
IN (iKNFKAb.
I nion soldiers, their widows, orphans and deI arrived in the city Saturday the li?tli. after
Bar Harbor is now lighted b\ tie- «•!« etrie
light.
pendant relatives, the Democrats assembled in I spending one week in the country : and w as
Maine*- blueberry crop i- likely to be a good convention at Dhieago and hypocritically dejust in time to see the parade of the 1 burn"T its
one.
for the veterans of our as
they were to have a gram! rally with thing
Mr. Blaine has gone to Bar Harbor to re- clared their friendship
main for an indefinite period.
civil war. TIu* record they have made in Con- of cannon and speeches in the ••veiling in honor
the

teen of the twenty-live persons
composing this
expedition perished by starvation nt the point
where found. One was drowned while sealing

our

I'liey told me they hail three
thousand bushels of oats last fall and lle-y
should use them all, not sell a hushel. 1 tin-:
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at St. Johns, X. F.
Seven-

are now
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! they could do was to keep them until they got
a corn crop.
Mr. A. W hitney formerly if
Newburgh, Maim*, has been li--rv fourteen y. rUnion
and he and his two sons have seven hundred
acres
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lieutenant; Eilisou, sergeant; Brainard, sergeant; Beiberbaek, steward; Fredericks, sergeant ; Connell, private; Long, sergeant. Sergeant Ellison was very much prostrated aud
badly frost-bitten when found, and died at
Godbaven on July t>. after undergoing a sur-

We learn from the Demoeratie press that ] erick Eskimo, April f>; Sergt. I.inn, April 0;
ex-Congressman Murch is to stump the West] Lieut. Lockwood, April P; Sergt. Jewell, Apfor Blaine and Logan.
The Portland Press ! ril 12; Private Ellis. May IP; Sergt. Ralston,
Well *a\ s ill this eolltieelioil :
May 2J; Private Whistler, May 24; Sergt.
The R, puhlieans hav* shown no disposition i Israel. May 27; Lieut. Kingsbury. June 1: Pri1
to slaughter any f itted ralve> heeaiise tin- Hon.
vate Henry, Jun« o; private
•bneider. June
Thompson H. Murch has express*-*! a prefer1-'.
Names of den buried in the ice forthwith,
eiie«- for Mr. Blain*
Republican* hav.- never!
cherished a very high opinion of him. and I
date nf death where bodies were not recovered,
not now.
But if he i* a-* gn at a man as tin
is follows:
Sergt. Rim April P: 1>S4; CorDemorrutie press, cspeeially the Demo* tail*
Salem, June
Private Bender, June 10.
pr***s of Maine, has pietured him for th*‘ last j poral
six or seven vears, the Democrats part) ought ! A' ting Assistant Sergeant Paw. lune 0: *s rgt.
Gardner. June 12. Hrovvned'while breaking
to wear erape for the next three months over
;
through tin newly formed ice while smiling.
his d. part tire from it* ranks.
Jans Edwards, Esquimaux, April 24.
\ll the reenrds of the expedition were -:,
After worKintr night and d.tv voire dime*;. }
1 lie bodies of the dead have been
mbalmrd
ovi-r a mouth ago.the lt.aine R* publi.aus manand
will be brought home. Lieut. Gree!\ and
10
*g''d
get enough persons together to hold a
rutilieatiun meeting at Faneni! Hall last even- I ii'.s men are progressing favorably. Greelv.
I* "• perhaps, than the others.
ing. | Boston * ilobe.
As a matter of fact the meeting was held in !
Ti;\\SM-:KS t.s UK A I. FSTAl'K. Till* loll "Willy
Treniont Temple, ami the attendenee was >.»
nr" The tran-fors in real estate in Waldo
county,
that
an overflow meeting was held in th*
large
: -r
lie week endliur duly
J_M -nmucl Ruttnan.
Meionnon. which was also parked. This il'« \w, to W ille-lon iirlnm il. -earsport
dulla A.

Thivery favorable season.
\temls for about fifteen miles to

they have had
FOK

The Thetis anti Bear rescued seven survivors
of the Greelv expedition in Lady Franklin Bay.
June 22d. Their names are as follows: G reely,

strain in Lincoln county
...Mr. Sala, who
is called the most conspicuous journalist in the
world, has written seven thousand leading

are
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Starvation.

from

SEVEN UK THE GREEKY PARTY RESCUED AND
BROUGHT IO ST. JOHNS.

of

of the

JAMIES C.

Saved

one T. S
Coffin, a resident of Winthrop.
The statements were libellous as regards Mr.
Coffin and were a retleetion on the town as
well, and they have had a wide circulation.

is used for pasture, as it i- very important to
v» ry
have plenty of water. Almost
house
lias a windmill for pumping water as the wells

FOK

Some time since the Boston Herald published
letter from its Augusta correspondent giving
sensational account of the history and doings

of

mouths.

Lolt.MKi; SKASDX.

on and after the 15th of August until the
15tli of November the lobster wiil be tabooed,
and he who eatohes or consumes this popular
crustacean iluring these three months, will do
so
illegally. A line of $50 is imp *-cd foi infringement of the law and $1 for each lobster
taken. Lobster canning i> prohibited by law
from the l't day of August to the 1st day of
April following under a tine of $5 for each
lobster killed and $o()0 for each day that the
A wellbusiness is unlawfully carried on.
known lawyer in this countv who voted for
the lobster law in the last legislature, was
coolly informed hy an old gentleman recently
that he would not vote for him (the lawyer) in
the coining election on account of his lobster
law proclivities. "I have been in tin* habit.’*
'aid mir aged friend, “of spending a portion of
the .Miiiiiiii at Squirrel Island, ami to he In-reft
of my favorite dish of lobsters the middle of
August is not hist.'* [Kennebec Journal.

from

Waterloo, Ia., July 14,1884. Since 1 wrote
you I have spent a week in the country. I
Now it appears by a letter signed Winthrop”
went about twenty miles out, northeast. The
/. T. Haines Esq.) published in
farmers were all very busy, plowing among (probablv
Monday’s Herald that tie- stories told of Coffin
their corn and haying. The crops all look well
are, almost without exception, false in fact
aud indicate a beautiful harvest. The hay crop
and inference. The Herald is unfortunate in
will be very heavy and of good quality. I saw
its correspondents.
large droves of cattle and hogs. The cattle are
Newspaper Notes. We have received No.
mostly white, while the hogs are nearly all
black and in very poor condition owing to the 1 of vol. 1 of the Advertiser, a live campaign
scarcity of corn. The hogs are turned out to newspaper published at Damariseotta. The
pasture aud different men told me their bogs number before us contains good portraits of
bad bad nothing but grass for the last two Blaine ami Logan and much political and gen-

—

affection than has been indicated will be needed
overcome this advantage.
(Portland AdverA

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,
Republican Journal

tiser.
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ALL OVER THE STATE.

The third annual temperance meeting will
at Lake Maranocool next Friday and
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
Saturday. It will be the first grand demonstration of the prohibitory campaign in the
interest of prohibition ami constitutional law.
On Friday there will be a meeting of the Stare
CHARLES a. PILSBURY.Editor.
temperance committee ami a grand conference RUSSELL U. DYER.Local Editor.
of temperance workers.
Ilev. 11. ('. Munson,
the well known temperance worker is desirous
that every portion of the State should 1m* repre- ;
Single Copies of the Journal
sonted. Saturday will be the grand day of the may be had at the following places:
Hkli ast.—Journal Office. J. S. Caldwell & Co.,
meeting. It will be opened with a grand
chorus of many hundred children's voices, Main street. M. 1*. Woodcock & Son, Main street.
dineled by Mr. F. F. Jordan of Portland, 1). 1*. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
Skvkspokt.—At the Post Office. Mr. C. E.
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Bent, the efficient Adams is
authorized to receive subscriptions and
cornet players, and the hoys' uniformed band advertisements.
of Brunswick.
(Jon. Frederick Robie, lion.
llrcKsi’OKT.—U. 11. Emery A Co.
Nelson Dingley, lion. Jo-iah II. Drummond.
Win i'KKI'oim'. E. M. H ill.
Campkn.—F. Lewis.
Hon. Sidney Perliam. B. C. Torsey, (fen Neal
H<»ri.n>n —Oeo. Carleton.
11.
A.
and
Dow,
Shorey. Benj. Kingsbury
others will address the meeting. Jordan Rand
of Lisbon, will preside over the reformed men's
meeting which will be addressed by well known j
speakers. Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens of Waterviilr, will have headquarters on the grounds
and control the Fnion meetings. Rev. 11. C.
Munson, (i \V. Chief Templar of Maine, will
have charge of the I. O. («. 1'. meetings. Regular
trains on Friday. Saturday a special train will
run to the grove, leaving (iatdiner at T.oa, a.
m.: Hallowell s.ns; Augusta, s.lMK
Returning
leave the grove at 4 510 P. M.

to
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10.437
Dane,
12.3
Eaton,
199
Stone,
Reed accordingly had a plurality of 1.233 and
majority over all of 931. A more serious dis-
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Ro-'iia keen and Mi.-s surah Harris arrived in
I he the streets
This is not true.
Confederate service.
and
1; e >s!> s7d by the year to s, j; o.mmJs in \ irjust two men and about a dozen
town last week and will remain a lew weeks at the
The number of convicts in the State prison hill was returned to the House intact, with the
boys accompanied the band; and when tic- ginia.
"Id home-ten I with their aired parents dames Hari- now reduced t<» 1»VJ, the smallest number for
additions specilied in our article last week, hand would stop in the ditb-rent -quares to
The
cholera has made its apt caranc- in Asia- ri- and wife.
long time.
Mr. dame- Vwkersou wm* received
i lie- amendments were the substance of bills
atie
to
Russia.
\ a--all>oi'" fanners will meet at Liver-id'invited
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were
very cordially
play, the
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tie- last Wednesday in duly to take further prepared at the request of the (Hand Army or fall into the
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Allan i’mkertor,'- estate proves to be worth '•otter and Is .due n move around with the assisaction towards tin erection of a creamery.
liv friend- of the soldier, and which it was
in front of the l.ogan house wle-re'!, -pr.-i he* about >'Id'>,000.
tance of a crutch.
Fred, Ids son, is nt home from
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in
session
late
at
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cii could not be reached
1st division, Maitte volunteer militia, will be
were to be delivered; “but nobody feii** and
Franklin was mm of the expert Rate coil.-co in ! l- -wperinten ding the • tilting -f
Benjamin
belli at Augusta for live day-, eotnue neiug the ordiuar\ course of legislation. The Mexi- the band with its
the bay.
procession of two men -and a sN\ tmniers of ills da\
Aug. 7.
can pension bill was a Democratic measure,
lew boys went on.
Alter a while a rrnw.i
I*iiu Hi \
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II.
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asurer
House, ami passing that about one hundred and
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**• li*: the thing t'.«r it
Burleigh, of \ a-saihoro. shot himself aeeiden- originating in the
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tally at his father*- farm last week. He gradu- body b\ Democratic votes.
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listened to the speeches, all by horn- la!
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suns to complete.
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»>nl\
consum' d the larger part of the town.
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a Gneeo-American
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Ball,”
Buntling
Boston Friday.
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reason
Comrade S. c. Smith was! wholly satisfactory although we have
live houses and the depot building remain of which are in a verv good stale of preservation.
elected recording secretary, and Comrade T. !
The loss is siu> raises verv nice straw berries for the iliarket.
We be- play, is to he issued anonymously, in Septem- what was a town of 2,000 persons.
to doubt bis honesty in the matter.
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Wagnails.
.Then* is a lady in town who has formerly done
lieve, however, that bis memory alone Is at ber, by
lion will meet at the hall of Post 7 on the afterpeople are almost destitute.
dressmaking, who thinks -lie shall drop that bust
noon of August 11. and march to the bout and
fault ami that be* did not intentionally plagiarize poetical satire on New York society, and is anne-- for (he more profitable one of making screen
leave for Bangor. Post 7 will probably accomnounced to be by one of the best known of liv‘•Mary's Dream." That he must have read the
doors. >he waited long in vain for a carpenter to
pany them. The exercises at Bangor will conPoints.
writers. An idea of its nature may be ohPolitical
poem and thus impressed it upon his mind we ing
sist of a camp-tire, procession, ball and excurmake her one, and becoming discouraged went to
The changes from the tained from the following partial list of /'
sion down the Penobscot river to (Justine.
are* quite convinced.
The Democratic platform owes its existence work and made it herself, sin* says all the tools
iilis Persoiue, namely: Knickerbocker Young
are very slight and unless the
version
Marble
and
Maiden
to
S.
Hewitt.
Gen.
Vbram
original
she requires to turn out a tirst-class article are a
Social St Higglers : Butler.
facts are: as we assume them to be the case Men; Manuiuvring Mammas;
Henry Ward Beecher'n
jack-knife, a gimlet and a screw driver... .< apt. K.
Wall
Flowers;
Gossips:
Anglomaniac-:
Belles;
in
the
The Boston Herald <li<l not report. Governor
F. Littlefield ami tamily are spending a few weeks
brother, Rev. W. 11. Beecher, of (5i! Park Av., j would he one of the most remarkable
Chicago, adds his emphatic testimony to the value i history of literature. So remarkable, in fact, Gluttons. Air. C. 1>. Weldon, the well-known Robinson's speech in full. It suppressed or at >outh West Harbor ...Edward Kelly, Esq., Mr.
<d ATHLophokos as a specific for ithemnatic and
omitted the most telling points of it.
artist, is engaged on the illustrations.
Fitzroy Kelly and their sister Mrs Stare ly are
as to be wholly improbable.
lie writes:
"Have used
Neuralgic affections.
Athum'iiokos enough to satisfy me that it will
.The Sceretan of the National Greenback visiting their parents here....Mr. Everett Files
cure
World
and
American
The
Irish
Industrial
General
Sciatica
and
Butler will run ami family are in town. Mrs. File* and the chilcertainly
Neuralgia,
Committee says that
Some typographical errors in last week’s
inflammatory
Rheumatism, and remove all the sharp pains of
Liberator, a widely circulated weekly rep re- | f<>r the Presidency, concentrating his work in dren will spend some weeks at the house of her
Chronic Rheumatism. I recommend my friends .Journal were due to the fact that the editor
York.
New
to try it.”
was not at home to read the proof of his manufather, Mr Jennison lJrant-Mrs. Ueo. Abbott of
seating the Irish-American and workingmen's
The lines are now drawn between Blaine ami
Portland i- visiting at Col. N. II. Hubbard’sand he is fain to confess that his copy is associations, declares that Cleveland was noni- American Rule am! Cleveland and
oppression
IT. S. Senator Hill of Colorado is said to be script,
inated by the Independent Republicans, and to the masses from the Free Trade dicker of Misses Ida and Bertha Lnrrabce and Miss Hattie
the richest man in that State.
He went out so bad that it is frequently too much for printer
Medfleld for the remainder of the
< ’boose
ye between them. li.-dl have gone to
there a poor chemist a few years ago, and by or proof leader. We intended to say that, the opens fire all along the line upon the Democrat- Burbon-Deinocraei.
summer_Miss Annie Littlefield has gone to New
[Richmond. Yu.. Whig.
some good chance hit upon a process for reducl'rog. Age “ridiculed” the recent Greenback ic candidate. It calls upon Irish-American I
York_Misses Daisy Abbott and Lizzie Littleing refractory ores, and no one to this day has
Frank Hurd, the leader of the free trade
the freethe secret. He built a great smelter which is conference in this city—not that it “with held voters to array themselves against
Held have returned from their yachting trip-As
wing of the Democratic party, says tin* platand
who
nominated
and
traders
trivial
for
to call
pro-Anglicans
bringing him in a great fortune. His yearly in- it." Other errors were too
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young were crossing the ferry
form is satisfactory to the revenue reformer,
come, it is said, cannot be less than $800,000.
are supporting Cleveland, and advocates the
correction.
and clearly « xeludes all ideas of protection, with a team in the boat, the horse became frighten
lie lives in great style in Colorado.
Ohio
tin*
to
been
have
declares
platform
election of an American President and the lie
ed and broke away from the carriage nearly upvoted down, 30 to f>. Mr. Hurd further alleged
Mr. John Boyle O’licilly stated the ease j
setting tin* boat. They succeeded in controlling
adoption of an American policy.
Spuingfiki.I), Mass., April 10, 188:1.
that “Governor Cleveland was known to be a
when he wrote in the Boston Pilot
was done
For diseases of the kidneys, liver, bladder, and compactly
pronounced revenue reformer, and was in him, however, and no serious damage
If the Boston Herald was well edited the ;
urinary organs t received great benefit from concerning Cleveland: “He has not a single
hearty sympathy with the majority of the _Sells. Mary Jane, Capt. Joseph Arey, WarrenHi nt’s [Kidney and Liver] Rkmkdy. I pronounce
House of Representatives in their efforts to ton, Capt. l»eo. Knox and M. L. Strout, Capt.
to tit him for the presi- question of Toby or not Toby would have long
it the best.”—fl. YV. Payne, Manufacturer Har- quality large enough
j
pass the Morrison bill.’*
Joseph Eldredgc, have arrived.
of the L uited States.”
nesses, Trunks, etc., 447 Main St.
ago been decided in the negative.
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Mr. Blaine has accepted an invitation to be
present at the semi-annual reunion of the
Maine Grand Army at Old Orchard. Aug. Till.
! Senator Frye, ex-Goveruor Plaisted. lion. N.
Dingley, dr., and others, will be present.
Letters have also been received from Gen. Builer and Hon. W. L. Putnam, saying they will
:
is
divid'd
ioou
men.
The attend if possible.
ownership
among
evil of permitting huge tracts of the national
domain to be consolidated and controlled by j
Tne Greely Discoveries.
tic* few against the many is enhanced when
the persons controlling it are aliens. It is but
The
discoveries of the Groelv
geographical
fair that the public land should he disposed of !
arc recounted in a despatch from Lieut.
only to actual settlers and to those who are cit- party to General
Hazen, chief signal otlin r.
izens of the republic, or willing to become so. 1 Greely
It appears probable that Grinneli laud is an isOl ll SlHPPlXt; 1N 1 K 14KSTS.
land. It is separated from Greenland by KenAmong our national interests one languishes nedy channel. On the north is the polar ocean,
th<* foreign carrying trade.
It was very j and observations from Mount Archer in the
seriously crippled in our civil war, and another j interior, show that the western coast trends
blow was given to it in the general substitution southward. A lake, GO by 10 miles in extent,
of steam for sail in ocean traffic.
With a was discovered in the interior. Furthermore,
frontage on the two great oceans, with a it was ascertained that Hayes sound, on tinfreightage larger than that of any other nation, south, penetrates -J(l miles farther into the land
than has been supposed, and possjldy separates
we have every inducement to restore our navigation. Vet the government has hitherto re- Grinneli land completely from Ellesmere land
fused its help. A small share of the eucour- J below. Lieut. Lockwood and .'sergeant Br.tinagemeiit given by the government to railways i ard crossed Grinneli land last year to the he ad
and to manufactures, and a small share of the , of a fiord from the west sea. and believed that
capital and the zeal given by our citizens to they saw separate land in the west, TO miles
those enterprises would have carried our ships away. 'Phis new land has bee n called Arthur
to every sea and to every port.
Lieut. Lockwood also crossed the chanA law just en- land.
acted removes some of the burdens upon our ! nel to the Greenland coast, and reached an
island
in the polar sea in latitude <s;!.‘JL which
navigation, and inspires hope that this great interest may at last receive its due share of atten- i- farther north than any man has gone before.
tion. All efforts in this direction should re- The island is called Lockwood island. To the
north and west, no land is visible.
ceive encouragement.
Eastward
a cape, named Cape Robert Lincoln, was seen
SACUEDNKSS OK THE BALLOT.
projecting from Greenland into the polar ocean
This survey of our condition as a nation re- and terminating about ten miles north of Lockminds its that material prosperity is but a mock- j wood island. Lieut. Lockwood’s party was
cry if it does not tend to preserve the liberty of ! turned hack by open water, and narrowly esthe people. A free ballot is the safeguard of I caped the danger of drifting into the arctic
republican institutions, without which no na- sea. The northern coast line of Greenland,
tional welfare is assured.
A popular election,
then, is better delined than before; and Grinhonestly conducted, embodies the very majesty nell land appears to be an island. That is the
of true government. Ten millions of voters net geographical result of the expedition.
Bedesire to take part in the pending contest. The yond the limit now reached lies the polar occau.
safety of the republic rests upon the integrity [Portland Advertiser.
of the ballot, upon the security of suffrage to
the citizen. To deposit a fraudulent vote is no
S*tati9 Elections Prior to November.
worse a crime against constitutional liberty
titan to obstruct tin* deposit of an honest vote.
The election in Alabama for Stale officer*
He who corrupts suffrage strikes at the very ami
Legislature will take place Monday, Augroot of free government. He is the arch enemy
ust 4.
Monday, Sept. 1. Arkansas holds its
of the republic.
He forgets that in trampling State election.
Tuesday, Sept. 2, Vermont,
upon the rights of others he fatally imperils elects State officer* and Representatives to Conhis own rights. “It is a good land which the
gress.
Monday, Sept, s, Maine elects State
Lord our God doth give us,” but we ran main- officers and
Representatives to Congress. Wedtain our heritage only by guarding with vigilnesday, Oct. 1, Georgia votes for local officers.
ance the source of popular power.
Oct.
14, Ohio elects several State offiTuesday,
I am, with great respect your obedient ser- cers and
Representatives to Congress, and
James
G.
Blaine.
vant,
West Virginia elects State officers and a Legislature. In Alabama the election, like that four
For Blaine ana, Logan.
years ago prior to the Presidential election,
will doubtless be a farce. In 1880 the DemoNkw York, July 20. A meeting of Irishmen cratic election officers made their majority so
who favor the election of Blaine and Logan
large that the fraudulent nature of the contest
was held to-day in Clarendon Hall, Edward O.
was apparent.
There will be little opposition
Bo we being the presiding officer. It was de- to the Democrats. The same may be said of
cided to name the organization the Blaine and the election in Georgia. In Vermont it will
Logan Irish American Association, and a com- simply he a question of the si/e of the Republimittee consisting of one member from each can majority. The same may be said of Maine,
assembly district in the city was appointed to where Mr. Blaine's candidacy has overshadowmake arrangements for a ratification meeting
ed all local issues. The contest in Ohio will be
to he held Monday July 28th, at
Chiekerin^ watched with interest. The State is usually
Hall. Speeches were made in which Cleveland I close, but nevertheless always Republican
was condemned as the friend of the monopolists
Presidential years. The election in West. Virand unworthy of the support of the workmg- ginia Is sure to attract attention, as the opposimeu.
The most serious charge agaiust him tion to the Bourbon Democracy have united on
was that his nomination was supported by the
a State ticket and will make an effort to
carry
London Times and other English journals. the State with reasonable grounds to expect
Butler was eulogized.
success.
Journal.
[Boston
1
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dency

News
Belfast

Belfast

of

can

boast

of

a

Vicinity.

and

trotting

horse and

a

Stone, who has been acting as
position of Steward, and his place is tilled by Mr. J. F.
of
who
has had large exRoberts,
Chelsea, Mass.,
perience in summer hotels in New England, and
Mr. 1).

class base ball club.
Several mackerel seiners

Saturday, for

a

came

Into

our

port

E. W.

The Belfast shoe factory will shut down
urday to give the ha nils one week’s rest.

clerk of the Fort Point Hotel has taken the

first

on

harbor.

Some of

The earth taken from the cellar of the

new

skat-

The Methodist services, or Campmeeting week
NorthporL, will K* the last full week in August.

I

|

Copies.

sample

the Journal free
view to

a

to

Coapcl Banner of the ITtli, contains a characteristic sermon from Kev. Mr. Coodenough, ol
-Suita Clara, Cal., formerly
pastor of the 1’idversallst church in this city.
The

W

W. II.

port, \\::1 receive their fjlends
thi- Thur.-day) evening.

at

on

The Belfast Mercl ants Marine railway Is nearly
completed. Imi work has been delayed on account
of the machinery which will me be received until
the last <»f this month.
Tin-

It

comes

j

from Connecticut.

Blaine and

cit'd

bound
the

in

man

who killed Jones

sum

on

Llbbv

Mr.

Ross taking hi-

an-

cilv, and will
Mr. Gregory
on

not

preach

a

at

10.45

at

U

at

2 15

A.

the M. E. church

at

a.

M_Quarterly meeting

m

next

House

welcome and

foil

common

was

filled.

bigness of the inch pipe, but

force.

It

was

estimated that it

not

ran at

came

the
tin

with great
tin- rate of

a

third of the

new

Immediately. About
runs through the

road, which

grounds, lias been completed. Work is
]•-nded but will be resumed after hav ing.

now

bus-

The members of the W. (J. T. I', are hereby notilie l that the state Annual Convention will be held

an

Bark Willard

Mudgett, Capt.

of strange crowds and on
the boys actually won both games.
la-

e

Postmaster Sheldon Is

musical people are preparing for a
given at an early day next month. A
quartette consisting of Prof. Kimball, and Misses
Fan nee, Hcrvey and Johnson with Mrs. Quimby,
are practising on three pianos.
They will present

excellent view
vessels

<«f

the visitors.

On

the

next

the Citizens tied

The seventh

out.

eighth, Belfast scored
won

i

was a zero
a

run

them the game but for an
the umpire during the liral

by Dr. Bird,
of Stockton, that the paragraph last week in regard
to the boy who died at Fort Point was very erroneous.
The boy was not found dead in the bed,
neither

were

his

ribs

are

informed

broken.

His

death

and the

runner w'as

called safe.

This should

vi

The clubs

matched

was

by inllammation of the bowels, and was so
pronounced by Dr. Bird of Stockton and Dr. Hopkins, of Searsport. The boy did not fall from a
tree as reported.

can

be had fora

long range,

making several improve-

A<-.

j

this.

About

very

(
Ion

The straight Greencounty are perfecting their organization and have appointed the following cotntoiiltees. The vacancies are to he tilled hereafter.
| The county committee is
composed ot L. C. Batei
man, Searsmont; B. F. Haskell, Waldo; F. A.
!
Howard, Belfast; T. C. Smart, Swanviiie; Way-

Mr. Win.

\

Ricker,

our

new

on

j

I

Bangor for Booth

sociable

at

to

be

Odd Fellows Hall this

lodge and their ladies

present.

delegation of the Engine Co. attended
the funeral of Fred E. Smith, who had been a member since the re-organization of the company in

drug-

a

Four cargoes of coal arrived last week.
Mr.
Lane Ilnds the addition to his wharf very convenient

as

three vessels

can

haul in

at

the

same

time

earlier date than formerly this year,—taking
the 3rd and 4th days of September, at Gar

..

<

.,

>•

<

.-

land

town

!

committees:

gent, arrived at New London the 20th from Porto
Hieo. She will
go to Philadelphia or New York
for a load of coal, and come to this
place where
some repairs will lie made on
her....Barbour's
steam yaelit I.eila took a select
party to Bangor on
1 tiesdav... Mr. W. H.
Davies, sou of K. F. Davies,
and
Mr.
Wm. MeC'lttskey, son of It. MeClusk.
Ksq.,
ev. Esq., came home on
Wednesday. They are In
business in Minneapolis, and will return after
a
few weeks visit.
They are highly satislled with
tiie western country.

July

loth.

Mr. David Mosman has

lamp which

he will

and Water

street,
James Perry.
An excursion Is

place at the
near

soon

posed

large

desirable

charter

a

another street

corner

of Howard

the residence of

talked of

fund, to take place
to

bought

Capt.

in aid of the clock

eases.

—

s

■

..

.Me.

OI.l)

(More or less) L<> carry voters in (<>r anything i-iM-j
u have a new
prices so low that every voter

Pamphlet

|

of Testlmonlals. |

I feel

one.

so

A

PATRIOTIC

CO.,

Proridence,
U. I.

put tie price WAV DOWN and
ready for theliKKAT Kl >ll coming. My

STOCK

BOOTS

REPOSITORY IS POLL
and

a

lot

more

to

replenish with, and still they

come.

TOP CARRIAGES,

Convention.

(£_lf HfUu Uihf>•

REPUBLICANS OF WALDO (OCNTY different styles and grades. You can lind just u hat
1. will meet in convention at the Court Mouse In you want, at prices lower than ever before.
Belfast, on Saturda), the 9th day of August next,
at 10 o’cloc k A. VI., for the purpose of
nominating I
jNovv ii Your rimr !
candidates for the following offices, viz: two senators, ShcrilV, County Attorney, .Judge of Probate,
Register of Probate* and County Treasurer.
A buggy for $00, that would cost $7'i to build in
The basis of representation will he as follows:
Belfast. Come and see them. 1 am going to sell,
Each town will he entitled to one delegate, and an
for 1 have bought low and can sell low. I wont he
additional delegate for each tittv votes, or fraction
of twenty-live votes, east for governor Robie in
j undersold, don’t forget it. Cash is legal tender, and
lsS’J. This basis entitles the several towns to dele- i
so are good notes at my place. Terms to suit, (mod
gates as follows, viz
work all warranted. An experienced, responsible
Belfast.14 Morrill..2
Belmont.
Northport.2 salesman wante 1 on salary or commission. Apply
Brooks. :5 Palermo.:{ at once.
tflT
Carriages at wholesale.
Burnham.
Prospect..•>
Frankfort. ■> Searsnumt.:l
Freedom. > Searsport.t;
E. F,

Still"I

tin' ()'•!

"i"l

mil ui"l

e.i’nmuir

iMixhusriiy,

Hanson,

.:i

.Jackson. •_» Swanville..2
Knox. ;{ Thorndike.
Liberty.;{ Troy.:?
Lincolnville
1 I nity.t
Monroe. 4 Waldo.2
Montville. 4 Winterport.7
Per or'Ier WiiMo Counly IJ«‘pul>li«Tin Committee.
WM. II. FOCLKli, Chairman.
•I. W. BLACK, Serretary.

SHOES

Sc

Of the LATEST STYLES and FINEST QI ALITY,
which will be sold as cheap as the cheapest in
the State. My stork Is mostly custom made, of
the best stork and workmanship. No shoddy
or leather board. (Genuine solid goods that are
made to wear. I am constantly receiving from
the best manufacturer* NEW and KKENH goods
every week, and am also making good, solid
leather <1 MOM WOliK, whi
h the cheapest,
suited to tin- hard wear of the farm, shop, the
mill and all place* which requires hard service
In shoe leather. I also make to order all kinds
of leather work, both PKtit.KD and SEWED, all
of which will be sold as low as can he purchased In the st ite.

BUGGIES,

I

OF

& youth’s

Boys

am

GROCERY WASQNS.

Stockton.

NICE

Ladies, Misses, Childrens, Mens,

PORTLAND WAGGfSS,

Isleslx »ro.

SIAM).

at

HUNT’S 1
REMEDY

Republican County

AT-

—

H. H. Forbes’

SPECIAL NOTICES.

21tf

No. f3 Main

St., Belfast,

it.

I’OIJ isi:>..

ii.

Me.

Having recently bought out the .stock ami trade
AI.BABb, jewelry business, in
Belfast, I am now prepared to offer the most astonishing trade ever seen in Belfast. My object is

of the late ISAAt-

He!fast.

Heaver St.,

Me.

..

Freedom

Academy.

dispose

to

<.f the stock

on

hand

so

to lit upanew.

as

-1SS4.—

The Fall Term of this institution will be

open

Monday, Sept. 1-t. and continue Ten Weeks iiihiit
insiruetion of tin* following well-known and experieneed Teacher-: Prince F. Ltic-*, Principal,
teacher of High Knglish, Languages and Mathematic; Fdward Fvans, Assistant, Teacher of Com
mon Knglish Branches; K. -K Knowiton, Penman,
teacher of Penmanship,Drawing, Book-keeping ATrrnoN.— Common Knglish, .*•> no; Higher Kug
lisli, .*4.no. Languages, .*:>.nn.
the

Straight Greenback County Convention.
All voters of WaMo County who favor the principles of the National Greenback Labor Partv and
who are opposed I" fusion with either of tlu* old parties, are requested to send delegates to ;t ('ountv ('onvolition

be held at the Court House in Belfast.
Friday, August s, iss j, at in o’clock \. M., to
nominate candidates for the following County
Ollices: 2 Senators, County Treasurer, Judge of
Probate, Register of Probate, Counts Attorney and
Sheriff, also to choo.-e a County Committee.
The basis of representation will be as followsKadi .town will be entitled to one delegate and an
additional delegate to every "•(> votes, or major
fraction thereof, east for Joseph L. Smith in is7<i.
This basis entities tin* several towns to delegates
as follows, viz:
Belfast s, Belmont 2. Brooks 2.
Burnham .‘5, Frankfort I, Freedom 2, I-iesbon> l,
Jackson 2. Kno\, 2, Liberty .*>, Linrolnvilie <», Monroe 4, Montville A, Morrill 1. Norihpnrt 2, Palermo
2, Prospect 2, Searsmont L Searsport 2, Stockton
Swanville2, Thorndike 1, Troy t.Fnity Waldo 2,
Winterporl t.
Per or h r Grecnbru k County Committee,
L. c. BATKM AN, Chairman.
WAVLAM) KNOW 1.TUN, Sec’y.
Towns are requested to choose a Town Committee at their caucus an l send in their names to
the Conve mien.

Bo \Kl>.—(mod board can be obtained at fron
$2.(in to $2.Yu per week. Arrangements torseit
boarding can be made at very r< a.-onalde rare-.
For further particulars send for ‘•Announcement
Circular” containing rules, regulations, elassiiha
lion of st udies Ac.
Address the Principal at Brook-, or
<>. H. KKK\. .Sec.
Freedom Village, July 22, D-i.

to

own

price.

SPECTACLES
From 10c. to $2.

1

Razors & Shears
Of the best make

and at

wonderfully low prices

AUCTION!

I

Caucus Notice,

At almost your

At N. Y. Store,

Saturday, July 26,1884,

!

Always

One Ash Chamber Set of
Mattrass and Spring in good condition.

ten

hand and at pr;ec> that cannot
fail to suit.

on

—REPAIRING—

At 2 o’clock. P. M.
On account of removal.

Done at all times and in the best

manner.

piece*,
If you will call and look at my stock and
Paintings, hanging Lamps, boys Express
21
Wagons, \irOuns, Hammocks, Crockery, Ola-s learn prices, you cannot fail to he suited.
and Tin Ware, etc., etc.
Also Oil

C.

Waldo.—The Republicans of Waldo arc requestto meet at Silver Harvest Grange Hall on Saturday, August 2nd, at *; o’clock P. M.t to choose dele,
gates to attend the County Convention to be holden
at Belfast August sth.
Put Order Town Committee.
Waldo, July lit. issi.

W. M, THAYER.

CKAKV, Auctioneer.

O.

Vo.

ed

1.

City

Work,

tillfust.

Me.

THE NEW

LACTART.
Till* Acid of Milk.
A

Pure, Healthful, Refreshing Drink, aiding Di2nr28
gestion. Sold hy Druggists everywhere.
AVERY LACTATE CO., Boston. Mass.

BELFAST

j

..

ltolliiKt,

.imAre all the i.O just iww, and «:iy .-lock of
ages mu.'l (AO to. I can’t alTord |i» keep them i"
look at, in ret'oiv I .shall offer

other medicines fail.
It is prepared expressly for these diseases, and has never
been known to fail.
One trial will convince you. For sale
by all druggists.
PRICE $1.26.
Send for

and Feature,
Unless associated with good teeth, are shorn of half
tlie attractions thev niav otherwise possess. Bear
ing this fact in mind, use SOZODONT, w hich wili
prevent your teeth from losing tlu-ir whiteness,
and will render them spo less if specked and discolored. The tint and hardness of coral are imparted to the gums ty this incomparable preservative and beautifying agent, and 'he breath is
rendered fragrant as honeysuckle by its use. It i>
safe, besides being effective. Sold by druggists.
lm2?

place down the hay.

Haynes.will

■

Row,

ANDREWS, Prop.,

i

It is purely vegetable, and cures when,

Form

haying. Ills prosteamer, and visit some

j

•<

strength, and the
blood is purified.
It is pronounced by
hundreds of the best
doctors to be the ONLY CURE for all
kinds ol Kidney Dis-

after

coasting cnptalus find the telephone very
Bangor party spent Saturday
useful as they can now consult their broker in
and Sunday at the Seaside Hotel.
Sunday evening
be informing them when their cargo will
a concert was
given in the hotel parlor with the Bangor,
following programme: Gospel songs; Piano solo be ready, thus keeping the vessel at home until
needed, at a nominal expense.
Miss Abbic
Garland; song, “Consider the
Lilies," Mrs. Shaw; Recitation, “Briar Rose,” Miss
C. C. Hamilton has had on exhibition at bis store
Mai,cl Ilaynes; Duett, "The Lord
my pasture a mammoth stick of candy which was oU'ercd to
shall prepare."
Mr. Haynes and Mrs. Shaw
any person who con I 1 name the weight, each pavWhistling .., Miss Bertha Millike.,; solo, ing live cents for th3 privilege. J. W. Black be"Halleitijalt, What a Saviour,” Mr. Haynes- came the happv possessor having set the weight at
solo, "Avt Maria," Mrs.
Snaw; duett, “Life’s 12 lbs.oz., which w is within oz. of the aetual
Dream is O’er,” Mr. and
Miss Haynes; solo
weight.
’’Ehren cm the Rhine," Mr.
Foss Hamilton while, tit work on his farm a mile
inm Dodge, a
young man, was swinging in a ham.
north of the village saw a large deer with horns
inot-kat Hughes' Point, on
Saturday evening, when come down the road and cross the field into his
tli" f,q,e which held it
pasbroke, and he was tin-own
ture near by. Mr. II. says the ease with which the
to the ground,
breaking his log just above the ankle
deer leaped a five rail fence was liner than any cirjoint. He was taken to Ids home, a mile or
two cus
performance he ever saw. A hear has also
distant, and a physician called to attend Dim.
been seen near Bog Hill.
Morrii.i,. The picnic dinner and
exercises atWork on the new schooner Is progressing rapidtending tiie closing day of Miss Della Storcr’s
ly. The timbers are nearly all up, and the large
school are worthy of
notice, as it was a very eujoy- force is at
present employed >ti the center hoard,
aoie occasion for our little
folks. Tiie tables were the face and box of which wit! be
driven full of
spread under tiie trees on her father’s
lawn, Miss nails as a protection against worms. Nearly ten |
siot-er furnishing
plenty of lemonade, candy and kegs of nails are required as they are driven closej
mils. The exercises consisted
of music, tci-itatinns
It is said a coating of rust forms over them to
I eh’, following is the Roll of Honor. Those who ly.
thickness of hi of an inch, which forms a perfect
! did not miss a day Bertie Hatch,
George Daggett protection again-1 worms.
j Beriie Daggett, Traftnn Hatch, Orrm
Thomas, Earn
News was received by telegraph Tuesday of the
j ..
-Mi« Annabella
Daggett. The latj ter a miss ol four summers, lives a mile ft-.the death of Capt. Coring Ii. Small at Boston. Capt.
; scl,ool house... .Miss Maudie
Mearsalso closed her Small has been very sick at San Francisco for eight
months and was obliged to leave his fine ship, the
; school of ten weeks last .Saturday with
interest!.,..
excises ...B. A. Ifatch is absent on
Ocean King, at that port. He recently started for
a
yachting
excursion....Silas storm- came near being crushed home and remained in Boston to consult eminent
; to death while
riding into the barn one day last physicians there. Capt. Small was a man of markweek on a load of
hay. As it was he escaped with ed ability and has commanded several very fine
a slight
jamming and a few bruises....Rev. Geo. ships and has made some of the quickest passages
E. Tufts preaches here
from New York to San Francisco ever made by
again next Sunday.
sailing vessels. His remains were brought to
I'KOSPUCT. Capl. Alfred Ginn is now
!
improv- Stockton for burial, and his funeral conducted by
11,0

|

1’liO‘iliv

goods

ach and Bowels

Our

A

as

Carriaye Lay Kohes.

?J1ARX

STORE,

that I have

Capt. Joseph Park received news by telegraph
Friday that Bark Edward Kidder, Capt. E. L.
Griffin, from New Castle, N. S. VV. was at Padang,

—

j

SI

now.

—

Knowlton, Belfast. The following are the
Belfast, Ward 1, F. H. Durham,
A. K. Clark. Ward 2, .1. C. Townsend, I). C.
pl e
Toothakor. Ward 3, Fred Banks, M. C Dilworth.
timer, Me.,—therefore t
rompt payment of an
Ward 1, Horace Banks, Daniel K. Maddox. Ward
nuai O ,.ft ^ solicited.
.'), H. F. Mason, S. A. Black. Belmont, Gideon Richilie store on Main Street, Belfast, owned by
ards,-; Brooks, Daniel Jones, A. W. Rich, M.
Howe?- A C«>. and formerly occupied by Mr K A
D. ; Burnham,-; Frankfort, D.H. Drake, Abe!
is
bo
filled
and
will
bv
being
Perry,
up
occupied
| C. Kenney; Freedom, t. W. Gowen, K. H. Ban
Mrs. M
’.ewv
in
arll:-.
liavfortl Block.
Mr. Howton, Eiden Knowlton; Isleshoro, A. A. Coombs,
ard ii"''. ini:
ba-emenl of llu Block will take
-—; Jackson, Collins I’altee, Jr.,-; Knox,
:
room.the
at
po-.-e.--inn
present occupied l»v
E. R. Wentworth, Albert Kenney; Liberty, Dr. J.
Ml-. McCarthy.
W. Clough, Fred Knowlton; Lineomville,-;
The Stum-haw Independent, Mass., contains a
Montville, Wm. Clements, John B. Carter; Monin
was
town
0
0
11
1
Total.15S
27
15
Tuesday after an absence of l.'»
ii<. ,.f A.J. Meatier, formerly of fast,
long obituary
roe, Tolford Durham, Martin 1.. Robertson; Mor
CITIZENS.
years. Mr. Merrill is icw «-ashier of a national
this, win. was bitrie 1 at thal place last week,
rill, I.oren Jackson, Itobic Meservev; Northport,
bank in Worcester. M t-s.Mr- dames ( Fish
A B. K. lit. T.B. I'.O. A. E.
J. R. Ilurd,-; Palermo, Henry Norton,-;
a- announced
in the Journal. The funeral wa;>
0
1
2
5
0
1 haver,
0
er ami dnua'litcr. of I.,nviv.,.v. Ma-s., ami Mr-.
Prospect,-; Searsmont, dial res Wiley, J. E
largely attended by ihe Odd Fellows. Columbian
5
0
1
0
1
0
7
Earl W. < ate, of Boston area! Mr. I IF Gherman’s, i Fo-ier, p.
2
2
4
2
2
1
IckIj- and "iiimii ’.an Kncatnpmcnt. of sioneham,
Barton, :l b. 4
Woodcoek, Albert Meservey; Searsport, A. A. Nve.
Mr-. W. It. P arson, of Lawrence, stone, 1. f. 4
0
East side
0
(I
1
(i
1
E. W. Robbins; Stockton, W. F. Ellis; Swanviiie,
were out in i.irge numbers, while a delegation
s. s
.4
y
:$
o
2
Coie,
Mas-., is isiting In
mother, Mrs. Ira Libbv.
R. A. Ford, Horatio Marr; Thorndike, Nelson Goro
frotc Rockland Fneampuieitl, Rockland, Mass.,
1
1
u
M I auglilin, 2 b
0
;>
5
I*lak« of San Francisdodge ami Ex-mayor M
0
2
n
o
I
0
Bice, c. f.4
Mr. Meatier was very popular
\va- in atteu lan-v
don, Daniel Gordon; Troy, Geo. W. Hillman,
co
0
0
0
I
0
0
ljones are
vi-itiug ,i- Belfast friends and is the guest of j froso, r. l. 4
Jeremiah Fairfield; I'nity, A. S. Pendleton, G. c.
11. tin* order.
knitting together.Capt. Mariners Lodge, of which he was one of the oldest
1
1
lb. 4
1
12
u
I
Arihur Hagan is
Calvin Hervey.... Mis- Marianna Thurlow, of this ) Meeds,
about, and is haying_Frank members.
Stevens; Waldo, N. R. Cillev, Wellington shorey; !
The odd Fellow
Register, published at Port i nip. has been
Partridge, of Lowell, Mass., is visiting il. c. Part7 10 12
Total.:W
1
appointed postmistress at tile F.ibyjj !
27 10
Winterport, Gilman Morrill.
A very interesting Sunday school concert took
.<l
i.ai
bands. IVm. 11. <iuilh, of |
auge
ridge....Miss Ella Moore, of Frankfort, lias
House, White Mountains, N. li. she left on Tues. \
SCOltE ltV INNINGS.
made
1
1* rtla;-i. i’.t-' '.rand Rep. i- editor :n d pr«.»pric t
school
and
place at the Methodist church Sunday evening
The
Excursions.
a week’s visit at her
Baptist Sunday
Dr. G. P. Loin hard, ol
12 3 4 5 0 7 8 9
day to a.-sume charge
Mrs. Freeman Partsister’s,
tor. Kilby, fi.niiej editor, will have charge of Lite !
with the following programme: Prayer by the pasBelfast.<» 0 9 0 5 0 0 1 0—0
society started from this city on Thursday morn- : ridge. ....James A.
this city, lias been very ill but is recovering_
Haley has finished baying....
Odd f ellow- Department, and will travel a- canCitizens.0 o 0 9 3 2 9 2 0—7
tor; Recitations by Lizzie Sweeney and Gertie Furing for Temple Park, Verona. A large number got i Ne> Killman is clerk and
Mis. Eli/.a Ferriu, formerly a resilient of Belfast,
telegraph operator at the bush; Singing by the school; Exercise by ten boys
Time of game 1.45.
Buns earned. Belfast 3, Citi
V‘t--er.
Mi. ''n :!' i- a good wfiler, and one of the \
on board the yacht P. M. Bonnie which was towed
Kmc. House, Moosehead
i- isiting hen-Mr-, ii. I-,. McDonald is at <filer 1 /.inthis
First base on balls, Belfast 2. Total called
Lake,
.summer, and
New Knglan
and girls—The Ten Gems; Recitation, The burial of
[j
by the steamer Acadia. When oil' Brigadier Island, ! is having a good time....Men are
'•all- ni Dilworth 50, Foster 54. Struck out by
Creek, Ml. I >e-ert, skete.-bi g IT a week.... Mrs. C.
plenty this season Moses, Emma Witham; Singing; Recitation, The
1 Dilworth lo,
the t•: 11,tin_ igood
the editing the Regi-ter j I
by Foster I. Total tallied strikes oil the steamer’s machinery broke down, (a screw of at $■> and S’-’.ar. tier
Had ami familv are at Otter Creek.... Lieut.
ilay.Joseph Drollett, a ten crowns, Lillie Runnells; Concert exercise, The
Dilworth 10, Foster II. Left on bases, Belfast 7,
will again look like it- former self.
the piston rod gave out) which necessitated a j J renebman
N
i- reported among recent arrivChenery, I
living 100 miles bank of Bangor, comes
Two ba.-c hits Dilworth 2, Thayer and
Citizens t.
way of Salvation, by I'J young ladies and the pasA
woman purchased at one of our furniture
lo this town to work
als at Nd-wport
Mr. ami Mr-. Alexander Leith ! Bice. Double plays, Citizens 2. Passed balls, change in the programme. The captain of the
every haying season....The
tor; Recitation, Miss Alma Dutch; Singing. Su>n-re- la-t week
jnantityof husks fora bed. The from China, arrived on Wednesday, and are at Knowlton I. Wild pitches, Foster 1. I mpire, M. Acadia told his passengers that he would refund hay crop on good land will lie better than was
ex.
•Iordan. Scorer Geo. I. Keating.
the passage money and go some other day or he
perintendent Park announced the next on the prohusk- were pul into
sack and weighed, but were j Mrs.
peeted. Corn is booming right
Leith’.-parents, rapt, and Mr-. R. H. Coombs.
along and begins to gramme was an exercise in which all could take
The game in Portland, Friday, which on its face
would repair and take them down the hay, which
heavier than the woman supposed and she found | They have ju-t
Spindle, and the vigorous growth of the
tunpleted a t-«ur of Europe.
potato part, which was a contribution. The church was
vines since the rains
me fault.
The net weight is so much replied the I Mi an-; Mr.-. Rob. Erner; and Mi-s Lizzie Emery, appeared a one-sided contest, might easily have latter proposition was accepted. The yacht P. M.
outstrips the beetles. Grain tilled and all the scholars
had their parts well comman.
Net weight
replied the woman," I don’t of Bucksport, are at licita-t, the uuests of Mr. and been very near an even tiling. Had Belfast not Bonnie made sail and with some slight assistance Mill he short strawed but with plenty of rain will
mitted.
see any net, 1 thought it
was sheeting,” referring i Mrs C. Hcrvey.
played with a remarkable absence of errors, Port- from the steamer reached the Northport Camp- carry a henvv head... .The
apple crop will be lightland would have scored in several instances. The ground at 11.30 a. M. The steamer returned to er than was first
to tiie saek. Kvery thing was linally made dear,
indicated. Baldwins did not
\ \V' ai.i»«> coi n
\ Man Kills His win.. chas ;
three errors made by Belfast were by Dilworth
Belfast and repaired, after which the excursionists
The Democratic National Committee opened
how ever.
blossom very profusely, hut the
Naked Limb
Elliot, formerly of Knox, choked his wife to death ! and Knowlton. Portland’s
headquarters in Washington last week. The
only run was made in were taken down the bay t<> the Spiritualist camp- Greenings were full of blossoms as
Kink Notes, f or the benefit of beginners and at a tenement house on
never before,
Eynde street, Boston, on tin* sixth inning and came in on an unfortunate ground, returning at 7 o’clock r. M. It proved a and some
Republican
headquarters have been opened for
Of the trees have not an
tb -»> who wish t
practice, C'apt. Coombs will Sunday last. Charles Elliot, is a son of Win. I>. j
apple on them some weeks.
throw of Knowlton to first-base. The striker would
excursion and was quite as satisvery
agreeable
now
while
others
are
t!i
rink on Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
laden with fruit.
open
There
Elliot, of Knox, and a few years ago lived in this ] have been third man out but was struck
Joint Bright refuses to join in the howl of
by the factory to a majority, but some who drove from seems to lie an insect that injures the
Adtni'.-ion and skates fifteen cents. There rill he
apples, leav- the English press against Blaine. He says that
eitv, w here he was employed in the hotels. He thrown ball, thereby securing his base; meanwhile Belfast to Bueksport, in private teams, and were
a
black
ing
11o
ii u-i
m
these evenings. Beginners find it
spot and stopping n,e growth of the while the Republican candidates are
went
to
sea
in
Belfast
vessels
and
roundly
subsequently
the lonesome run was scored. Belfast scored in obliged to return borne was disappointed-There
truit on the side marked, while
•'
'.nljenU to -Kate on the regular evenings, among a
the other side abused iu England before the election.
they
latterly has been engaged in driving an ice cart, for the first, third an*l%i*venth innings and had several was a private excursion from Vinalhaven to Northhave
turned
out
grows,
a
all
when
w i of good
making only refuse apple-Raspberries,
always
get
right
they
skaters, and will now have an up- a Boston firm. His wife i- alleged to have been a
good chances for runs which were not taken. Tin* port Camp Ground on Thursday... The barge from blackberries and
into the White House.”
blueberries will he plentiful, and
I H-iunity to perfect themselves in the art.
woman of questionable character.
The couple did
peculiar, swift delivery of Dilworth dazed the Bangor with a large party made an excursion to grape vines are loaded with
It will not be a pleasant reflection for those
grapes_Butter is
not live happily together.
Mrs. Elliot w as fond ol
Police Notes. Charles Hanscomb, for drunkPortlanders. Nine of their men pounded air and
Northport on Thursday....The picnic of the ConI higher and the late rains make the farmer smile Democratic
Congressmen who delayed the
society and went out a great deal which caused the j six others tapped the ball only at third strike. The gregationalists at the Battery on Thursday was
'Hie-.-, was before Judge Boarilman last week and
a£ai.There are a good many voters in ibis Greely Relief Expedition for several weeks by
s- iiU.'ueed
to ten days In jail
Fred Cozzens, of husband to be jealous. Many hot words passed
spectator-, were loud in their expressions of dis- greatly enjoyed-There will be a temperance town Who will not
unnecessary quibbles and obstinacy, to learn
begin where they left off politi- that if the
between them on the subject. On >uudny Mrs. j gust that their favorites could not better
M
was
fore Judge Boardman on Saturday,
expedition bad sailed when the Adcope with rally at Lake Maranocook on Friday and Saturday
cally.
ministration wished it to, probably all the lives
Elliot was about to go out when an altercation
the visitors. The game closed fi to 1 against Port- July 25th aud 2Gth. Congressman Dingley, Gen.
fdrunkenness and disturbance. Pleaded guilty,
of
the
brave
explorers might have been saved,
arose betw een herself and husband and the- latter
land. At the conclusion of the game the Belfast Dow, Mr. Munson, and other noted temperance
BrcKsl'UKT. Miss Lena Dumnore of
\sentence.i to twenty days In jail and costs
Bangor instead of seven.
uniting to $12.42. Costs paid and minimus choked her to death. He then left the room, locked boys took up their pitcher bodily and held him in speakers will be present, and also some fine cor- is visiting E. I!. Gardner's family in this town....
up the house and went to Lowell. Becoming in. the air. They could not have better shown their net soloists. People from Belfast and along the
Herbert E. Colo principal of Bath
suspended.
High school is
toxicated and meeting a friend Elliot told him what
SHIP NEWS.
appreciation of hi- services in the two games. As Branch will go and come on the regular train. visiting Horace E. Snow at his mother’s Mrs.
1
p
re! rs of the Belfast shoe factory have
Capt.
he had done and asked his advice. He also told a fit ending to such a day there were fireworks and Fare $1.25 for the round trip-Steamer Ralph
■lahes Snow. The young men were
classmates at
just put in a new and important machine called
other parties. At last the authorities of Lowell
a band concert on the western
promenade in the Ross, or Howell, will make a special trip to North- Bowdoin-Mrs. Wm. B. Lawson of I,a Crosse,
the Liam Machine.
It was made at Lynn, Mass.,
PORT OF BELFAST.
heard of the story and telegraphed to Boston. After evening. The party returned home
by Saturday port and Temple Heights on Wednesday and Friday Wisconsin, is at her father’s Mr. Frederick Spofand
used for heating out or rubbing down tne
ARRIVED.
some search the Boston police found the apartti ain, feeling that their
23d and 25th, returning in season for the up
lord’s
for
the
morning’s
had
July
reputation
summer-Maurice C. Hcrvey and
sole- >f shoes. The w hole operation is done with
July 18, sclirs. Mary A. Drury, Nickerson, Bosments and the scene presented is thus described by
not suffered by the trip.
river train ...Benj. Hazelline of this city, got up Miss Annie l>.
We
are
still
of
the
of
opin•i
Blodgett Belfast have been at. lames on; Win. G. Eadle, Ryder, Booth bay.
motion and leaves the sole smooth and firm,
! the Herald
ion that Belfast has the strongest and nest team in an excursion to Castine on Tuesday, which proved
Emery’s fora few days... .Miss Hannah Anderson
July lb, sch. Palatka, Chaples, Boston.
'lb- proprietors of our factory are determined to
The body of the woman was found lying upon a
the State and that it will be more conclusively a very enjoyable affair. Between thirty and forty
July 21, sch. Wm. Frederick, Patterson, Boston.
of
i’orllanu
is
with Mrs. Martha
h.-i'.e the best machines in the market, and to turn
Bradley for the
shawl spread beneath her on the bed, and neatly
July 23, sehrs. C. T. -Sibley, Bartlett, New York;
shown in the games to follow. Let the boys be en- of his friends embarked on steamer Florence, resummer....Miss Myra 1!. I.add and her brother NellieS.
dressed. Blood trickled from the nose and the
out only first class work.
Pickering, McKeen, Waldoboro; Radiant,
j! saliva
from the mouth.
The eyes protruded couraged by a good patronage; they get nothing turning in the early evening. Five hours were
Westley have g me to Southwest Harbor, Mt. De- Hardy, Boston; Geo. Shattuek, Larrabec, Boston;
T h
I)en-low cottage at Fort Point is nearly
Jas. Holmes, Ryan, Boston.
strangely, anil the open mouth only continued the but honor for their work and very little of that. spent in the old historic town. ...The .Methodists sert to board a few weeks....Mrs.
Silas Warren of
-iddeled, and is said to he the finest summer story of mortal agony which was depicted on the Following is the score at Portland :
SAILED.
of Maine are to inaugurate their centennial meet- si. Mary’s Kansas, is in town to
countenance. The head was inclined on its left j
spend the summer.
ii< use on Penobscot bay.
The windows are very
BELFAST.
July 21, sch. Mary A. Drury, Nickerson, Charlesside, and an examination showed very plainly the I
ings for the year by a mass celebration at Lake Mr. Will. McFarland and family of Fo.xcroft are at
ton.
The
sash
contains
in
which
twelve
of
manner
been
death had
caused. On tin* {
unique.
upper
lights
A 15. It. IB. T.B. 1*0. A. E.
Maranaeook, on Friday, Aug. sib. A programme C. .1. Cobb’s.Harry Sherman of New York is
the imprint of the clutch of a man’s | M« Keen, «*. t'. 4
July 22, sehr. Henry, Woods, Bangor.
2
2
2
1
<>
o
glass, in five colors, put in "jumbled,” ns they throat were
full of brief, instructive and entertaining speeches
visaing his grandfather, Hon. Barker Tuck_
lingers or hand, by blue and reddish purple spots f ( '•Ilium, 2li. f» 0
o
u
3
;{
o
ALONG THE WHARVES.
term It,--irregular as to colors.
The lower sash showing where cruel
linger- had clutched. These Know lion, c..> 2 2
j
!i
2
Lizzie Genu is visiting her mother Mrs. S. T.
2
2 interspereed with vocal and instrumental music
Wm. Pitcher & Son and Baker & Shales have
c.uqai.i-one large p ine of clear glass. The effect Is
spots forme. 1 a sort <>t black circle around the front Thompson, I 1.5
I
2
2
0
0
0
will be presented. Very low rates of fare have
Hineks—Miss
loaded
with
Louise Spring of New York is at
of the throat, which was swollen, and showed how
hay the sch. Marv A. Drury for Char
Cut Ire! I, F. L.,3 li.5
0
1
1
()
l
o
The sash and glass as well as the
very nandsome
been secured on the Maine Central R. R. From
tierce and tight hud been the grip of the assailant.
her uncle's Capl II. E. Spring_Miss Lou Fairs lesion-Benj. Hazeltine is loading sch. Palatka
( ottrcll, F. V., s. s. 5
0
0
0
1
0
0
inside work Ac., came from the establishment of The left arm rested under the side, and the
ice and hay for Jacksonville-Pitcher & Son
with
I
right Howard, lb. 3 0
Belfast 75 ets; children 35 cts.
0
"f
()
0
9
0
was curled partially under the body on its ow n
discharged sch. Charlie Bucki with coalDurham A Hall, Belfast.
| (Kirkland is al Mr. .Limes Patterson's. .Joseph have
4
0
11
Dilwortli,
1 12
1
Sch. Win. Frederick is in Carter A Co’s dock where
I side, a po-ition which gave the impression that the Cottrell, I. p.M., r. 1.2
Steamer NOTES. The Boston & Bangor steam- I Patterson is entertaining friends at Idlewild, Alla
111
210
I ini H.
she is being overhauled. She will he re-metalled
(Juimby and wife, with two lady vi.si- murderer, w hile choking his victim, placed her
moosie.Uev.
Mr.
Lewis of Winterport will i amt reclassed-Sch. Nellie S.
boat (Jo.*s new quarters on Foster’s Wharf Boston
j
arms in a position so that she was unable to defend
Pickering will also
t* *r>. were riding over the new road around the
Total.3S
G
9
9
27 IS
3 are
probably the best in New England. The wharf : preach at the M. E. church next Sabbath ...Miss be overhauled and re-calked ...Sch. Charlotte T.
herself. The legs were crossed, but there was
Mull', when getting tot* near the edge of the road,
PORTLAND.
is
coal
for
Swan
& Siblev Bros.
Lizzie
:
C.
Snowman
is
discharging
to
Sibley
indicate
the
motive
of
the
murderer.
has been thoroughly repaired and the water deepengaged as organist at the |
nothing
t .■ s.»ft earth gave way under the wheels of the
I Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, Bartlett, from Hoboken
Th» woman’s hair was neatly done up, and the
A. 15. R. IB. T.B P.<). A. E.
ened by dredging so that there is no danger of j Methodist church in place of Mrs. It. It. Stover to Belfast, arrived at this
II
o'clock Tuesat
bodv
was
dressed
in
neat
port
street
even
to
3
o
I
wag- 11, and the whole party, with the wagon anti
apparel,
Barns, b. .j
1
1
0
2
resigned....Most of the cottages at Verona Park day night. The vessel came through Hell Gate. Sunwalking hoots. The whole appearance of her Bradley, ?>. s. 2 0 o o
0
2
2 grounding the boats. New buildings have been
horse, were precipitated over the hank, down j clothing gave the
the
run from that place to
making
morning,
that
she
had
been
are
day
out
now
e.
impression
4
Gulliver,
0
0
0
4
2
2
occupied-The Spiritualist listened sun I Belfast in the remarkable short
erected the whole length of the wharf. The lower
j
•one fifteen feet, where they landed on the under>
■>
period of <;.3 hours.
during Sunday, and had returned hut a short time McGlinchv, p. 3
1
0
<»
()
to
part is used for freight, one end being for up j day I wo discourses by Mrs. C. Fannie A lieu. She I She has coal for Swan & Sibley Bros.
before the murder, as her hat lay on the bureau.
Chase, 1 li. 3 0
0
0
0
0
12
ru.-h. strange to say no one was in the least
one
of
their best speakers it is said, she speaks
The appearance and appointments of the room beTorn y, 2 1). I
o
2
3
4
0
2
freight, and the other for down freight. The i
AMERICAN TORTS.
hurt; the wagon and harness sustained no injury,
tokened tidiness, aooii taste and thrift, and every
W inship. r. 1. 4
0
o
0
0
0
0
general ofliee is also on the ground floor, where again next Sunday-The accident which occurred
Calais, July li. Arrived brig Ned White, Dow,
ami Mu- horse was not even scratched. It is a most j thing in the wa\ of furniture appeared in its usual
1
Burns, c. 1'. 4 0
2
0
o
1
last
at
Verona Park came near being a
|
Thursday
are Gen. Freight Agent Austin’s quarters.
Boston, to load for Buenos Ayres.
The body was toned shortly after 4 o'clock, Corrida n, 1. 1'. 3
Up
0
1
1
2
0
0
woi.derful escape, as it docs not seem possible that place.
terrible disaster. As there are many versions of the
Baltimore, July 16. Cleared sch. Mabel Hooper,
I and the Betid smell which pervaded the room indistairs are two line waiting rooms, one for the
on hi go over the bank without a fatal acei
a part y
Belfast.
cated that it had been dead lor at least it hours and
Total.32
1
5
affair
il
is
7
27 14
S ladies and the other for
thought best to publish a true account Hooper,
Each are
gentlemen.
New
had
York, July 16. Passed the Gate, seh. Tanthat
set
in.
decomposition
dent.
SCORE BY INNINGS.
well furnished, and contain wash rooms and water which may be ot interest and also serve as a warntamount, Pendleton, Boston. July 17, arrived seh.
Elliot gave the following version of tin- affair to
I 2 3 4 f> <5 7 8 9
Nakkow Kscape. Mr. Benj. Hazelline, of this his |trien<i Woodman whom he me? at Lowell. It
ing to others to exercise the utmost care while driv- Orion, White, Bangor; July 19, arrived ship W. II.
closets. Treas. llill has a very handsome private
Connor, Nichols, Antwerp; July IS, arrived sells.
that alter the murder, with a lull knowBelfast.1 o 3 0 0 0 2 0 0—G
in the Park. It appears ttiat there was a fault
city, was thrown front Ids carriage on Northport appears
ofliee, and Geu’l. Manager Littlefield also has ing
Thomas W. Holder, Gray, Port au Prince; J.
ledge of his victim’s death, he took the evening Portland. 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1
in harnessing the animal too near to the
avenue, on Thursday, and narrowly escaped seritrain for Lowell, ami, on his arrival, proceeded at
carriage, Whltehouse, Long, Frankfort; Passed the Gate,
Time of game 2 00. Buns earned, Belfast 2. First large and commodious quarters. The rest of the
Fannie & Edith, Warren, Boston.
seh.
to
once
the
.Jackson
Mr.
which
Edwin
was
a
House,
four
alone
from
ous injuries.
He was returning
the
kept by
wheeled one of the Rock*
base on balls, Belfast 4, Portland G. Total railed
heavy
building is made into offices for the various-departNew York, July 19. Arrived sell. Florida, WarPhillips, for w hom ho had worked at one time. He balls on Dilwortli ns, on McGlinchy 92. Struck out
away pattern.
The occupants were Mrs. Edward
ments. The whole interior is finished in ash, witli
camp ground having taken a party down, and appeared morose and nervous, and upon being
Abram Richardson, Pattershall,
Jacksonville;
ren,
liv Dilwortli 9, by MeGlinclij 1. Total called strikwhen just below the city met Mr.-. White, on horse questioned said nothing to indicate tin* load of es
Bangor. Cleared ship Elizabeth, Butman, San
tasty decorations. The Co. has spent about $:ll ,00u Tillock and daughter Lu and Miss Alice Liu wood,
ou Dilwortli 17, tin McGliiichv 1G. Left on liases,
sch. T. II. Livingston, Swett, JacksonFrancisco;
hack. ll« r flying clothing frightened Mr. Hazel- guilt upon his conscience. He went out between 8
of
daughter
Mark
on the improvements, and the public will appreciate
Belfast 9, Portland 10. Two base hits, Torrev and
Capt.
Gray—the whole weight ville. July 20, arrived sch. A. Hay ford, Jones,
and In i*. m. for a ride, and, on bis return, met Mr.
Bums. Double plays, Belfast 2. Passed balls,
tine’s horse which shyed into the gutter.
The
over 700 pounds. In
going down Central ave- Bangor; Lillian, Darby, Frankfort.
Phillips, with whom be had several drinks. He Knowlt.Mi 2, Gulliver 4. Wild pitches, Dilwortli the change ...We made a trip on the Katahdin being
Perth Amboy, July 14.
Sailed sell. Dora M.
wheels of the carriage came in contact with a tele- retired late, hut came down early yesterday mornwhich
at
the
lower end is very steep, the car
last week, and not hav ing been on board of her for nue,
1, McGlinchy i. Umpire, Geo. Wilson. Scorer,
for brenklast. At the table, he met an old bosFrench, French.
ing
and
the
animal
cleared
Itself
from
the
Geo.
I.
run
some
at
the
graph pole
time were surprised
Keating.
changes which riage
against the horse, which being frightened,
om friend named Woodman, and appeared to have
Charleston, July IT. Arrived bark Edward Cusharriage and ran home. Mr. Hazeiline was thrown something on his mind. He said he had no
The Biddeford Journal of Friday says of the have been made in this favorite steamer. She kicked up, one leg coming down outside the thill
ing, Bickinore, Bath.
appea long distance striking on his head indenting the
Baltimore, arrived sch. F. C. Pendleton, Pendleami causing him to go on three. The animal then
tite, and fell blue. He said he had a row with his game in that city •' “Those who patronized tiie looks as line as a fiddle inside—indeed we doubt if
wife and had choked her. Woodman suggested Granite
ton, Kennebec.
earth to a considerable depth. What saved his
street grounds yesterday afternoon, wit
down
the Iiiil at a rapid rate. Mrs. T., with
site has ever looked better since the day she was
leaped
Boston, July 17. Arrived sch. Lester A. Lewis,
that perhaps he had only hurt her, and that the
nessed the best game of ball ever played in this launched. A number of staterooms have been put great coolness ami presence of mind let go the
n«
k from breaking is a mystery. He was picked
assault would not amount to much, whereupon
right Pendleton, Hoboken.
Cedar Keys, July is. Cleared sch. Florence IceElliot said that the affair was inueli worse than oily, certainly, and there are strong doubts of its in on the main deck where the ladies cabin was
rein and put her whole strength on the other, causup and carried into >amuel Norton's wiiere lie
land, Adams, New York.
that. He said that lie wanted some money which
ever having been equalled in the state.
rallied in about one hour. He was a good deal
The Citiformerly, and the ladies cabin is now on the lower ( ing horse and carriage to just clear James Emery’s
Arrived sch. Prescott
Jacksonville, July IS.
In* knew his wife to have, and she refused, lie
zens and Bel fasts are very evenly matched, and the
deck. New carpets have been laid throughout, the cottage which is located at the corner of Central
shaken up.
Hazeltiue, Belfast. Cleared schs. Annie 1.. Me.
then demanded the money, and she got angry and
New York; St. Johns, Gilmore,
Keen,
Mahoney,
showed a disposition to go out. He was determinaud
and
all
renovated
and
staterooms
refitted,
nothing
Bay View avenues. Crossing Bay View ave- New York.
! contest from the beginning was heated and intenseThe GuaN'.es. The County Grange meets Aug. ed to
get some money, and, to frightt u her, he took
is wanting that will conduce to the comfort of the nue with a shear that just cleared a
Pensacola, July 14. Cleared sch. John F. Merhold of her and threw her upon the bed. She ly interesting. From the opening of the game undeep ravine
12, 1-M, with "'>uth Branch Grange. Programme
Nor
lias
been
choke
to
to
and
he
til
her,
threatened
the end of the last inning, the four hundred
safety
travelling public.
neglected. opposite the cottage, the carriage struck the fence row, Chase, Boston.
began
cry out,
1. Opening exercise. 2. Conferring of fifth deJuly 14. Arrived brig Katahdin,
but did not mean to hurt her. she suddenly shipPhiladelphia,
The
boat
has
been
overhauled
from
her
Keel
to
the
in
at the edge of the bank. The occupants were
attendance were on the tip toe of excitepeople
Address of welcome by F. ped all resistance, and, upon his letting go his hold
Hayes, Bangor; 14, sch. Rightaway, Francis,
gree. 3. Music. 4
hurricane deck, under the supervision of a United thrown with terrible force against the
her throat, she appeared unconscious. He ment, and the result of each play was awaited
but Frankfort. July 18, arrived sch. Flora Condon,
fence,
■>.
Upon
F.
VV.
<».
Partridge.
Response by
Shepard.
French, Fernandlna.
then tried to revive her, but without avail, and
with breathless interest. It was as nearly a perfect States inspector, aud is as staunch and strong as by clinging to and
bracing themselves against the
Music. 7. Ib*<-«*ss. 8. Question: Resolved that
Galveston, July 14. Arrived sch. Wclaka, Cotthen it suddenly dawned upon him for the first
as one often sees and was played aud won on
any steamer which ploughs these waters, while she
front standards of the carriage were saved from
trell, Phila.; 15, arrived sch. James T. Morse,
the P. of 11 in Waldo county do not discuss the time that he had killed her. He determined to game
her
as
still
retains
one
of
the
best
seaDilworth’s pitching for the Belreputation
leave the place without delay, shutting the door its merits.
being thrown entirely over it. The standard which Morse, New York.
question of temperance as much as they ought. behind him,
Baltimore, July 15. Arrived bark Henry Knight,
which was fastened by a spring lock
boats afloat. There has also been a marked imfasts was admired by all the spectators, and ids
sustained Mrs. T. was broken entirely off both beAn. Com. Grant, Neg. Chas. Bellows. {». Music. on the inside. He then came to Lowell, with the
Pendleton, Rio Janeiro.
in the steward’s department. Mr. Danwas good.
The crowd in attendance was
low and above her hand, which was terribly lacerprovement
hatting
Richmond, July 17. Arrived sch. Morris W.
and
their
advice
?is
<
friends
of
I).
>.
getting
Lecturer
seeing
Lecture
Bowen.
11.
Jo.
hope
by Worthy
Child, Torrey, Charleston.
to what was best for him to do in the emergency.
as orderly as one could wish, and the only trouble
iel B. Smith, formerly business agent of the Boston
ated between it and the fence. The rut made by
Music,. Iz. Story by Bro .Jesse Cook. 13. Song
Bangor, July 18. Arrived sch. Helen G. Moseley,
The last seen of Elliot was near the railroad stawith it was that it was not half as large as the & Bangor Ex pres Co., was recently appointed the wheels shows that had they gone 8 inches from
Holt, Baltimore.
by Bro. Jaa. Knecland. 14. Itemarks tor the good
tion in Lowell. He said he was going to New game deserved-The manager of the Kennebunk steward of the Katahdin and has proved to l»c the the curved line instant death must have been the
Pensacola,
July 19. Cleared sch. Viola Keppard,
lias
made
arof the.order. South Branch Grange
Boston.
Hampshire. The Boston and Lowell authorities nine was in Belfast on Monday and tried to hire right man in the right place. Not only does his result as they would have been precipitated down Ogier,
Brunswick, July 19. Arrived brig James Miller,
rangements to have the meeting at the cheese facthe Belfast catcher, pitcher and third baseman to
are on the search, but he has not yet been found.
politeness and attention wiu the favor of passen- a rocky gully some thirty feet deep. As it was all Crocker, Belfast.
tory. Good music, tea and coffee will be furnishBaltimore, July 19. Arrived sell. II. J. Cottrell,
Elliot has borne a good reputation, and his employ- play on his team for the remainder of the season. gers but he serves excellem meals in a first class got off with the usual amount of scratches and
ed and all are invited. It is expected to be the
Haskell, Bangor.
ers say be was a faithful and industrious man. His
the terms were liberal the boys refused
manner; and in this connection there should be
bruises....The
Although
Cornet
Band
will
B.
a
of
season.
S.
Bucksport
the
has
FOREIGN PORTS.
give
Grange
largest meeting
is said to be 27, while his wife, who was a
to go
Knowlton, the Belfast catcher, went to mention of the new crockery made to order in concert at Verona Park next week. A grand picbought their new badges and is stocking up for a age
in port June 1, bark C. I). Bryant, ColPisaqua,
native of Malden, Mass., was 33. This murder rePortland on Tuesday, to catch for the Portlands in
England for the line, each piece bearing a represen- nic excursion to return by moonlight is a part of cord, for United States.
big time the 12th of Aug., sure. So come.
«:alls the remarkable clause in the will of Elliot’s a game with the Boston League club... The Cititation of a steamer. In the clerk’s office will be
Polnt-a-Pitre, June 10, arived sch. Mary A. Hall,
the programme....Mr. F. W. Folsom, of Oakland,
McDonald, Portland.
The LivcoLNVfLLE Hoad Case. Mr. Berry, j! grandfather, Charles Elliot, who died in the sum- zens, of Biddeford, come to Belfast to
play a re- found Mr. A. H. llanscome, the purser, who is Me., Is stopping at Prof, lvnowlton’s while he visits
June 17. Sailed bark Abide Carver,
Honolula,
Clerk of Courts, has received the rescript in the mer of 1881. Young Charles was one of the legawell and favorably known to the patrons of the our former Principal, Prof. Prince, now stationed
turn game with the Belfasts on Aug.20th-Will
Pendleton, Hong Kong. In port June 25th, bark
j
ease of Delora E. Keene, vs. Inhabitants of Lin- ! tees under the will.
The clause referred to is as Dilworth, pitcher for the Belfast club, attracted line, and who has fairly won his popularity by his at
Stamford, Conn-Capt. Moses Rich and wife of Willard Mudgett, Staples, from Newcastle, NSW.
ar 22<L
colnville. This is the road case where Mrs. Keene j follows: “1 further bequeath and say that If much attention during the recent tour of the club courtesy and strict attention to his duties. Under
Providence, It. I., are visiting at Mr. E. 1). Ginn’s.
Rio Janeito, in port June 28, bark Clara E. McGilasked for damages caused by her being thrown
Charles or Ceorge B. Elliot, legatees above named, for his fine and effective pitching. He received and
the command of Capt .Homer, and with his excel- The Moosooks have a yearly claim on the
and
very, Griflin.
Capt.
from a carriage two years ago just below the Beach
or either of them or any one of my grandchildren
Adelaide, May 28. Sailed bark Caprera, inchlent corps of assistants, travellers will feel assured his wife....About 200 went to Bangor to see Barrefused a very liberal offer from a club in this
CGH.
on the road to Camden, through an alleged defect
(though yet unborn) or their children, shall use state to pitch during the remainder of the season. of safety and comfort when they book for the tholomews’ horses ...Tickets for the Ilandel ex- born, Cape Town,
Cebu, May 15. Sailed bark Herbert Black, Nichin the highway. The case has been tried twice— tobacco in any form, either to smoke or chew, or
On Saturday last as a slight token for his services, Katahdin. Of the line generally it may be said cursion next
York.
New
of
ols,
can
be
had
James
Monday
Emery
Tonevieja, June 27. Sailed bark John Bunyan,
that never before have its steamers been better A Son at 75
the first time there was a disagreement of the jury, drink any ardent spirits or alcoholic liquors in any a purse of #.'»o was raised and presented to him,
cts. A large number will go from here.
Lancaster, New York.
Mr. Marshall, the manager, making a neat and officered and manned, and the increased enterprise
way unless prescribed by a physician under oath
but at the April term, 1884, Mrs. Keene got a ver-Mrs. Dora VViley Golden who is stopping at the
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
shown by the managers ought to, and no doubt
dict for $1350. The defendants motioned for a new that it is necessary (and that not to last hut 30 appropriate speech. Dilworth was much overcome
“Bijou” Cottage sang three beautiful selections on
Ship Susan Gilmore, before reported ashore near
trial which motion the law court overruled. The days) after this my will is approved by the court, by the gift.The Bedfords, a picked nine from
will, be well rewarded. The new feature of giving Sunday evening last at the “Miguonne” where some Newcastle,
NSW, was driven on during a hurriconcerts on board is highly appreciated, and the
a total wreck.
following is the rescript: “The evidence is suffi- and for each offence of using toba* co or alcoholic three commercial clubs, of Boston, will be in this
young people from Belfast were visitlug. ...Quite cane and became
Sch.
Odell, of Belfast, while towing from Bath
music is very fine....The May Field makes but one a number of our town’s
cient to show a defective way; that the municipal drinks as aforesaid, to be cut off from this dower city to-day and will play the Bedfast nine at the
people were disappointed up river IGth, collided with a bridge at Dresden,
officers had reasonable notice of the defect, and in my property for six months for the first offence, trotting park this afternoon. To-morrow afternoou,
trip weekly between Vinalhaven ami Bangor, and on going to Verona Park last Thursday not to And doing considerable damage to the draw.
The American Bark, Jonathan Bourne, from
that the plaintiff was injured without her fault and and one year for each subsequent offence, and for Friday, tiic Bangor club will come to Belfast and
not two as we announced last week. The boat can the excursion there from Belfast. All were
glad to Newcastle,
NSW., for Manila, has been abandoned
be had for excursions on any day except Saturdays hear a
without previous knowledge of the defect. The one year of total abstinence from its use, his or play our boys.
Both games will be called at 3
day or two later that it was no serious acci- in a sinking condition. The passengers and crew
verdict is not erroneous and must be sustained."
and Mondays.
their dower to be restored as before provided.”
o’clock, p. m. Give the boys a good attendance.
have landed at Apo, one of the Phllllpine Islands.
dent that detained them.
at hu

(tiffs

goods, such

speedily regain their
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society cottage at Northport cau
meeting at reason-

Members of the

invited

Quite

Wednesday,

Isi.F.Siioito.

Hammock*. lie Its, Woolen Shirts of all styles. Silk <(■ fancy Ties,
<(’• Collars. Linen Coats, Ousters, White t ests, ,Cc., ,Vc.

By the use of this
REMEDY, the Stom-

CURES

Grant, who has been recently employed at
Bucksville, S. C. settling the estate of the late William L. Buck, arrived home Saturday.

evening.
AsrtNi:.

a

and

Hats

N€W BOSTON CLO fHISG

II. II.

Mentoru, Capt. Urdu ay, which pul into Gloucester
in distress, leaking
badly, has arrived here and
will he repaired
Seh. Clara Fletcher, Capt. Sar-

The fall term of the Freedom academy begins on
Sept. 1st and will continue leu weeks, Prim e K.
Luce, principal. Read his advertisement in another column-(J. II. Black or A. s. Nickerson,

Greenback Committees.

arc

and have moved into llie tenement in .Mis, Hawes house on
Pleasant street. His
store is now open and ready for

pleas-

hackers of Waldo

evening.

A

gisl, eilh ids wife and son, arrived by Hie Lewis-

a

There will be

seventy.five people

that lie has forwarded

lio had

...

pretty cottage

than

road will open up
locations, but none

new

the

a

rd; u ho was recently ill, has marly recovered....
| Rev. Mr. Palmer, of Ipswich, Mass., is visiting the contest. Their treatment while in Biddeford
wa- courteous in the extreme; in fact the hoys alMrs. Harry Robbins, .if
! his relatives ii. this city
is visiting her parents in thi-ndvways deserve such and generally get it. It is forJ Somerville,
Rev. F. W Ryder, ot East Greenwich, R. Informer- tunate they are all strictly temperate in their habpastor of flic Baptist church, in Belfast, has a« j it-. else there might have been danger from an
cepted a call t-> th«-pastorate, of the First Baptist j exces- of kindness. The Biddeford grounds are
church at Newport, it- I->amuel E. Keene ot
new and rather above the average for smoothness.
| New i"i'K, ait'i Eu- iu- B. Keene, of
Philadelphia, The interest in the, national game is on the increase
in that part of the state, and these grounds, whieh
are in Bt Hast ,the guests of A. J. F. Ingraham....S.
(_'. Knight and wile, ot Bridgton, liave been visiting are a -lock matter, are likely to prove paying
at dona. Durham'-, K< Hast.Mi-s Field, the U e-tproperly. 1 fie attendance at this game was 400.
ern I’n'ton telegraphic operator in this city, has i W e give the score
BELFAST.
gone to her bona in Farmington on u short vacation. li
A.11. K. lit. T. 11. I'.O. A. E.
plan.- i-temporarily tilled b; Mis- Baif>
o
I
2
0
0
2
.McKecn, 1 b
rn
of >ear.-port.... Mis.-Mariie B Day, of Dam0
2
b.
4
0
2
2
2
1
Colburn,
u
1
li
U
j ariseotta, is visiting friend- in the eip.Dr. D. P. know lion, c. o 0 1
in
wife
ami
are
town
fora
few
0
1.
f....a
o
0
0
0
0
Boiil.-lcr,
liaughter
Thompson,
i
0
1
0
0
1
]
Mi s. d. >. Cald- Cottrell, F. K.,b. 4
lays, the guests ol A I Brown.
s. >.4
1
1
1
0
On
Cottrell, F. \
well of 111i-cjty ha- gone to s.-al | larbor, for a visit*
s
1
o
0
o
I
Howard, c. r. :I
I
2
4
o
2
l:t
tin- guest ot her daughter. Mr-. ( lenient-«.eorge Dilworih, p. 4
1
o
I
1
2
0
Cottrell, 1 M r. f.4
1
son
of
»anl.
Merrill,
an
old
of
Merrill,
resident
Bel-

main

The

shower in the afternoon somewhat inter
fered with the amusements. At fi o’clock all sat
down to a picnic supper,
reluming home later in

ant call

done.

ry

hotel.

gentleman who for many years has acted as
agent tor the Boston Advertiser in Belfast estimates

Dilworih, the Belfast pitch- j
er,
surprised the crowd and puzzled the 1 Swanville, have one pair of Kentucky mules for
players with his celebrated over-hand drop ball, | sale-See advertisement of* Threshing machine
wi.i as much taken by surprise himself at the close 1 for sale, by Benjamin Allen, Oakland-See notice
of the game by being surrounded by young ladies i of auction at the New York store, Belfast, on Satwho showed their appreciation ot his skill and j urday, July 2>;th ...Farm for sale near China vilgo.- I looks by many congratulations. Dilworih is ! lage, K. (>. Taylor ...Situation as nurse wanted by
Mrs. W. 1). Snow, Stockton...Dissolution of co-partthe most modest of the nine and such a raid hy the
fair ones very nearly made him tumble. All the
nership, James A. Brewster and Kdward B. Tolman, Lincolnville-Frank Miller, formerly of
team were congratulated and went from the ground
nearly a- nappy as if victory had rested w ith them. Waldo county, lias a restaurant on Foster’s wharf,
Mfi'c. -s fur the nine in Portland the next day was
Boston, near the Boston and Bangor steamboat
lretpicui ly prophesied hy many w ho had w itnessed landing. Fasten) people should give him a call.
was

summer

N'.bby

&c.

Full lint* of Seashore

Trunks, Valises, Satchels, Shairl St rays .(

Hattie McG. Buck has chartered to load
hay, brick and shingles at Bangor for Pulaski,
The Methodist

Caps

CHILDREN.

Goods warranted as ivpresented or money refunded. If you are in waul of any of the above
pb- i-e call and examine .oods and priees and be eonvineed that this i> ih place to Imv.

Sch.

as

AND

BOYS

A Fl'l.lj STOCK OF

bay.

and the

MEN.

For Yol Xi. MKN.

post office.

cargo of barrels and staves from

Proprietor,

Stylish

a

a

gathering grasses, making hay, pinldng quoits,

A

representative of the Journal had

spending

ball matches at Belfast the 24th and 25th.

assembled at the cottage in the afternoon and
amused themselves bv roaming about the shore

caused

A

!

a

prettier

dirtiest kind.

the

are

Mrs. Charles B. Norris and Ed. Patterson of St.

cleared point,
about one mile below the Methodist campground,
one of the loveliest
spots on Penobscot Bay. An

S,

A>

Gents' c.;—'Cnn Courts. Hats,

Mr. Oliver Blauchard and wife
few weeks in town.

Joseph, Mo. arrived by boat Sunday.
Quite a delegation from here will attend the base

cottage

our

We

FOH

Capt. Augustus Larrabee has taken command of

ments in the

Clothing Store I

HiES^'iJDY TULAJLSES CLOTHING

ar-

A

concert to be

A Correction.

has

David W. Nickels has several line horses for
Picnic Sfppku. Mr. and Mrs. 11 N. Lancas- ! sale which ho brought from Aroostook Co.
ter, of this city, invited their many friends to u
Mrs. Hiram Crockett was severely hurt Monday
picnic supper on Tuesday afternoon, at the cottage afternoon by a large barn door
falling upon her.
of L. A. Know I ton, on the shore of the
hay, NorthSch.
Banner
was
in
the
harbor
Sunday with a
port. The
is situated on

city to Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, on steamer Queen City on Thursday, July 51st.
This is the
first opportunity offered our citizens this season to
visit this famous resort, and none better will lie
had. R. ad the advertisement in another column.

new

Staples,

Mr. Blaine than

to

>a AHK

sch. Win, Rutnam.

for

tin*

Ira

they would be if, for some cause, they should
to preach the gospel and turn to
denouncing
it. Mr. Pierce is intensely practical in bis conclu-

course

New Boston

trying to the

rived at Honolulu.

sions.

excursion

from lids

Some of

with reference

terrible

are

hay-makers.

too level-headed and too true Ameri-

cease

damaged.

There will be

Five minute showers

of the

and in

w

lumber!

cook house will be erected

"lie

Mr. Carle reports

Flora Wood of Bucksport Is visiting Millie

Shute.

be rented before and after camp
able rates.

good work

j

have been landed at
inii-i camp ground

somewhat

majority

by Physicians.

in town this week.

was

Florida.

game w ill be looked for with much Interest.
Tin* Belfast noys seemed to be great favorites with
tin audience and w ere liberally cheered w hen any

Pkksonai. Rev. Mr. Gregory, of the I'niversa
Thursday evening of last week the Belfast
public appearance, playing in j list church, arrived home la-t week, from Michigan.
front of the post office. The band is making good
and has resumed his ministerial labors_Mr. .1.
progress. Later In the evening the band serenaded ] H. Cooper, son anti daughter, of Now York, arrived
Hoi Seth L. Milllken at bis residence. Mr. Milli- in Belfast last week for their annual
vacation_
ken appeared and made a brief speech.
Mr. -F (
Robbins, of the Plneu'\ House, in thiThree cargoes of
Tempie Heights, or the Spiritat N uthport. six cottages and

as

To Bar Harbor.

sea-

return

scale.

Heights.

the vessel

our

accomplished.

are

Miss

Gilkey

they pass to and fro make up one of the
pictures imaginable. The new road
as laid out skirts
along the shore in front of the
cottage. The location would make a beautiful site

much different.

tin-

‘hi

! Mini.

He

Pierce of

to

in their

1

baud made Us first

I

interest in the sch. Edward Johnson.
affected a partial settlement, but nothing

at the Castine Gazette ollice recently.
The
young lady proprietors, Misses Wheeler and Hooke,
were most agreeable entertainers.
Most ijf the
office work is done by them, except what can be
worked off on obliging newspaper visitors.
We
made and the score stood 7 t<>0. The Citizens are ;
should say that considering everything they are enUrn- hall-players, else the result would have been
terprising journalists and deserve success.
arc well
and

yacht Alice, with K. V Dingley, son of Hon. ; twelve gallons per minute. Tuesday afternoon the
Dingley, of Lewiston, and JohnC. Perkins, j reservoir that supplies Mathew- Bros’, mill waf
-b n, on board, was in our harbor on .’Satur- i fliled.
It is propose!I to run the lire hose, which
d.i\
They have been on a cruise to Bar Harbor, extends Ison feet, to the several reserv oirs and till
•hi Sunday they were at North port
camp-ground, them all. We now have water work- on a small
Geo. K. Braeketl.

Saturday

next.

owners

definite has been

inning, whereas two men after
ward scored. Neither on this point nor on any
other close decision do the Belfast boys complain,
butgivi a,l credit to the umpire, who was evidently
indepen lent and unprejudiced and certainly lmpartia; in decisions. On the ninth no runs were

The

oi

published

on

e.

William

finest marine

seen

Nei'or,

the guest.-

regis-

Waverly House on Saturday and Sunfirst number of the Sea Breeze for the

will be

H.

Capt.

the members of the Portland club get daily wages
when games are played and expenses in addition | an attractive programme, due notice of which will
win'ii they go from home. Notwithstanding this 1 be given hereafter.

have closed

pipe is two

The -dream

the

already

off later this

were

Independent.

Endorsed

Thirty
Beoord.

Years

accept the advice of those who advise
Greenback, Independent and Republican voters
because they do not like Mr. B1 ine to vote against
the ticket which stands for the tariff system which
has made the country great through U» varied In
dustries and join the Democracy, whose chosen
leaders have always been hostile to the true glory
and prosperity of the country. He thinks that
Messrs. Beecher and Clarke are no more consistent

subscriptions to that paper
unfortunate decision ot
amounting to over $1,000. He has forwarded tlie
half of the inning. The Biddeford base-runner,
last dollar he wid send, ami thinks it rather rough
trying for second, was put out fairly by Colburn, | that those who subscribed fora Republican paper
but ow ing to the position of the umpire, it w as not should now be receiving a Democratic,
paper of the

pipe grows smaller until it reaches one inch. The
pipe has been laid under the supervision ot Cium.
T. Richards, Chief Engineer of the tir* department.
On Tuesday morning water was run through the
pipe tor the first time, and the reservoir on .school

Roi sport, where they propose to entertain parties
luring tin- summer season. A picnic and dance
u id
be given there to-day. Belfast parties who

com

people
cans

Mr. Fred A. Carle returned home from Sydney,
C. B. on Monday, where he has been looking after

All the first class clubs in the state with the

which -hould have

scr

preaching by Rev. (J. E.

diameter, for the remaining distance

and will in those to

tin- game and went
all round. On the

Sunday.

From

under which

day-The
season

Forty arrivals

Belfast

writes The Boston Journal that the

weather for two weeks.

North tout Notes.

At !
grounds,
Biddetord, Thursday, the weather was as near perfection as could be wished, which aided in making
the game one ol the best ever played in the State.
The first lour innings were double blanks, but on
the fifth both sides succeeded in bunching hits for
j eight runs, leaving the score at the close 5 to in |

ck Poni>.—The surface pipe mention.
week, has been laid from the Muck Pond t"

inches in

Brothers, J. A. and Frank O., for-

A

Locals.

Searsport

Belfast, “a Greenbacker with ind pendent views,”

our

tered at the

exception of Belfast have all or nearly all professional players, or those who make ball-playing
their business and get their price for it. Many
of the players are picked from Massachusetts clubs
or wherever they can be secured.
This naturally
pub- mo-i amateur clubs, where the members get
hut little praetieo and no pay, at their mercy. All

i\ ,m.

Cross street, a distance of -PhK) feet.
pond for a distance of 2ooo feet the

disadvantages

has labored in most of the games

team

played

The Mi
e<l last

Belfast, have taken the management of
\vd'.known and popular Mclntlre grove at

a

home

was

of the l'niversalist church

pulpit

He did

Lovefea&t

of

i-;i this grove mav be assured of
excellent entertainment.

Rev.

s,

vices will be held

promising, and has been the apple of the capo
One night last week a
to speak
\\ got into the
1
patch and ate up 1H2
i<i11>. Ask the captain about it.

He

the

morning

II. Wording and W. B. Conant
farm outside the eltv limits. They have
l.ih- of i>eans,corn, Ac. planted, which looked

Havener

horse

the Universalist church-Rev. Mr. William- will
preach at the Emery school house, Belfast, >unday

a

ic

One

regular sermon, but
made some excellent talk to his parishioner-_
Regular services, at the u-ual hour, will lie held at i favor

Capt. char

1

Sunday

Sunday.

well filled with Masonic, matter and should be in
the band- »f everv Mason In Maine.

lower

of

dog-day

The Belfast team made their third

noticed the

were

farmers, ('specially those living along
the water trout, had bad hay weallu-r hist week,
and not much was accomplished. It either rained
or was foggy nearly every day.
It is said the re
cent wet weather lias greatly helped the hay crop
and it will be much larger than first expected
There is yi l a good deal of old hay in the country-Mcs-r*. Baker .V shale-, Belfast, last week
had .".on tons of hay in their -tore house, tin* largest
quantity ever on hand at one time. A portion of it
has since been shipped.

occupied

Cambridge last week, has been
August term of the S. J. Court,
of $l."*oo, for manslaughter.
the

published quarterly at Portland by Stephen Berry, has been received. It is

"

hill.

nual vacation. He will not leave tm
be ready to answer any calls-Rc\

I In* Masonic Token

have

colt to

Our

for four

steamer
over to

promising

OiCKCH Notes. The North church will be dosed

-'

Rmidick, the colored

very

—

Logan Club of this city lias revolted sonic very large and handsome pictures of
tin
Republican Presidential candidates, which
av
oecn framed and are now hung up at
Republican headquarters.
■

a

city.

son.

Hai

R.

Pierce’s Hall

He has also sold

one-third the way up the
balky, and would not pull.

Ralph Emery,
Howes,
Quimbv,
llersey, of Belfast, and P. P. Nichols, of SearsJ. H.

on

One

A full county ticket will be nominated.

8th.

Bask Ball.

Thursday of last week Mr. Thompson who
runs tlie Stockton stage, bet five dollars with Mr.
Flemmings that his pair of horses could pull the
PhuMiix House coach and twenty men up over
Wilson or Cemetery Hill in this city. The bet whs
taken and twenty people got into and onto the
coach.
The horses pulled the load only about

The next temperance meeting will be held at the
t niver.-ali>t chureh vestry Sunday afternoon at
.'! t.'. o’clock.
All are invited.

bow-legged.

trip for this season last week, visiting Portland
and Biddetord and playing games in both cities. A
•Journal reporter and several other parties from
this city accompanied them. The club, as usual,
maintained their high standard of ball-playing,
although defeated in one of the two games. As
gentlemen they never fail to win friends everywhere, whether they retire from the Held as victors
In these two games especially,
or vanquished.

Mi

subscribing.

house,

Aug.

H. C. Maiden of this

We will send sample copies of
those who write for them with

so

has bought the Col. Carlton
Congress street, Belfast.

Mr. R. F. Dunton

who go about the streets
or skating suits, would

not

Chie' Engineer Richard* filled the reservoir In
Custom House Square, on Wednesday, from he
Muck Pond supply.

encampment of Indians are giving entertainAllyn Field, this city.

on

Mass.

struck in.

were

Au

ments in the

condition and

Tuesday of next week. The animal is in good
Haynes is confident of success_
Mr. Bailey has sold a six years old mare, a half
Tinker mackerel are scarce in Penobscot Bay. [
sister to George <)., to a gentleman in Westfield,
Ver> few have been taken since the first school |

at

men

Sat-

city milkmen accidentally spilled
The Straight Grconbackers of Waldo county have ; forty eight quarts of milk the other day.
issued a call, which will be found in another colDog Days begin on Friday, the 25th. We shan’t
umn, fora county convention, to be held in Belfast know the difference, however, for we have had

House Notes. George ()., Belfast’s trotter, has
been entered in the 2 '50 class at Lynn to he trotted

J

young

look better if they

also in Florida.

ing rink Is used about the streets and wharves.

our

dressed in Knickerbocker

on

PRICE

THRESHING MACHINES.

CURRENT.

Corrected

Weekly for the Journal.
By C. H. Sargent, >o. n, Alain Street.
PRODUCE

MARKET.

PRICKS PAID PRODUCERS.

Apples ty bush,

0§0
Ogs
2.7ag.*.uo
2.>o. g2.0'>
medium,
yellow-eyes,2.7a3:5.110
Butter
tb,
leg IS
Beef
lb,
73d
Bariev
bush,
TOgSO
Cheese W tt*,
S311
dried *1^ tb,
Beans,pea, k* bu,

Chicken t? tt>.
Calf Skins IP tb
Duck k4' lb,
PTggs V do/,.,
Fowl V lb,
Geese W lb,

OaO

8.00^/2.00
Hay W ton,
Hides IP lb,
fv/jO
Lamb ^ lb,
10&12
Lamb Skins,
TOg.8.7
Mutton ^ tb,
0*j7
Oats
42/1.4')
bush,
2.7a;>0
Potatoes,
!tound Hog fe*1 It).
OflO
straw

IP ion,

Turkey

12gI2 '.j Veal IP lb,
Ogo Wool, washed 4P lb,

Colton Seed fc* c\vt,

Codlish, dry, fcv lb,
Cranberries, k^ <it,

l.V>

4g0*;
ogo

()ut Meal
Onions W

l.le. for afternoon sessions.
Evening Sessions 7 to ft).
noon

Room

practice.

Papers&Curtains,

LARGFST

tb,
f/ja
Oil, Kerosene,4Pgal, 12 « 10
Pollock 4P tt».
3Sal
Pork V Hi,
10/jIl
Luo
Plaster W bl/I,
::
live Meal & tb,
Shorts tp ewt,
l.ld
4P
Sugar
tb,
OL/js
to
S.ilt, T L, IP bush,

STOCK

OF

All persons haying
standing are requested

style

II. II. COOMHS,
tfw
Belfast, l ei'. 43, KS4

ATmu

STANDARD
i S3LIC

tjiuvn ciiy.
si,• .m 1 *«»;.r
Will leave P. &
Wharf, r.e'e.st,
k \
M
Thursday July Jlst, 1 ss|. ;.i 7
at Kar II trat
nl
:.5e,
arriving
Northport
towelling
the Favorite

on

northern dairies
lots. JOaJJe; northern _'l
lSnl'J'ae; selections joh lots, iHa.-’r; wi’Mcrii 17
is V; fair to good iba!(*.’,<•; ladle-packed Hkal-Jc;
good iJal'je: choice imitation creameries It.lac.
Cheese—Quiet But easier; n mid lots «>f good
northern and western Ski'd.^c; fair lots sas1.,'.
choice and joh lots IO‘..alJe.
Kggs—Firmer and higher; fresh eastern is ‘..a
l!»e; northern IT'ial^e; western 17 aiIHV
Potatoes—The supply of potatoes is small and
prices firm : Bristol Ferries $1. Long Island.- ar.d
Jerseys
77; Xorfolks, large $ ;..'»0aJ.7d: medium
$J, small $i.7»0a*2.f)0.
Beans—Beans in moderate demand and prices

Proprietor.

IL-

BAR HARBOR!

Boston, July l'Jth.
Bette it—Not tnii'-h doing But steady; choice
crcamerie.-, m jolt iois, -j-BrJ.V; western, in round

Admission

—

4y4!..

Market.

music.
cents.

parties

unsettled aceounts of long
4tt
to settle.

GRAGiO EX0URS!Gf3 TO
Boston

Xo

The management reserves the
right on behalf of the patrons to
refuse admission to objectionable

St'jirsport,

(i/io

steamer

<

ine about noon. ltetMntiuy, will leave I5at
1*. M arriving at ISeifa.-t about in.
bor at

«:

OF TIIE

ll.it

WORLD !
Full assortment of the above, ns well as of the celebralEl Kldi V KMTTIMi MI.14. Fmbroi tcries, Flosses, etc.. t«>r sale I y all lending draa-is. bk'
Illustrated i’amphbt. with rub s for Knittimr. Emn
lery. Crochet, ew.. sent P-r 10 cents iu stamps.
Waste Embrnid-ry Silk, assorted colors. 40 cents pounce. Waste Sewing .Silk, Black or assorted, 25 cc-ntd
per ounce.

$1 OO.

Far© Round Trip,

t.

1. K'd'e'-d'.

fnge

NOVELTY STORE!

EUREKA SILK GO.

R. H. ESWSERY &

CO.,
Watches. Clocks. Jewelry. Socks,

steady.
li vv—Hay and straw unchanged.

Fancy (roods. Toys,

MARRIED.

KOSTO.\, MASS,
•-V.teowislO

<(V.

LADIES'

Slagle copies of the RKPtBLIl AN JOIKNAL for sale.
Washington, July 2oth. by II. !>. Wright, Ksip,
Norrington Sidclinger ami. Miss Margaret K. CushIn

BUCK8FORT,

After-

2 to .1.

and skates LI

■W OOLENS
In Waldo Co. Made up in the KATFST
and .satisfaction guaranteed.

sessions

Tuesday and Thursday evenings
the Link wilt he open fov the use of
beginners and those of not much

GENTS'FURNISHING GOODS.

LO'/yl.lo
tb,
■>(J10

Clover Seed k- tb,
I2g22
Flour k* bid,
O.Oogs.oo
II. G. Seed kv !»u, 1.0032.00 s. Potatoes
tb,
11 a. 12 Wheat Meal IP lb.
Lard
tb.

Wednesday afternoon exclusive
Ladies and Misses. Saturday
afternoons for Hoys. Adniittanee
to

Dry & Fancy Goods,

ogo
7&S

RETAIL :»!IA UK n r.

LlmeiPbbl,

IO ets.

Clement & Adams,

27
10 Wooi.u n washed tPtb
20
4.00«'>.oo
14glO Wood, hanl,
00 Wood, soft,
3.0O/J3.50

7 AS
Beef, corned, t? tb,
20
Butter Salt, IV box.
TO
Corn & bush,
(Tracked Corn ^ bush, 70
70
Corn Meal f bush,
12 314
Cheese ^ tb,

Monday, Wednesday anil Saturday ereninys during the season.
Admittance 2.1 ets.: use of Skates

8\VoO

.7.00aO.iH)

lb,

Messrs. SAXHOHX .( CH ASE.

For best two horse Threshing Machines,
write for information and circular to the
undersigned, or to their agents, as below.
UI VI AMIN v* AI.I.KN, Oakland, Me.
ACKNT>: Kendall tt Whitney, Portland
H. 15. Dunning. IJangor
l ion It on.
A. H. h < »tfii. Freeman
Co., Presque Isle.

Chains,

MAINE.

Necklaces,

man, both of I'nion.
In Northport. June 29th, \mos Milliken, of Cam&
den, and Lena V. Colson, of \\ interport.
In Maehias, July 12th, William E
llonev, of 1
man to solicit insurance in
A
live
wideawake
Vinalhaven, and Miss Edilh Whitney, of Jonesboro. Belfast and
adjacent towns, for one of Hie largest
In Windsor, July 3th, Willard F. Hallowed, of
in the
Windsor, and Miss Mary E. Wiley, of Searsmont. | and strongest Life Insurance Companies
world. With the right party and me who i< willing to put zeal and energy into the work, an ar- iinn i n vs
.rnirnnn y store.
rangement can he made winch will make his labor
D! E_ LD.
pleasant, remunerative and permanent. No previous knowledge of the business is absolutely reIn this e.lty, July 23, Mrs. Sarah F. Curtis, aged
quired. Address with full name, Box ->74, Cortland
wtf
82 years ami s mos.
Maine.
IA r. NOTICE. 1 shall card wool for ■"> and
In Lincolnville, July 11th, Francis Crookcr, aged
7 cents per lb. until further notice. 1 have no
85 years, I months.
I time or inclination to stand in the highway or go
MILLER,
FRANK
In Lincolnville, July 13th, Ccorge E. Dean, aged
from house to house to m-:»; wool to card. lint will
friends in Belfast, I
inform.- his
30 years, 5 months, 27 days.
card as low as any man in this county, and guarantee
Rockland, Camden, Hope, Appleton, Ac., es- I my rolls as good
In Rockland, .Inly 14th, Fred 10.,son of E. II. and
as can be made or pay the
damage,
pecially those travelling via Boston & Bangor i I refer you to \ugtMus Perry, my former agent,
Hattie L. Flye, aged 15 days.
Rockland, July 14th, Capt. Hiram Rhoades, aged Steamship Line, that I e has taken possession of : also to Daniel llaraden, of Belfast, who is now actthe saloon known as the
Bangor exchange,” on
35 years, 1 month, 13 days.
as my agent.
I?. F. 11 ASKKI.E,
Foster’s Wharf, directly at the steamer Landing. ing;
In Rockland. July 14th, Louisa It., wife of Josiah
Head of the Tide, Belfast, Me.
Meals and Refreshments served at >hort notice.
Toltnan, age-1 53 years, 2 months, li days.
I
1SS4.—JJw2U
t,
duly
Parcels left sufeiv cared for. Call and see us.
In Waldoboro, July 13th, William II. 1*. Wyman,
timSO*
aged 45 years.
In Vinalhaven, July 10th, Walter Coombs, aged
25 years.
Farm for Sale.
In Ellsworth, July 11th, Mrs. Margaret O’SulliSituated V of a mile east of China
-ANDvan, aged 73 years.
Village, tiood buildings, Orchards,
In Searsport, July 13th, Fred E. Smith, aged 34
Lxeelleni
Wood and Lumber lot.
years, 1 month. (Augusta papers please copy.)
Hay and Produce farm. Free from
rocks, well watered. A first-class
farm in every respect. For further particulars ad- I
to all ages and condition
E. O. TAYLOR, China,
dress
of the eyes. If you are troubled with your
Kennebec County, Maine.
3w3b*
sight, give me a call and you cannot fail to be suited

LOCKETS

Wanted.

CROSSES.

Gent's Vest Chains,Seals & Charms
WOOL

CARDING!

SPEC

—

Respectfully

i

Perfected
EYE

Spectacles

CLASSES!

Adapted

Dissolution of Partnership.

The business carried on under the Firm name of
Bkewhtkk & Tolman is by mutual consent this

day dissolved.

—

Lincolnville, July

.TAllVIS A. BREWSTER.
EDWARD B. TOLMAN.
11,1834. —3w30*

Wanted.
A situation as Nurse -care of invalids preferred.
Good references. Apply to MRS. W. I>. SNOW,
Stockton, Maine.
Stockton, July 23, 1884.—2vv30

For Sale.

POWDER

Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
More economical
and
wholesomeness.
strength
ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight,
Sold only in cans.
alum or phosphate powders.
Royal Baking Powder Co., loo Wall St., N. Y.

than the

lvrSl

I

ply

to vv.

A new two story house situated
in Belfast about one-third of a mile
from the Post Ofliee. Alto the
house situated on North Street
known as the Miller House. ApH. FOGLE It or to Mrs. E. II. COLBY.

SEARSPORT HOUSEHOLDERS
Mo well to investigate the methods of th
DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE CO.
WILL
of the best in New England, before insuring*

one

elsewhere.

J. VV.

Searsport, July 3,1SS4.—tf‘27

BLACK, Agent.

C.

IIERVEY, Vhwnijr

Ron-.

FEENCH!
M.

Huetoert,

Of the Berlitz School of Languages, Washington,
is here during the summer for the purpose of giving instruction in Frcuch. Any one desiring to take
lessons can consult him at
MU. JOSEPH SANBORN’S, High St.
5w27

PARIS GREEN I
Wholesale and Retail.

W. K. Morison 6c Co.
For Sale.
One pair Kentucky Mules, three years old,
sound and kind. For further particulars enquire
of
C. H. BLACK, ok
A. S. NICKERSON.
Swftnville, July 23, 1884.—3w30*

The

HOMTS SARSAPARILLA
Works through the Mood, regulating, toning
and invigorating all the functions of the
body.

—

none

of them could

cure me.

1

“And crooked Dame Crunehard should have
new

One

undoubtedly

be seen of the humor but the dim outlines of the sores. 1 shall take two more
bottles, and then the cure will be complete.
1 am grateful1.v yours,
EDO Alt 1- WHITMAN.

envelope
York.

America. Send self-addressed
.Joseph T. Inman, Station I), New
\
••I

made whole through him who died.

(Jems

lyro

of

law neglected is tIn* same
been enacted. [Cervantes.
li

is

ards.

a>

only in little matters that
[William lleury Herbert.

if it

had

is a surly, honest fellow.
rough and round at once. (\\

they

-p*aks

N

alter

his
.Scott.

Consumption

mind

K.quiii

all respects to custom

irt

As I liave said before, tie- business of a
a
•aimer is to paint,
if lie rail color ke i
painter, though lu- can do nothing else, if lie
cannot color he i- not a painter, though he can
do everything else. [Ku-kin.

w

hich

Also

a

they invite the attention of the public.
large and well selected stock of

very

Carpets, Oil Cloths,
-AND

WINDOW SHADES,
At

prices

as

LOW

as

the LOWKST.

A. Harris

i

i-

-t

A

DAVID

0

For the Cure of Kidney and Liver f omtaints, Constipation, and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the BLOOI).
To women who sulfur fxcm any of the ills peculiar to their sex it is an unfailing friend. A l
Druggists. One Dollar a bottle, or address I)r.
David Kennedy, Itondout, N. Y.
p

Master Mechanic's and superintendent’s 1 Min-,)
Lowed ilcpair.Mmps of ; nc I tost., n .V I. •• HIM;.,
Lowell, Mass., March j:., l i.
7‘r. Davi'l Ktnnrili/, J?>.n,l;.tit, A }'.
1 think it is due t<> \<»n that 1 should
1)1 au sii:
make the following .statement, and I make it volunUii tne 4th day id dune, 1»1.
tarily and w tiling:I>
I was taken with what was e,ailed paralysis of the
bowels. Tin* seizure was inexpeeted and terrinle.
The stomach and o her organs seemed to sympathize w ith it and to have lost all powa-r of action.
For a long time in., life was despaired of, hut at
length I r<- ov-ered so f ir as l<> he aide to ride out.
liy the advice of my physicians 1 visited Poland
springs \ i.
hoping to’ Item lit from the waters,
lint the; d-..i me m- good. Neither were tlie best
physicians of Lowell and Poston, w hom I consulted,’aide to allmd me more the.: tran-ient relief. 1
gained no strength and my ease appeared almost
hopeless. In the Fall a friend advised me to trv
K KN N KI)Y'*S Y A YoPITK KKM FI)Y, and a 11l.ong]i
opposed to patent medicines 1 made the trial. To
make a long story short—FAVoKITK PL.MLDY,
In tnv opinion, saved my life. I consider it tie- be.-t
preparation in the world for stomach dillieullies,
a- weh a.- of the Liver and other
organ-. 1 am glad
to say it is in general use among the 1L it. men in
this vicinity.
V J. i.lFFolih.
Yours, elm.
Mr. (iillord i- the Ma-li r Mechanic of the Lowell
division of the Do-hm A; Lowell Pailroad, end his
Illness and recovery arc known to many who can
testify to the fans ii his letter.
I sc this medii s,e for all disease? of the Itlood,
Kidneys, Liver, stomaeli, Pow» Is an ! skin. It tuav
save yoij or yours from jiain and death.
Address, if desired, hr. David Kennedy, poudout. N. V.
1 nrgh
—

J
)

m CASH

CIV

1st premium, $5 000

S

Sa«o

2d
3d

“

$2,000
“
$1,000
other Premium*
here shown,
as

vs

'o*-**"*

$225
$200
7-r
^ 1

Smokers of Blackwell’s Genuine
Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco will
receive Premiums as follows on
terms and
onditions here specified

>

ii9

$150
}45|J*/5
J. j T..

The 25 premiums will be awarded
December 22. l-w4.
|*t Premium
to the i>erson from whom we r<•eci ve t lie largest n umber of our empty
t o hatvo bags prior to her 15. *>«l will
tx* given f .rthe next largest number
and thus, in the order of the numlx
of empty hags received from each.
to the t wen tv-five successful contestauts
Each bag must bear .ur
"riginal Bull Durham label. TV S.
Kevenne stamp, and (’antion Notice.
Bags must l>e done up securely in a
package, with name and address of
sender, and number of bags contain^ plainly marked on the outside,
and must be sent, charges prepaid, to
lilarkwell’* Durham Tobacco
<*>■• Durham, N. C. Every genuine
package has picture of Bull
troes

♦plIH

j

$90

j

SSO

«$00
$50
>#4-0
^ S'

$.50
$20
u#

| II
v
^1

See our next announcement,

lyrfi

snsiNl
THE

SURE

CURE

FOR

KIDNEY DISEASES,
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

CONSTIPATION, PILES,
AND BLOOD DISEASES.

PHYSICIANS ENDORSE IT HEARTILY.
‘‘Kidney-Wort

is the most successful remedy
Dr. P. C. Ballou, Monkton, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”
Dr. B.. N. Clark, 80. Hero, Vt.
“Kidney-Wort has cured my w ifc after two years
suffering.” Dr. C. M. Summerlin, Sun Hill, Ga.
I ever used.”

D1HIS

a

LARGEST IM* BEST ASSORTMENT

In the

nigh

«*:,

Rais’’ clears

out

Rats, Mice.

orn.-,” for Corns, Runions.

on

l.V.

n-

Middletown

—Qualities of all the best medicines in the
world, and you will find that —Hop
Bitters have the best curative qualities and

Pres’t Iliirtford&Conn
Valley If. It., Hartford,

|

r iinri’

(

v

(

pee, Mass.
Manager State Road
Hoosae Tunnel,
North Adams, Mass.

A President Sagadahock
( Nut. Bank, Bath, Me.
rw,»
(President Robinson
Iron Works,Plymouth
>,I.S0.
1 ( Mass.

I

IllTR
III.LI',

Cate

—onentrated

they will cure when any
—combined

{

Hardened

procured

LMJ.«

j

Esq., \ ^rnaWre

ClKlDSPEED,

ATTOKNE.lt

Hon. I). \V.
■>s

‘•1

AM* TKt'S I KES

BANKERS

AMERK AN

AND THI S i' CM)..

L(> VN

be advice of my pa*tor. 1 eomniem--d
in one month wc w re
Tin* ( .p.l.-il Stock of the ( ompany is ijO.OOO.immi, nil well, and none of us hav. been *ick a day
divi 11-• i into In,otio share -, "I the par value of $.r»o since, and I wan' to
*ay to all poor im-m v on
per : ip i.- full paid and miHs-essuble. A limited can keep your fan.ib-* well
year with
number ol share- will lie ottered t** the public j Bitters for lc** than
on* doctor** \:*i! w ill
at s|.*» per share, subject to an advance.
1 know it.**—A WoitKim.man.
Tiie c Mii.|Ciuy mviisliy purchase, the entire rights j
ter the New f. mt la ml Stale.-, of lie justly celebrated
A*f*Non< genuine without a bunch of green Hoj
Ii li ci t IT*.
-s I.ii- generating
/lent, l.iyht and on tin- whin- label. .*inm all t a- ile, poison... 1
stuff with “Hop” or IiSteam rover by the use of water and oils as fuel In
w thi
i; ,•
the manufacture of water gas for locomotives and
.-tationary boiiers, and f-.-r domestic uses. in fact,
u in rever a sale and perfei
tly clean lire is desired,
and a is la y.old question tint cheapest amt purest
gas for lighting.
W e have no hesitation in recommending this enterprise as om; of great merit and importance, sec
"ii I to none other iiiat ha- been brought to the at
tei.t'.-n f capitalist-.
J\v>
AM moneys for stork to hr paid into, and the
stork issued by the Amerlran Loan and Trust Coinpat!}, Bankers and Trustees of the (ompany.
^»»ur
y«»;ir n>TV'*:is
your
inscriptive pamphlets and all information eon*
rheumatic «ijfli i::, s. y .iir wretched
renting this great invention, ran bo obtained at
the M\rcutive Office. 17** Devonshire Street.
111> !
your

using Hop Bitters, am!

1'p.p

on (

vivacity

Concord

Wagons,

on

Dentist” Tooth l’owder.

at

Mother -wan’- Worm

to 2

inches.

procured

be

Syrup,

constipation; tasteless,

lf.e

PtLPAULD
PORTED

Debility

with

GER
the utmost skill from

made from thebes: material in the mar
and by experienced workmen. Have all
the latest Improvements in

cayenne pepper.
V Y NKIPE FRl'IT. Impure Water, Unhealthy
V
Climate, Unwholesome Food, Malaria, Epi; demic and Contagious Diseases, Cholera
Morbus,
! <
ramps, Pains, Indigestion, Colds, ( hills, Simple
i Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness or Loss of
Sleep
j tli. beset the traveler or household at this season
! ar
nothing to those protected by a timely use of
s A N Ft )KD*S DI NDER, the Delirious Summer Medicine. Beware of worthless imitations. Sold every
where.
|
Potter Dun, and Chemical Co, Boston.

Wheels,
And

Axles &

warranted first-class

Shall ke!l at

j

Collins’
ter

J

j

j
1

prices

in

ous System
\
perfect

and Banishes Pain.

Electric

Battery

combined with a Porous Plaster for *25 cents. It annihilates
Pain.vitalizes Weak and Worn
Out Parts, strengthens Tired Muscles, prevents
Disease, and does more in one half the time than
any other plaster in the world. Sold everywhere.

every

:

!
!
j

aiv

i.

>

BARKS??,

ij.tion and Kind at wholesale >-r retail. A new stock just im^o'-ie I
and for sale CIIKAP.
!tf

Pi
:l-)n.se et eur entire -lock 1m i.-re
)F At’i JUST, an ! would rail attention to t!if C Ilowiii pri'i :
■

User tears of thorough

prottuml.

Yarns, Ladies Children’s Gloves,
Neckwear, Sc..
£

el.-cwheiv in tic

ily.

■

i.’KAl)

s

u i:

Ac

i

5 WUg

Bound in tin-

substantial

meat

and

Prejcriplion
nun

I■ >

u-

maunt r.

SPECIFIC

(

Scrap

SOLD 111 DRHiOISTS LVKliJW HKKK.

l’riiji rs,

:■

l\

Cure

the instant Relief of

.Morbus, ili rrliira.

ihsmlfrv.|I

Ami ;il 1 Pain in the sumach ami Rowels.
Children like It.

Sold

by all Druggists.,

BOTH

('ALL.

A

;

Liu is

d

mi

o;

dust published,
Olrbraled E>sn>

ii'

W
milt
inal Losses, IMI’-U KN< y

capacity Impediment

f Dr.

0

1

d^r--. Im
«-•,f ir
Met t! a:
Ind-m
Marriage. ••I'-

pi.

firlh'.'.A

W. H.

>,\

c.
LULU

GORDON,

..

1 ■.

-•

5

li.
i

>i:iin

:

THE MONARCH POTATO DIGGER

illy,

VARNISHES,
colors, 20 new shades, best goods, largest
stock, lowest prices in town.
22
n. K. MOltlSOS A
vo.

Mill for Sale.
*

Hi; saw mil. at MOODY’S MIDI,, in Winterport. The machinery is in good order and
con 5-ts of a
R'dary which cost twelve hundred
dollars, a Header, a I'laning Machine, a '■diingie M.a
chine, stave Circular Saw, an Kdgrr, and a Circular Cut-oil s.:w. Ueason for selling, t<-close up the
estate of the late Daniel
Moody. \\ ill be sold low
Inquire of MID. MOODY at the mil!, or
\ RKY, U interport, Me.
K. <
Win ter port, May, ISSI.—Mnrlo

DENTIST.
1SS Hoijlston St.,

Host on.
9

to

12

eir

Savings

Bank.

XO. 4174. issued hv this Bank A turn si 7,
> 1S7S, to sol'll 11: DA LLAS IIAZKLTLNK,
been
lost and application made for a duplihaving
cate, notice of s,;titt loss is iier»*bv iriven as required
JOHN II <Jl 1MBY, Treas.
by law.
Belfast, July 15, 1.SS4 :Jw21>

FRUIT

I>OOK

&

VEGETABLE

i: i a non a roll:
;

—

I!!-.-

Sahscriher has taken the

for Waldo
couutv of the St IKNTIKfC
FKITT AND
VKOl.IwnU-: KVAFOR ATOIC A good business
can be done by anyone in the evaporation of ap
pies which always liud a ready market The price
ranges, from $75 to $450- For further information
and terms apply to
KORK.NZO DOW.
Helfast, .July :>, 1SS4.— Iw27
agciu

v

ill!WESTERN

?Torfg«ge Farm Loans. Prompt pay-

-N.Y. Kja-.iunae. Interest dates from
Largo
deposits. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Kxpericiice. INo Losses. Send for elreuiar,
references and sample forms.
Spc.
TI.
Perkins.
Pivs.
F.
p. M. Perkins.
Ilart,/T..
J. T. Warm*, V. Pres. / Auditor. I 0. W.Hillett.Trcas.
X. Y. oilicc, li'd liroudway. C. C. lline & Son, Agents.
KltoowS

VKTESIAN

Horses for Sale

S A PURE FRUIT STIMULANT, for the
aged, mentally and physically exhausted, careworn, or overworked, for delicate females, especially
mothers, for those recovering from debilitating dis-

eases, and as a means of reforming those addicted
to an excessive use of alcoholic stimulants, it is
unequalled in the whole range of medicines. Itcof imitations.
SANFORD'S is the finest
ginger in the world, and, notwithstanding the high

waro

cine.

of its

!
!
;

ingredients, is the cheapest family medieverywhere.

or

is

Exchange.

investigate the methods of the
DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE CO.,
one of the best in New England, before insuring
J. W. PLACIv, Agent.
elsewhere.
Searsport, July 3, 1884.—11*27

\IT ILL do well

Strayed,

Stolen,

or

A lAddcr.

Drug and Chemical Co., Boston.

I

Pelfast, July 17, 1884.—Iwl7

It.

CI1ENERY.
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Don’t hedis-

plaint.

■m:ra,-ed3iL will cure

yh

a

i.rirri’ Bitters
cure Liver Com-

you.

~

Pl

-DEALER

tr.

\

Monarch Manufacturing

I
.1

!'.

a

!

at" • ••
'"Alt
\ 1».

!
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-a

I-a

cards free.

...

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE.
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WELLS. PORED WELLS, OLD
wells bored deeper without removing the
stoning, in fact I ran make a well anywhere
through earlh or solid rock. The process is hy machinery, which is much cheaper than the old way ol
4w*28
digging. Prices given on application.
Ho\ 4.
\L J. AC HORN', Rockland, Me.
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T IIS-1
PATKON A«*1T is the largest of any
i'ommm-ini School m tic-w."Id.
'V! 3 22 JH S’UTATlONi f this school f.
origi«nd l-u,kr»i;p and as ttie standard lustitutm-.i f its k:edi> -nera'lv m-knowl- :>-d.
'IMS 3-: sniOOh Itni.m.Atiii centrally located and pu-p
ly ror.strmifd.
WIT A'AYIO'VS hi Ihtr.inenfl Houses furni-hf I its pupils c mpietes tnu v;:ric t inducements to atte:: this School.
i^tOSPl-iCTlA; cost,.miner full particulars post
*■•■f-c t-> iiiti-ndiug pumas. t'p-ns S,-pt. 1st.
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purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH
BRANDY, from the « world-renowned vintners,
Messrs. OTARD, DUPUY & CO., COGNAC,
SANFORD’S GINGER is vastly superior to all
other Gingers,” all of which are made with common alcohol, largely impregnated with poisonous
fusil oil and strengthened with cayenne pepper.
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ATHLOPHCROS CO

Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps,
Pains, Indigestion, Diarrhoea, Colds, Chills, Simple
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep
that beset the traveller or household at this season,
are nothing to those protected by a timely use of
SANFORD'S GINGER, the Delicious Summer

BEVERAGE, with hot and cold water,
sweetened, or hot or cold milk, or added to
ice water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and mineral waters, it forms a refreshing and Invigorating
beverage, unequalled in simplicity and purity by
any tonic medicine, while free from alcoholic reaction Avoid mercenary dealers, who for a few cents’
extra profit try to force upon you their own or
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m .1 u'.ian, 2.11. liar us, 2. Id1.,
*..mil a Maid, 2 II; Trinket. 2.14, and Clingstone,
2.1 i.
Allot the-e exe.-pt Ituras are grandsons or
uTanddaiin'iiers of K\ -dvks ! 1 a mblelnnian.
HAMflLKTOMAN CIIIKF, dr. of He, <> is also a
grand-on ,-i |;> sdvks Iland.eP'idnn, and out of an
\meri'-.11! Star mare, v\!m li i- the most famous
■Mood ep.-s it, the world for obtaining speed combined w i:i, style, and trot-every-day in-the-weok
pialifie-. Tim Trolling Kogistcr will prove this t<>
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i id. i stands In Maine for so small a servi
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Bushings and Boiler Skates.
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CINDER. CHOICE AROMATK S
a ml the purest ami best of MEDICINAL FRENCH
BRANDY, from the world removed vinters,Messrs.
(H ARD, DUTY A: CO., CODNAC. rendering it
astly superior to all other “Dingers,” all of which
are made with common alcohol, largely
impregnatj 'd witit poisonous fusil oil and strengthened with

1
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8RAYTGN PETROLEUM ENGINE Cq.
They

for feverishness,
2V.

SANFORD’S
PREINVENT
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Healers Sn

Fittings,

steam

Boiler

-tinging, irritation, all Kidney and I'rinary e.oiu
plaint.-cured by “Ruehu-paiha.” $1.
•Night sweai.-. fever, chills, malaria, dyspepsia,
cured by "Wells’ Health Uenewer.”

Logan.

line

our

short notice and

If

l'ry it.

NVr’.'oih Wrakne—, Dyspepsia, Sexual
•ured by “Wells’ Health Uenewer.” $1.
worms,
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<nigh.-,” troches, IV., liquid, 2V.

i "iliildrni, -i«.w in development, puny and
'i'-iieate, u»e "Wells' Health Uenewer.”
"Rough

heavy work in

BREEDERS

K8e.

Beliast,

reasonable prices. Pipe
cutting and threading. Bolt cutting from 1-s inch

-.

“Rough

St.,

44 Slaiis
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ScMfsport

I). LANK, Agent, Brlfa.t.
•1AMF. LITTLKF1FLD, Supl.. Bi.Moii.
I ALVIN U .TIN, Rcneral Freight tgent, Boston.

•'!

aches,

sleepless iiiy

ll

t r-in

Notice of Foreclosure.

j

Brass Founders,

Lowell..

from Belfast

SiSjer Ware--

was

pains,

«

Bros, best goods -l»\ getting up flubs
Rogers
for our TEAS.
A Tea Set of It pieces sent for a $10 order.
\
handsome Hanging Lamp for a $1 a order.
V large
Winner Set or an elegant French China T» a Set for
a $20 order.
We send BETTER TEA than
any company In the country and as good premiums.
send for full Premium and Price List,
BICKNELL TEA COMPANY,
2IM Main St., Rockland, Maine.
b

ago. In

Congress Street, Boston.

Chi^a,

trips per week

Leaving Belfast for Boston every week day at 2‘i
o’clock K M.
A program of choice music will he
performed in
the saloon on every passage between Kockhtnd and
Boston.
Leaving Foster’s wharf, Boston, for Belfast,
every week day at 5 o’clock i*. >i.
cus n k<
ions—At Scar>port with stage for stoekt"ti on arrival of steamer. At Buck-port with stage
for and from LI Is worth. At Bangor for Mooscheud
Lake and ad stations on the B. & I*. K. It. and M.
Connection., made for Port land al DockC. U. R.
land usually everv Monday and Thursday evening*.
Com-eetions at Dockland with steamers Mt. Desert
or Dockland for Mt Desert and landing,- -u.-t.
Tickets may lie obtained n board steamer.-, for
Lowell. Lawrence, New York and Philadelphia.
1- are to Boston.£:;.o0

and

Poverty and Suffering.
dragged down with debt, poverty and
sulfering for years, caused by a sick family and
large bills for doctoring.
1 was completed}'discouraged, until one year

HOOCH,

School Street, Boston.

1

!

~|

furnDii their tables uitb

tan

Glass, Crockery,

<;

Commencing Saturday. May 31,

to

LADIES

week.

The steamers of this line will make

of Patents.

acted for and advised me in hundreds of c.-i-*--, :md
many patent.-, rci-sue- and extension-. I
na\ i•
occasionally employed (lie best agen- ie- in
New York, Piiiladelptiia and Washington, Init I-till
give you almost the whole of my hnsine--, in \inline, and advise others to emplov you.
Yours truly,
GFORGE DRAPER.
Boston, Janiiarv I, 1.--I.—1 vrl

Liver.

Co.

Music *0 Full Orchestra.

of

Hand

i

Boston, October 1!.>, lsTo.
li II. FDDY, Esq.— Dear >ir: You procured for
me, in is to, niv lir-t patent.
Since then you have

Five years ago 1 broke down with kidney
and liver complaint and rheumatism.
iaih
Since then I have been unable to !»•■ about it
I o hb VMj lil'BI aMI
I
all. My liver became bard like wood; my limb.*
were putted up and filled with water.
President
G.
W.
Smith
,,
(
j
Iron Works, Boston,
hi.'1. Ii, Mil M, rS(|.«
All the best physician* agreed that nothing
I
(Mass.
could cure me. I resolved to tr\ Hop Bitter*;
Slra!t’ I have used seven bottle*; the banlne--- ha* ah
II. C.
gone from my liver, the swelling from my
>,
.</ ,1
.»«•/. in my
limbs, and it has
C.KM.KAI, MANACiKU
iv :
otherwise I would have been now in m\ grave.
(Jen. M. N. WISEWELL,
J. W. Mokky.
17^ Devonshire street, Boston.
Buffalo, Oct. 1. lssl.
.1

Commissioner

Bangor

PER

TRIPS
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“Inventors cannot employ a person more trustworthy or more capable of securing for them an
early and favorable consideration at the Patent <>l
lice.”
EDMUND BURKE,

—Fail. A thorough trial will give positive
proof of this.

FRED II. HENSIIAIY, Esq. \ Cushing, Importers, 12 j
( Chauney St., Boston.
I 1.1\
fElMVi,
It \.1 uIi

1

—

powers of all
—In them, and that
or all tnese,
singly or
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TESTIMONIALS.
“1 regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable
and successful practitioners with whom I have had
otlicial intercourse.”
CD AS. MASON, Commissioner of Patents.

1

■

Washington,

rci r

\l Ii! Ml

-AND-

l.V.

thousands of Democrats in Indiana, and the
ALMOST INCREDIBLE.
Courier sympathizes with those who think’
James K. liirhardson, Custom House, New Orthat Col. Gray has not only been more than
leans, on oath, says.—In I*s7u Scrofulous Ulcers
generously rewarded, but that in again solicit- i nroke -.in on my body until 1 was a mass of eorrup..
F\endlong known to the medical faculty was
ing the nomination for the highest honor of tiein vain. 1 became a mere wreck. At times
party he is transcending all limb* «>t reason and tried
.e! ii.it lilt my hands to my head, could not turn
propriety.
i; was in con-tant ])ain, and looke-l upon life
1 m
The Hloomtieid Democrat tail.- in a similar
•ir-e.
No relief or cure in ten years. In isso
lam, and the Portland Herald. Democratic, I le-’ird o| the I r t'lt'i ka Ki-:mLDIKS, used them
sa
"There are otlu in -n in tile i Mihk rape an I w as perfectly cured,
sworn to before U. S. Com. I. 1). CllAWFOHl).
parly in Indiana who are much more cut itled to
political honors than Gray, and the thinking
class have decided llint he hi- been suflieiently
STSLL SsSOFlE SO.
rewarded for bringing to Mie parly one vote.
Will McDonald, -•'4-2 I>e;;rborn street, Chicago,
For this reason his war record has been examined and found to consist of a brilliant five gratefull;. macknowledges a cure of Kczema, or Salt
bheum,
head, neck, face, arms and leg.- for
months' campaign within sight of Madison in
v
n!e n years : not able to move, except on hands
tli
State, with the exception of the time occu- and knee*., for one year; not aide to help himself
pied in destroying a Democratic printing otliee for eight years; tried hundreds of remedies; docie-longing to ‘old man Cropsy,' just across the tor- pronounced ids ease hopeless. Permanently
Ohio Liver." 'Phis reft rs to the fact that while eared by IheCl TK TR A 11 EM Eld ES.
a Colon, I, Gray einpthd a Democratic printing j
otliee into th«- | jv( r for disloyalty, which was
3AOFIE WONDERFUL YET.
tin nearest, so far as is known, lie ever cane
to direct conflict with the enemies of the govH. K. Carpenter, Henderson, N. Y., cured of
I’-.ijaa-i- or l.eprosy.of twenty years’ standing, by
ernment. Old man CropsCs -on now lives
here and is a prominent I n-mocrat ; indeed, is; 1 I'iiiriiA Uemedies. Tin* most wonderful cure
|. A dustpanful of scales fell from him
looked upon a.- one of McDonald's chief sup-i on re.
daily. Physicians and hi- friends thought he must
porters. IP- is a member of the Stale Lx* u- die. Cur. -worn to before a .Justice
of the Peace
<
?ive Committee.
olonel Gray was connected and 1 J' li'lcrson’s most
prominent citizens.
in some capacity with oiv- of the numerous
marriage benefit associations that showered
ov»*r the Stale like tin* locusts of Lgypt in the
DON’T WAIT.
J
wake of tin* graveyard insurance swindle.
Write to us for these testimonials in full or send
Gen. Malison, however, is looked up to, to direct i«» the parties. Don’t wait. Now is the time
help out the Slate ticket, but the old man i' in to cure every species of Itching, .Scaly, Pimply,
no humor to do the heave drawing for other i >ero|uloiis, Inherited, Contagious, and Copper-colDiseases of the blood, Skin and Scalp, with
people. This Mr. Cropsy 'aid to him after the ored
of Hair.
convention: "1 hope you will pull t he oil'horse Loss
s. Id by all druggists.
Price: Cl'l ICI'RA, 50 ets.;
through.” meaning Gray. .» which the Gen-] !»:»i,\
est, s 1.00; Soar, 25 cents. Potter Ditt o
ral responded:
"That c what 1 was put on
\NI» < IIKMH AI. CO., boston. Mass.
the ticket for.'* To another person who asked
F" AllTT V For Sunburn, Tan, and
h»*w he was running. Gen. Man^on replied:
uLKU I I Oily Skin, blackheads, and
•Very poorly; 1 tear I have too much had in j Skin bl ini-hes, use O tiitka Soar.
my legs lor a Democratic Convention.” refer- j
ring to rebel lead he carries in his body from
wounds received in the service. Th**se remark'. together with tin* speech made in tin*
convention to the efleet that tie "had supposed
the Democratic party would give some consideration to a soldier ot two wars,” show’s
that Gen. Manson understands tin* situation.
The greatest fraud is to have Col. Gray before
THE WISE
SICKNESS,
the stale and country on his military record.
!lis service embraced live months and five days,
and lie never saw a battle, accosting to the last
reports. Vet the Democrats an* posing him as
“a veteran of the civil war.”

to

revivers,
—Take all the Great health restorers.
—In short, take all the best qualities of all
—best
these, and the

C.ffOfll)ffl!LTIi,KM:^:
t

linn. A.

Stale, including the LATKST STVLKS of

candidacy, if not >y nonymous terms, are at all j
strictly contemporaneous. There are

chapter about Kmesaw at on<-<* illustrates
his care of his men and his deep-seated aversion to exposing them unnecessarily, and furnis|je> some interesting histoiy.
Willi (ieneral
.McPherson, he \va> at General Sherman's
li ^aw
headquarters when the assault at
was
decided upon.
He at onee protested,
though at first scarcely believing that the intent ion to make tin* assault was earnest. When
he discovered that it was really contemplated,
he emphasized his protest, coupling n with the
opinion that to senu tin* troops against that
mountain would only result in useless slaugliter.
Finding his opinion likely to he disregard•d. he went still further and declared it to be a
movement which, in his judgment, would In*
nothing less than the murder of brave men. In
all of this he was warmly seconded by (ieneral
McPherson. They did not succeed in averting
the slaughter.
Put afterward, when office is in
the Army of the Cumberland heard that Genoral Thomas’s protest in regard to the same
matter had be* n in similar terms to that of Logan. a stronger liking than ever for Logan prevailed among those officers of the Cumberland
Army who knew the facts. Thus he ever
sought to protect his men whenever he saw
that they were likely to he needlessly exposed.
There was another and later event of great
importance that raised him high in the estimatiou of the friends of Genera! Thomas. He had
been cut off from joining his command for the
march to the sea, and subsequently reported lo
City Point for orders. He readied there just
after the first order for General Thomas’s removal before Nashville had been telegraphed

—Take all the Brain and Nerve force

(.Conn.

OF

events

oi

!

Carriages!

ket.

i,” great ki ney md urinary cure.
1- In
roaches, ant-, hed-lmgs, rats, mice, cleared
ut by "Rough on Rat-.”
IV.

!i\\i: dom: io maki:

For the second time (ieneral Grant had become
IN THOUSANDS OF CASES
exceedingly impatient, and decided to remove
it has cured where all else had failed. It is mild,
Thomas.
Upon the appearance of Logan.
but efficient, CERTAIN IN ITS
ACTION, but
Grant ordered him to proceed at once to Nashharmless in all cases.
ville
and
await
orders. His instructions cont «Tlt cleanse* the Blood and 8tre«fthen* and
templated his relieving Genera! Thomas, if on
fives New Life to all the important organs of
the body. The natural action of the Kidneys is
his arrival no attack had been made upon Hood,
restored. The Liver is cleansed of all disease,
Here was a most brilliant position offered—
and the Bowels move freely and healthfully.
that of commander of the Army of the CumIn this way the worst diseases are eradicated
berland, just as it bad been reorganized and
from the system.
2
put in order for battle, and stood in its trenchPMC*, *1.00 LIQUID OB DBY, BOLD BY DBUGGI8TS.
es
ready for the word to advance. Had amDry can be sent by mail.
bit ion alone actuated him. here was the oppor| WELLS, RICIIARDKON A CO.Burlington Vt.
Put
tunity of a lifetime of active service.
instead of obeying the spirit of his instructions,
he proceeded with such deliberation as to prove
beyond room for cavil that self-seeking was not
the motive which controlled Logan in the war.
He moved to his new post without undue
lvrl2
haste. He seemed to appreciate the situation
far better than Grant himself. His leisurely
journey to Nashville gave time for the battle to
Notice.
opeu under Thomas. And when it opened Lois to forbid all persons from harboring or
gan telegraphed announcing the beginning of
trusting my wife ROSILER HEAL on mv ac- Thomas’s
success, and asking to be ordered to
»mt, as I shall pay no debts of her contracting
his old command. [II. V. Boynton in the Cinfter this date.
STOVER HEAL.
cinnati Commercial Gazette.
Lincolnville Ctr., July 14.—3w2i>*

pr-

TIIF.
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Slate.

Stories

f President

linn. SAMUIL BABCOCK,

Boston

EJDD'F,

No. 70 State Street, opposite Kilby, Boston,
Secures Patents In the United States; also in Great
Britain, France and other foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furnished hv
remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A’o Agency in the United States possesses superior
Patents
or
for
facilities
obtaining
ascertaining the
patentability of inventions.
It. II. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

specifics,

DIRECTORS:
;
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All kinds of' light and

The nomination of Col. Gray for Governor
by the Democrats has certainly simplified
Mv bn band write- a lady) is three times the
political matters in Indiana so far as the Stab
ticket is concerned. The nomination i- m»t a man siu< using “Well.-’ Health Uenewer.”
This
popular one. and can not he made on*
Ii
.■ r<
failing, broken, worn out ami nervous,
is conceded by a nutiiher of 1
moerat i*-newsA
ii-’ Health Uenewer.” $1.
lyeow22
papers. among lie in tie- Lvaiisville .Journal.
Prev:'.;-',..f of Kidney complaint in America;
edited by e\->. s-reiary <«1 Slat*- Shankliu. The
•Ruehuo,
i- a quick, complete cure. $1.
Courier says that since tie- yar D7*J. m which i
Cray joint'd the Democratic party, after having
been rejected lor the C.mgiV'siona! nomination
ill the Leptibllean Convention, lie has l»een a
candidate before every I n-morralio >’ab Convention that has been held in wnie'i a full
lieket was to be nominated.
!!• lias G\ i
FOU EVERY FORM OF
bu n nominated for Li- -utenaiit G<»venoi. has
SKIN AND BLOOD
si rved as
Lieutenant (iovernor and («overnor.
DISEASE
and lias solicited and received tin* complimenFROM
tary vote ul the Democratic Senators and members of the Legislature for I'nited State- .'senator.
No man in t!«• party, although In* may
have spent all of the years of his life in it' ser? 11'»)U> A N1 >> OF I. F I' IF US in our possession
vice. has ever received so manv and sin-h high
A
repeal this story: I have been a terrible
The < /aidhonor- in the same lengih of time.
~'.:it
i..r years with Blood and Skin Humors;
nave be. is ob.iged to slum
er believes that Col. Gray is now a sincere
public places by reason
o*
m\
listiiruring liumors, have had ttie best physiI lenun rat. but certainiy his party h»\ aity would
cian-; nav spent hundreds of dollars and got no
seem more di'intt rested. it says, if he were
! rcli'-t iintI! ! used Hu* Ci rKTitA Uksolvkn r,
less persistent in d* manning olli
IP iiatile ia
Blood Jbiriti r, internally, and Ct'Ti<’i t;.\
never ceased to he an applicant lor on-- nomia.el <
h
i;
Soai’. the Great Skin Cures and
nation or another since he was ;; fortnight in
"!<in B. antiiiers, externally, whieb have cured me
the Democratic party. 11C Democracy and and left my .-kin and blood as pure as ii child’s.

Two

i

Helfast, May s, 1884.—tfl‘J

Hats.

PimplestoScrofula.

Popularity and Isefalness of Mr. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy-A Thrilling Letter from a
Master Mechanic.

I

is

Silk

POSITIVE CURE

REMEDY

«-’im

br.MoriiA

on

L lie- who would retain freshness and
don’t d! !" ;ry Well’s Health Uenewer.”

II .MOHK so.

KENNEDY’S

i'rtimiumo
.%o. it >25

1111:

Doubtful

Gough

reople. “Wells’Health Uenewer” restores
health and igor, cures dyspepsia, V’- $1.
"Rough on Toothache,” instant relief l.V.

dispo-ition than

Son

Belfa-t, April it, I'M.—.‘tinIs

s#

"It

kin.

w.mai

DR.

‘Rough

here is not in human nature a more odious
a
plane le -.- i«. contempt, which
mixture of pride and ill-nature.
Nor is
: there any which more certainly denotes a bad
mind; lor in a good and benign temper then
; can be no room for tlii- sensation. [Fielding.
Thou ma\e-t le -me that h<- that will in pr
j ale tell thee !h) faults i- 1 liy irk lei: for be
j adveutiifes thv disiike. and doth hazard thy
liatred; for then- are few men that ran endure
it ; every man. for the uio-t part, delighting in
| sejfpraise, which i- one of tlie m»! i.nivi r-al
foliie- that bewitcheth mankind. [Sir Walter
Kali igh.
i

old physician, retired from practice, having
placed in his hands hv an Last India mission-

marriage ceremony was over, the parson was approached by the groom with the question, “What’s live damage elder?”

M ii have commonly more pleasure in the
criticism which hurls t han in that which is inmore tolerant of 1 he severit)
nocuous; and ar«
which l»r«-ak- h> ari- and ruin- foi lines, than of
; that which tails impotent!) on t: e gra\e. ; Ku—

j

!

$12.00.
L. HAYFORD.

When the

1

To

FL. H.

ctt res,
—Take all the Ague, Fever, and Bilious

FRED. II. JIENSHAW, President.
II. C. GOODSPEEI),
Treasurer.
WII.IU'E F. LENT,
Clerk.

1

the

Mr.

j

-AND-

PATENTS.

Liver

OFFICERS :

■

11 would be no violation of the commandment,”
-aid -lolin 15. Bough, “if a man were to fall down
and worship tin* -ilk hat, for it is net made in the
likeness of anything in heaven, on on earth, or in
the v> ter- which arc under the earth
Besides il
heat- the head and causes the hair to fall olf. Barker’- Hair B.al-am will stop that and restore the
'•vicinal color t" grav or faded hair. Not oily, not
dye, benelicial, deliciously perfumed. A perfect
lmeow2»5
hair dre.-.-ing. ode
All druggists.

[Kichtcr.

HATS, CAPS,

BOSTON, MASS.

j

j

Tiii- is the season when the men have their hair
cut s<» short that their wives can use the top of
hubby’s nead for nutmeg graters.

(ireat happine-- is the iiordeal of mankind. great misfortune only tie- trial by water;
for the former opens a large extent of fillnrit\.
whereas the latlep riivum-erib<
or closes It.

work,

Executive Office, 178 Devonshire St,,

!

Cured.

formula of a simple vegetal.de remedy for
tin’* -poniy and permanent cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma and all Throat and
Lung A flections, also a positive and radical cure
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful curative powers
in thousands of eases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human suffering, I
will send free of charge, to all who desire it, this
recipe in Borman, French or Knglish, with full directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail by
\.
addressing with stamp, naming this paper, W
Noyes, 14U l'ower's Block, Rochester, A. >
2(i too w.'54

A fresh mind keeps the body fresh. Takr in
the ideas of the day. drain oil- those of yesterday. A> to the morrow, line- enough to consider it when i! hen.me- today,
[liulwer1 At ton.

U MADE OTI

1 Vf'OAVC

An

had
ary

[Sir W. Temple.

misfortunes.

AND Al l. OTIlFIt BODILY TAINS AM) ACHES.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Fifty Cents a bottle.
Directions in 11 l/ttnr'taKe*.
THE ( IIAUI.ES A. vogfi.cr CO.
Bnltimore, Aid., C.S. A.
(Sucoeis- rs t.. A. VOUEl.tlt ft 00.)

Kidney and

*•

Submission is the only reasoning between the
creature and its Maker, and contentment in
his will is the hot reined) we can apply to

lens, Boys k CMlflren’s

Sore Ttrniat. Koelliia&r*. «S»rai«*», Elrutsou,
Ettinm. Se-a!<!•». Frswt Hit«•.<*.

Problem.

Great

all the

—Take all the Blood
—Take ail the Rheumatic remedies.
—Take all the Jhjspepsia. and indigestion

;

•‘Look at the baste, wid his two toothpicks stickin’
his mouth,” was how the flight of an elephant
lir.-t affected Bridget Muldoon.

The world's history is a divine poem, of
which the history of every nation Is a canto
and every man a word. [Oarlield.

RFTIUVKO FROM ROSTOV WITH
TI1K UUOEST STOCK OF

Lumbago.

Take

Medicines,
purifiers,

out er

Truth, like the sun. submits to he obscured,
hut, like tin- sun, only for a time, [Ilovrc.
H.UF JIM

Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Backache. Headache. Toothache.

Rheumatism,

lyr’>

rob

A

ENGLAND
—

many other fast ones.
Mary Dulse, recoril 3.03 to wagon at three years
old, is the dam of Charlie Champlain 2.20 V. Rival
2.11 as a four-year-old, the Kentucky stallion Twilight, and other noted ones.
Ilambletonian Chief is a bay horse, 15v bauds
high, and weighs loin lbs. He is a very sure foal
getter, and bis colts are in demand at goo*I price*.
His line of breeding is of the very best and is the
favorite with most large breeders. He has the same
line of blood as Dexter and his full brother Dictator the sire of Jay Lye See 2.10 V.
The only one of his'colls that lias ever been trained fur the track is George <)., the sensational trot
ter of last season, who with only three week’s
preparation entered and trotted in nine races inside
| of three weeks, winning eight out of the nine, and
$S5o.oo out of a possible *'.*00.00. lie also placed
all of his heats in tie* thirties, and in e\cry race his
la.-t heats were the fastest. Record 2.31VThe above record, taken as a whole, ha* never
been equalled by a Maine bred horse.
IIAMBLFTOMAN' (’llIKK will stand for *ervi<v
during tin* season t 1884—Saturday afternoons
and Sundays excepted—at the stable ot Harrison
llayford, Belmont Avenue. Belfast.
Parties wishing to send mares from a oistance
are guaranteed that their stock will receive the be*t
of care, ami at. moderate charge.*; but ail accident
j and escapes at tin* owner’s risk.
-Gif’The bills on all such stock must be paid bef"i'e* it leaves the place, but mares failing to get
1 with foal
Hie service money will be returia l, upon
I satisfactory evidence.
I
Terms, to insure a Foal,

Castoria.
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she was a Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

never

men are cow-

Of all thieves fools an* the worst:
ou of time and temper.
[<Joeth<*.

CURES

•I would die for you,” she exclaimed, pillowing
her head upon his shoulder. “Oh, no, you needn’t,
darling,” was the quick reply, *‘I like red hair.”

Thought.

A

E^-AJOSar.

FOR,

The Best Authorities In Hygiene
lew concede that yeast fermentation in the preparation "f bread foods are less healthy than when
r,vised by the use of pure Hi Carb Soda or Sour Milk.
The Gold Medal Soda or Saleratusare Superior for
their purity and healthfuluo^s. Cooking raised by
using the Gold Medal will be found more free from
the taint of alcohol than any other. Ask your Crefer for it until you get it.
ly4U

Whoever gi\es sight to the inly blind,
in any way lifts his feeble kind.
Would be working a miracle just as great
As Peter once wrought at the Beautiful Gate.

Hood's XouiH-J’owiiUi.

Girl.

L»»rd Tennyson’s son is to be married tills month
t-» a .Miss Bo> !e.
The lady’s family naturally rejuice that it will have one Boyle less to dress.

Or

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA

a

was no

“Tread lightly,” only a little corn. Use Hinds’
It is guaranteed to
Radical Col:n Rrmovek.
cure, and leaves the skin smooth.
lyr'44

That the blessed words of Christ were true.
“Far greater things than these shall ye do,'*
That whoever from
should turn his brother.
Or kindle the flame of !<>.■, in another.

Is sold by all druggists. Trice £1. or six
large bottles for
Prepared onlvbvC. 1.
HOG!) & co Apothecaries, i.owvil Ma-.-.

Rev.

lyri'.t

“Why .John,” said his mother, as she caught him
stealing her cake, “I am surprised.” “So am I.”
m;is the- reply.“for 1 didn’t know you were at home.”

man.*’

now

all run down.” Of course, but that
for gelling “sot lip.”

as

Didn’t Want

More earnest he grew when he heard hei say
1'hat thousands of impotent folks that lay
I’»> tin Beautiful Gate and the highway side

Were

I

Last summer my wife’s health was all run down,
and she wanted me to hire a girl to do the work.
In a little while I found one I thought Mould suit
her, when to my surprise she said 1 need not hire
any one, as she felt much better, and thought another bottle of Sulphur Bitters would cure her.
Donald Gkey, 41 Worcester square, Boston.

The happy, good mother her silence broke
And the boy grew earnest the w Idle >he spoke,
And his eve seemed to grow, his brow to expand
When she said, “God has given such power to

sai-arili.a and a few Cook books for distribution.
Your preparation has worked
wonders in the ease of my wile, who has
been troubled with sick headache and biliousness for years. She only look one-hair
teaspoonful at a dose, and lias not been so
well for fne years as now. She found that
within a week after taking it she felt verjs
much better, and is now entirely free from
those severe headache*. She hasm-t taken
any of any account since la-t spring, and
what little she had is hut to do some otlu t s
some good, and we must have it in the house.
Yours trulv.
IIOMEU B. NASH.

j

patent-medicine advertisement starts off with
M

excuse

silently sat as she heard him relate
The Apostle's great deed at tie- Beautiful Gate.
But he sighed as he said, “No such power is
given
To the meu of
day by our Fat her in llea\en.”

Pittsfield. Mass.
Messrs. C. T. Hood & ('• >.: Gents—Please
send me by express two bottles Hood’s Sak-

to

NEW

1884.

By Middletown, by Rysdyks Rambletonian, by Abdallah, by Mambrino, thoroughbred son of imported Messenger.
First dam of Middletown by American
eclipse, second dam by \ oung engineer, by Kngineer, by imported Messenger.
D im of Ilambletonian Chief, Mary Dulse, by Seeley’s American Star (sire of Widow Machree, record
2.20, Holly Lewis 2.20 V. New berg 2.30, and sire of
the dams of Dexter 2.1 TV Nettie 2.1s, Robert McGregor 2.18, Driver 2.10,V, Orange Girl 2.20, Duelress 2.20*4, Powers 2.21,
Jay Gould 2.21 V and twenty-two others with recur*Is of 2.30 or better) by
American .Mar son of Duroc; lirst *larn by Harry,
the great thoroughbred racer; second dam by iinported Messenger. Middletown is sire of Music
2 2I1,. Nellie Irwin 2.25, Orange Hlossom 2.20, and

;

CARD.—To all who are suffering from errors
and indiscretions Of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., I will send a recipe
that wiilcure you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South

back;

STALLION FOR SERVICE.

Hambletonian Chief,

A

a

She

Biliousness, Sick Headache.

1884.

Everything green in Massachusetts Is being at- I
Lacked by the army worm. The dudes are fleeing
to Newport.

The little child's mother sat listening by.
And a smile and u tear might be seen in her
eye,
As she gazed with delight at the beautiful boy,
The pride of her heart—her hope and her joy.

can

se

Hi man Blood.—On the purity and vitality of
tin-, blood depend the vigor and health of the whole
system. Disease of various kinds is often only the
sign that nature is trying to remove the disturbing
cause.
A remedy that gives life and vigor to the
blood, eradicates scrofula and other impurities
from it, as Hood’s Sarsaparilla
does,
must be the means of preventing many diseases
that would occur without its use. Sold by dealers

If 1 was St. Peter, theiv'd never be lack
< >f a
tongue, or an eye, or a leg. or a thumb.
For the blind or the maimed, the deaf or the
dumb.”

day my mother was in the city of Taunton,
anil found one of your cook books, and in
reading it 1 found many people testifying to
cures from the use of your Sarsaparilla and
1 udt forced to try it.
Olive Ointment.
although 1 had seen many things advertised
1 have now
that never did me any good.
taken two small bottles and one large one of
of Ointthree
boxes
used
Sarsaparilla, and
ment. 1 now call myself cured. Nothing

l

Gate.

“If I was St. Peter, lame Jack should have legs—
Who always must ride when he brings us our
eggs.
And wouldn't I give his eyes to blind Tim V
Who always is led by his little dog Shin.

Humor and Salt-Rheum.
Kaymiam. Mass., Aug. 1-. 1S78.
*
*
*
C. I. TTooi»&Co.: Gentlemen
I have had ringworm humor ami salt-rheum
so badly that- my body was covered with raw
1 1 ave
sores; so. also, my head and lace.
had any number of doctors in the last seven

Ringworm

years, and

Beautiful

“I'd like to be Peter!" a little boy said
As he sat one day and his Bioie read:
He had just been reading the blessed fate
Of the beggar that lay at the “Beautiful Gate."
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Cured without the use of the
b
m knife. WII.I.I \ M BEAD M.
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I’ Harvard, Is 12 and U<>HKit f M. UK \D (M. D.. liar
vard, 1S7'; Evans House, 175
Tremont St.. Boston, mat
FISTl'LA, PILES AND ALL DISEASES OF THE REtTl AI uith'Mil detenti >n freni business.
Reference* given. Send for
a pamphlet.
Office Hours, 11
v. M. to 4 i*. m. (except Sun>

Diocesan School for tiirls under the direction of the
|| I I 8 Ci
II !■
BISHOP OF MAINE.
r
E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 |
S
1 i
MADAME MON DAN,
Principal.
*
1
A concerned, that hi has been duly appointed
Assisted bv seven competent teaehe.rs
lays).
lyrtl
Matron. | and taken upon himself Hie trust of Administrator
Mrs. A. S. FltOTHlNGIlAM.
of the estate of
Seventeenth year opens September -J'-. TEIIMS
$250 a year. Address Principal at Brattleboro, !
CAROLINE B. ABBOTT, late of Belfast,
of Eastern
10vr27
Vermont, until September 1.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
Afaint\ -wheresoever assembled or dispersed—and
to all other persons interested in the news of Mount
as tin* law directs; he therefore requests all per
|>. >sert and vicinity, or any of the towns in Hancock
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
'■Subscribe for the
make immediate payment, and those who have any j and Washington counties.
exhibit
the
MOI
\T DESERT HERALD, only #2.00 a year. It
to
same
for
settledemands
thereon,
METAL, the best anti-friction metal for
all
the local news. Address.
CLIFFORD B. ABBOTT,
Iyl5
ment to him.
j contains
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
JOSEPH WOOD, Manager. Bar Harbor, Maine.
1-, 1S84.
isi f20
TIIE JOUUNAL OFF 1CE.
j Belfast, July
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BAR HARBOR

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
TYPE

j

